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CHAPTER ONE
CORE ACCELERANT RULES
THE GAME

Welcome

You are preparing to enter a game world using the Accelerant system. The system is designed to be simple in concept
and execution, yet have a rich and varied set of skills and abilities with which to develop characters and stories. To do this we
have created a set of Core Rules that defines all of the effects of the game and presents them to you within the first chapter of
the rulebook. All skills and special abilities refer back to these Core Rules, so once you have learned the Core Rules you know
how to react to effects from any Accelerant game, even though the skills or abilities that allow a character to use those effects
may be very different.

Rules of Etiquette

In an activity as fluid and full of unexpected circumstances as live action games, it is important that each player attempt
to follow the spirit as well as the letter of the rules. Although we have tried to create a set of rules that is as cut and dry as
possible, there are certain rules that are difficult or impossible to quantify that are necessary to promote atmosphere or safety.
These rules are marked as Rules of Etiquette. These rules are difficult or impossible to quantify. We know this, and if players
abuse them or become less than graceful when using them the game will suffer. We trust the player to follow the intent of the
rules, and to be particularly careful to be graceful when dealing with Rules of Etiquette.
Rule of Etiquette: * The first rule of etiquette is that abusive language or actions are not tolerated, whether they
are in game or not. Language or actions that are derogatory or that are deemed to be harassment are not allowed.
References to explicit sexual behavior or concepts, particularly violent ones, are not allowed. In game threats
should be worded so they are clearly in game.

Game Actions

The system is designed to keep the game running as smoothly and fluidly as possible. The game takes place in a site
full of props, buildings, and other players. The rules define how you interact with the environment and other players. The game
has removed actions and effects players cannot actually perform from the gameplay. There are no creatures stepping through
solid walls, no flying creatures, and no activities that cannot be played without interrupting the flow of the game. Characters
that step into rifts and turn to spirit or characters that die and rise as spirits are still visible as they walk off. You cannot attempt
actions such as chopping up bodies or breaking down doors that cannot be performed for logistical or safety reasons.

Always In Game

Players stay in game and in character from the start of the event to its end. There is no “out of game” except during
emergencies. There are no out of game indicators such as white headbands, and no people should be wandering about unless
they are there in the actual game. The idea is to keep the game flowing so players can stay in character and be immersed in the
story. If you have a question, attempt to word it and ask it in game. If you feel you must leave game, walk to the edge of the
game area in character and leave the game for a time. You should never interrupt the flow of the game.
The system is also designed to minimize the times where you cannot act on what you see, hear and feel. You are
always in game, even if your character is unconscious, dead, or affected by a game condition that incapacitates you. Your spirit
still remains with you, and it can experience the game world around you. You do not need to pretend you did not experience
the game even under these conditions. If your eyes are closed then you might not see what is going on, but you will remember
everything you hear, smell, and feel. Your character also will realize this and knows that sometimes dead men do tell tales.
There is no information that is out of game. If you don’t want other players to know something in game, don’t talk
about it out of game. Keep your in game secrets to yourself, and if you talk out of game about something other players can
decide they learned that information in game if they feel that the conversation unfairly inflicts knowledge upon them they did
not want to know. If you want in game secrets, keep out of game secrets. The only caveat is that sometimes players experienced
with a game play different characters altogether. Perhaps you have lost a previous character to death and are playing a new
character. Perhaps, as a change of pace, you are participating as a non-player character or you are playing a plot character for
a time. If you play a different character, creature, or plot role within the same game world we ask you do not transfer anything
you learn to other characters.
To keep the game flowing as smoothly as possible, we have defined the following ways to deal with problems and
interruptions.

Caution

This phrase indicates some condition that may threaten the health of a player. A caution should never last more than
10 seconds. It indicates that those people who are close to or involved in that problem should pause so someone can get clear,
get up, or move away from a threat. Only those people nearby need pause until the problem resolves. Everyone involved in a
caution is still responsible to the game, and should still be cautious of in game threats. They may move away from the Caution
or pause until the person has dealt with the problem.
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Clarification

This phrase works like Caution, but it indicates that someone needs a quick explanation of what happened. People
directly involved pause for up to three seconds while someone repeats a verbal or quickly indicates a condition or result of
something. This should be used infrequently, if ever. It is present for new players who may be overwhelmed and confused
during their first game or two.

Let Me Clarify

This phrase, which can only be used by plot approved non-player characters, indicates that any encounter information
that follows should be considered true. There are times when your character may not trust another character. This phrase
indicates that the information that the character, trustworthy or not, will impart is important and true information about how
some specific encounter works. This phrase cannot be used unless the player has plot approval for that specific encounter, and
the information imparted must be a clarification of some specific game effect or encounter.

Emergency

This phrase should come up rarely. This means that there is some medical emergency that needs attention. The game
play stops, and everyone who hears the emergency should drop to a knee to indicate that a real problem exists. Emergency
should only be called is there is a real problem and someone could be hurt.

Safety Restrictions

There is a number of basic safety Restrictions in the Accelerant system to ensure the safety, comfort, and enjoyment

of all.

No Physical Contact

You have no reason to touch another player in the Accelerant system. Physical contact is not allowed. You may contact
another player with a boffer weapon in a legal attack area and you may contact another player by touching a packet to their arm
or shoulder to deliver a “Touch Delivery” effect. Violators will be asked to leave the game.

Searching a Character

Because the game does not allow physical contact, you may not physically search someone else. Instead you approach
within searching distance, role play the searching motion with both hands held out above their body, and tell them in a low
voice “I am searching you.” You may have items in your off hand during this process, but may not block with weapons. The
player reveals items you have found. The player may make a pouch available for you to reach into and take items.
Some skills can give you the ability to use a special searching effect on a dead or helpless creature after you have
finished your normal search. This searching attempt is represented by the verbal “Search for <Item Type>” where the item type
is specified in the skill. You cannot use this effect unless you have a skill or ability that allows you to do so. Using a skill with
this Search effect might reveal additional items, or it might trigger a response effect targeted on you. The Search effect is the
name for the special search attempt, and the Search response is a resulting effect the targeted character calls out when you
search them.
As an example, after you search an elemental you might have a skill that allows you to call out “With elemental
harvesting, Search for True Elements.” That NPC might give up additional items, it might reply “You find nothing,” or it might
even use a counter effect such as “Refresh 1 Fire.” If searching some creatures is dangerous, the creature might even reply with
a detrimental search response.
It is also possible for games to create skills that let you use a defense against some or all search responses.

Search Response

Someone calls out an effect after you search them or use a special Search effect upon them. If multiple people are
currently searching a creature for some reason then all searching characters take the effect.
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Carrying a Character

Because the game does not allow physical contact, you may not physically carry or drag another person. Instead you
simple tell the person you are picking them up and roleplay carrying them along. They must get up and walk with you while
you pretend to hold their shoulders. You cannot move faster than a walk while carrying someone else. If you are unable to
move while being carried you walk with your head bowed and arms at your sides.
If you are carrying a character and that character is struck by an effect from a melee, missile, or Packet Delivery that
is not beneficial, you will also take that effect unless you “drop” the character immediately. If you are being carried and
someone “drops” you then you roleplay falling to the ground. If you are being carried, you must roleplay an effect with a moan
or grunt even if you are paralyzed or dead to indicate you have been struck. If you are carrying someone who roleplays an
effect and you do not know what the effect was, you must drop them. You may pick up a body after dropping it as soon as that
body stops moving.
Rule of Etiquette: Whenever you are required to roleplay an effect you must always do so in a safe manner. If you
must adjust your roleplay or position slightly to make the game safer for you or another player we ask you to do
so. You should take care before moving in crowded areas even if you must play out the effect in a slightly different
manner. You are encouraged to take the extra step or two when playing out an effect if it removes you from an
area that is detrimental to your health such as a puddle or an area with too many other players.

No Drugs or Alcohol

You cannot consume alcohol or drugs on the premises of the game unless the drugs are for medical use and approved
by the staff. You cannot be under the influence of these while on the premises of the game. Violators will be asked to leave the
game.

Rules Restrictions

As you play the game and wander around the world, there is a lot you can do to affect the game environment around
you. Conversely, there are lots of effects that can change how you play the game, for both good and bad. Other characters may
attempt to inflict unpleasant fates upon you, and you might attempt to do the same to them. There are three Restrictions on your
activities.

Environmental Restriction

When you come across props that represent certain environments, such as tarp walls representing solid walls, you
must play as if that condition was real. You cannot move tarp walls, you cannot walk across black pits, and you cannot enter
areas marked out of game.

Effect Restriction

If an effect has been inflicted upon you, you must abide by the Restriction of that effect until it is removed. If you
have a Slow effect you cannot run. If you have the Maim effect you cannot use the maimed limb. Effects can be inflicted upon
you in a variety of ways.

Skill Restriction

If there is a skill that specifically allows you to manipulate a prop or perform some action, you cannot attempt to
perform that action or manipulate that prop unless you have that skill. You cannot pick up weapons and try to fight unless you
have the skill to do so. You cannot manipulate traps unless you have the skill to do, although you can attempt to avoid them.

Prop Restrictions

You are not allowed to bring to an event any prop that resembles or could be mistaken for common or unique game
items provided by plot without the express permission of the game staff. You cannot attempt to duplicate or forge game money,
item props, tags, or logistical documents such as character or monster cards. Any attempt to use in game means to create fakes
of any items must be approved by the plot committee.
You are not allowed to break, destroy, or take apart any prop. If a prop is attached to a wall by a chain, for example,
you cannot attempt to break or detach that chain in any way. The Destroy effect does not change the basic structure of a prop;
it just makes the item unusable for any game related purpose.
Most props have no in game worth. Costuming, jewelry, weapons, and area props cannot be moved from the area they
are placed in except by the owner. These props provide no in game benefit and disallowing their removal ensures these props
are not broken or lost. Props may be handled but must be put back where they are found unless they have a sticker.
Small circular stickers indicate special rules about handling an item. If an item has a red circle, it cannot be moved at
all. It cannot be picked up or touched. It will not move. If an item has a yellow or green sticker, it seems to be valuable. A
small, yellow, circular sticker means the prop may be taken but it must be turned in at checkout. A small green circular sticker
means you can take the prop and hold on to it. Special items may also have a red sticker with a rune or number on it. These
stickers indicate that characters may not pick up or touch the item unless they have a skill or ability that allows them to
manipulate objects marked by that symbol or number.
Items may also be marked by attaching a short green, yellow, or red ribbon to indicate the item’s in game status. These
ribbons replace the sticker and have the same meaning. A ribbon can be used to mark small items that don’t have room for a
sticker, such as rings, or on items where plot feels that a ribbon would look better or be more evident to the players. This ribbon
may have codes or markings on it in the same manner that stickers can have markings for players with specific skills to
recognize.
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Some game effects will enhance an object such as a weapon or a piece of armor. When an item has been enhanced by
a game effect, an effect sticker will be placed upon it so long as the enhancement is in place. Items with effect stickers are
treated as though they were yellow sticker items. If you have an effect sticker upon your weapon, that prop can be stolen from
you. You should bring back up props if you want to use item enhancements.

Game Effects
Game Time

As the game progresses during an event players generally spend time interacting with other characters, moving from
place to place, and engaging in combat and other game activities. Some skills or game effects require a specific passage of time
as a requirement of their use or removal. Players are expected to count out this time. This counted time is spent either to Rest
or to Focus.
Time spent to rest or focus is interrupted if you use a game skill. This includes making an attack or blocking an attack
with a weapon or shield. Spending time to rest or focus must be obvious to those observing you; you cannot spend time, for
example, to rest or focus if you are standing in a combat stance or otherwise appear to be participating in active combat.
When spending time as a requirement of using game skills, interruptions require you to begin the process at the start
but these interruptions don’t generally exhaust the costs of using the skill or ability unless that ability explicitly says otherwise
in its description. If you begin, for example, to Focus for one minute to use a skill which can only be used once per event, or
which uses an attribute point, the skill or attribute is not generally used up if you are interrupted while trying to use the skill.
Many games have a set of skills or attributes that can be refreshed when you have a chance to rest. Some games also
define skills or resets that require you to be within a safe zone, workshop, haven, or sanctuary while you focus or rest. This
prevents you from using these resets or skills while you are out in the field or away from these areas.

Rest

Resting involves spending time out of action where you have a chance to regain your energy and composure. Rest
requires you to be sitting, lying, or kneeling. It must be obvious that you are resting. You cannot walk or run. You can interact
with those nearby while resting. You are resting if you are dead, paralyzed, stunned, or unconscious. Paralyzed characters are
resting even if they are standing or in some other paralyzed position.
Resting is not generally interrupted by game effects, regardless of delivery. Although you cannot use optional defenses
without interrupting your rest, calling out mandatory defenses does not interrupt rest. Calling out “Spirit,” “No Effect,”
“Guard,” “Elude,” or “Shield,” for example, would not interrupt rest unless the specifics of the skill or ability you were using
somehow made the call optional.
Rule of Etiquette: Players with bad knees or physical impairments may be given plot permission to stand with
their arms raised and their hands behind their head to indicate they are resting on the field.

Effects which require rest can overlap; what this means is that a single rest time can be used for multiple effects. If
you had a game skill that allowed you to reset some kind of magical defense after a minute of rest, and you were affected by a
Root effect, and you were affected by a Weakness effect you could rest for five minutes and apply the time to all three benefits.
The Root would end, the Weakness would end, and the skill could be used to reset the defense.
Game skills will instruct you by saying “Rest for,” followed by a time period, followed by the results of the rest.
● “Rest for one minute to end this effect.”
● “Rest for ten seconds and call out “Heal 2 to Self” to use this skill.

You Are Well Rested

If you are in the process of resting, particularly when resetting skills or attributes, and a game character tells you “You
Are Well Rested” then your rest time is considered completed. Effects that end with rest are removed, and attributes and skills
that require rest are refreshed. This will not end Imbue or Inflict effects, or effects that last for an entire event or more. If a reset
has, in addition to the rest time, costs associated with it then you are still responsible for paying those costs to gain the benefit
of the rest.

Focus

Focusing represents some task that requires your concentration. Focusing might be required to repair armor, mend
wounds, or meditate to remove an effect. You must spend the time role playing in a manner appropriate for the skill or ability
you are using. You may talk with others during this role play time if you wish so long as the skill or ability description does
not have additional restrictions which prevent this. Focusing requires that you stay in one area as you role play the activity.
You cannot walk or run. Using other game skills, using called attacks, or using called defenses interrupts your focus time. Skills
and abilities which require Focus do not overlap; what this means is that if you have two different skills with a Focus
requirement the Focus time spent on one ability cannot be applied to any other activity. You have to role play each Focus time
separately to use the associated ability. Effects that prevent you from using game skills also prevent you from spending time to
Focus to use or refresh abilities. You cannot Rest while you Focus; the times do not overlap.
Game skills will instruct you by saying “Focus for,” followed by a time period, followed by the role play needed to
act out the skill, followed by the result of the Focus.
● “Focus for one minute, repairing your armor at a forge, to refresh your armor points.”
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●

“Focus for one minute, binding the limb of the wounded character” and call “Cure Maim” to tend to the
broken limb.
● “Focus for three seconds, shaking off your fear, to purge one Fear effect.”
Focusing is interrupted if any game effect that is not beneficial affects you regardless of the delivery. While you do
not exhaust any costs associated with the skill or ability (unless the description explicitly states otherwise) you must start the
entire process from the beginning. This means that calling any defense, optional or otherwise, interrupts your focus.
Travis and Gerard, for example, each have a skill that provides armor points. Travis has a skill that requires Rest
for one minute to refresh his armor points. Gerard has a skill that requires Focus for one minute, where he role
plays repairing his armor, to refresh his armor points. Both sit down to rest off a Weakness effect. During that
time, Travis may also refresh his armor points. Gerard would still have to focus for one minute to refresh his
armor.

Attack Effects

The effect of an attack describes how that attack benefits or impairs you. The effect is the first part of any verbal.
Some effects target items rather than characters. Each effect has a duration, but curing or removing that effect will end it.
Below is a list of the game effects found within the Accelerant Gaming System.
Agony

You are wracked with pain. You cannot attack or use most game skills. You may run, defend yourself by blocking
with weapon skills and can use called defenses. Agony lasts for 10 seconds.
Cure, Remove

Beneficial Effect (Cure)
Cure removes one effect on the target. A Cure [Effect] will remove one instance of the specified Effect. A Cure [Trait]
will remove one effect with the appropriate trait except Imbue and Inflict unless the Imbue or Inflict card specifically says
otherwise. If the Cure verbal is followed by “All” then all appropriate effects end. If you have more than one appropriate effect,
you may choose which will end when a Cure effect is applied to you. Cure will never restore Vitality. Cure is a beneficial
effect.
Travis, for example, has been affected by the following attacks: Slow by Disease, Slow by Will, and Drain by Will.
A Cure Slow will remove either the Slow by Disease or the Slow by Will, and Travis can choose which one will
end. A Cure Will would remove either the Slow by Will or the Drain by Will since they both have the Will trait. A
Cure All Slow will remove both the Slow by Disease and the Slow by Will.

If a “Cure Maim” effect references a specific limb, the effect will only remove Maim effects on tat limb. If the Cure
Maim effect does not specify a limb, it will cure one Maim effect active upon the target. If an ability or skill allows you to use
the “Cure Maim” effect on a specific limb, you touch a packet to the specified limb to indicate which limb. A “Cure All Maims”
effect will remove all Maim effects upon you regardless of limb.
A “Cure Death” effect will restore a dead target to life and leave them with 1 Vitality unless that target has transformed
to a Spirit of the dead.
Once a character has transformed to a Spirit of the dead, only the rare “Cure Death to Spirit” effect can restore them
to life, and only if it is used before the Spirit reaches its destination.
A “Cure [Trait Name] Trait” effect will remove a trait given to you by an Inflict, Imbue, or other effect that is
temporary. It has no effect on a permanent trait granted by race, skill, or the like.
Remove is used to simulate dispels or forced removal of effects. Remove works just like Cure except it is not a
beneficial effect. This has several side effects. Where Cure can be Touch Delivery, Remove cannot be touch-cast. Where Cure
can be refused because it is beneficial, Remove cannot be refused. Where Cure will not interrupt Focus, Remove will interrupt
Focus. Where Cure is not negated by and does not consume Shield, Elude and Guard defenses, Remove will be stopped by and
consume Shield, Elude, and Guard. Otherwise Remove works like Cure.
Damage

This effect removes Vitality points as described in the section on Vitality. Unlike typical effects, Damage is
instantaneous. It removes Vitality points and then the effect ends. You cannot remove or dispel damage. Vitality points must
be restored though healing.
Death

An attack with this effect kills you. You fall down dead, as if you had been struck with a death strike. All temporary
effects upon you cease when you are killed except for Imbue and Inflict effects that are not specifically removed by death.
Death lasts for 5 minutes, after which you will rise as a spirit and travel to the Death area. This process is described in greater
detail in the Spirits of the Dead section.
Cure Death and certain special abilities can affect you while you are dead. Some strengthen your spirit so it is not
weakened by the presence of Death. Some might even restore you to life. Others might cause unpleasant effects. All of these
will be handled using an Imbue or Inflict effect. In these cases you will be given an effect card that explains the results of the
Imbue or Inflict effect.
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Destroy

An item is destroyed and cannot be used for any game skill or effect until it is repaired. For most melee delivered
effects, the verbal is simply “Destroy” and the strike will destroy the weapon it hits. For missile and Packet Deliveries the
verbal will include the name of the item and any strike will destroy that named item. A melee attack that strikes your shield
and uses the “Destroy Shield” verbal will render your shield unusable. The effect is permanent until the item is restored with a
Repair effect. Some items may be truly destroyed if no Repair effect exists in the game to restore them. The item does not
crumble away or disappear; the prop represents the broken item.
An attack that uses the “Destroy Armor” verbal will exhaust all of your armor points. The armor points can be
refreshed or repaired normally as if they had been removed by damage. Melee attacks must successfully strike you to deliver a
Destroy Armor effect. Some creatures might take some kind of detrimental effect when struck by this attack. If you want to
attempt to harm a construct directly with this effect you would call out “Destroy Form” as the verbal.
Items without tags or safety stickers (such as clothing, belts, pouches, and the like) cannot be affected by Destroy.
Diagnose

This effect is used to determine if the recipient is inflicted with a specific effect, Trait, or game condition. Skills with
the Diagnose effect allow you to use Diagnose to determine the presence of specific effects or Traits with the exception of
Imbue or Inflict effects. A skill might also allow you to use Diagnose to determine if the recipient is currently Stable, Unstable,
Dead, or Damaged. To use Diagnose, touch the recipient with a packet and say “Diagnose” followed by an effect, Trait or game
condition. The recipient says “Yes” if they are afflicted with the named effect or an effect with the named Trait, or if they suffer
the game condition. Otherwise they say “No.”
Travis, for example, is lying on the ground unstable and has been inflicted by a Slow by Disease and a Paralyze
by Magic. Another player leans over, touches him with a packet and says “Diagnose Stable.” Travis says “No.”
She says “Diagnose Unstable” and Travis says “Yes.” She uses a Heal effect on Travis but he still doesn’t move.
Puzzled, she says “Diagnose Stun.” Travis says “No.” She says “Diagnose Paralyze.” Travis says “Yes.” She
has the ability to Cure Poison, so she says “Diagnose Poison.” Travis says “No.” She decides to wait until the
Paralyze wears off.

If someone uses “Diagnose Damage” on you, you may choose, for the sake of expediency, to include in your reply
the current number of Vitality points that have been removed by Damage. If, for example, you have taken two damage that has
not been healed and someone uses “Diagnose Damage” on you, you may reply with a simple “Yes” or you may reply with a
“Yes, two.” The choice of how to respond is up to you.
Disarm

You must drop everything in the hand indicated by the verbal. You can pick up items immediately after they have
come to Rest. You may pick up an item as soon as it stops moving. The verbal will contain either “Disarm right hand” or
“Disarm left hand.”
If you are holding a fragile or breakable prop, including an air gun, you may put it down rather than drop it, but in this
case you cannot pick it up for a full five seconds.
Delivering this effect with a melee attack requires you to strike that weapon while calling the Disarm effect. You do
not need to specify a hand. The hand that is holding the weapon will be affected. A melee delivered Disarm will not affect a
shield unless the “Disarm Shield” verbal is used. You cannot disarm a shield unless a skill or ability specifically allows the use
of “Disarm Shield.”
Disengage

To initiate this ability either take a step back or plant your feet for 3 seconds. Gesture at any number of opponents
with your weapons. You cannot move towards any target. Everyone who is attacking you and everyone indicated by the gesture
of your weapon must move back out of weapon range so that you cannot cross extended weapons. Targets that are rooted or
cannot move back may cross their arms and lean away from the effect instead of backing up. Once the distance has been
increased and the space indicated by the Disengage has been cleared by all targets (or everyone has crossed their arms and
leaned away) the effect ends. Disengage will not force a target into a dangerous area. A target may choose to cross arms and
lean back rather than stepping back into an area that will cause them some detrimental effect. Disengage is not a melee delivered
attack and cannot be negated by defenses that stop melee attacks.
Drain

For a simple Drain effect, you cannot run or use any game skill, including weapon and shield skills. If the verbal is
followed by a skill or ability name then you cannot use that particular skill. Drain can also be used to prevent entire skill
headers. If a header is drained, you cannot use any skill that falls under that header. Drain can be used in this manner to suppress
racial abilities and empowered named items. If an item is named after a Drain effect then no abilities from that item can be
used until the Drain ends. Only simple Drain effects prevent you from running. The Drain effect will last until you Rest for
five minutes.
Expose

The Expose effect is followed by one trait. If you have that trait and are subjected to this effect, you must cry out,
revealing the fact that you have the trait and revealing your position. You must cry out as loudly as the Expose effect was
called.
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Although you may cry out softly if the Expose was called softly, you still must make every effort to ensure that you
are revealed to the person who called the effect. The Expose effect is audible and you must cry out even if you are unconscious
or under the effects of a Silence, Stun, Paralyze, or other disabling effect.
You are not affected if you are Dead or have the Spirit defense unless the Expose effect targets those specific traits.
This effect is one of the few that will commonly be delivered by voice.
Frenzy

This effect causes you to attack the closest creature to you, regardless of recognition or consequence. You may attack
with any standard skill that is not beneficial, though you are not forced to use consumable skills in this attack. If you are affected
by a Repel effect, or if you are not affecting the creature in question, or if you cannot find a way to reach the creature for 10
seconds you will move on to the next closest creature. If someone else attacks you and that creature is more convenient than
your current target then that creature will become your new target. The effect ends when you are rendered dead or unconscious.
Grant...

Beneficial Effect
You receive a boon, blessing or magical buff that enhances you in some way. There are a number of specific Grant
effects, each with their own benefit. All Grant effects end if you die, and when the event ends.
Grant effects have some restrictions.
● As a default you can have no more than three Grant effects at one time.
● Each type of Grant listed below also have their own additional restriction.
Grant effects are negated with the Remove effect. A “Remove Grant” effect will negate one Grant effect of your
choice, while a “Remove All Grants” will remove all existing Grant effects. Remove effects can also specify a type, such as
“Remove Armor Grant” or “Remove All Defense Grants.” In addition, a Remove <Trait> effect will negate any Grant effect
that also used that trait.
There are five types of Grant effects.

... Armor
“Grant Armor”
“Grant 2 Armor by Inspiration”
This Grant adds additional armor points to either physical armor or armor from other abilities. These points are
refreshed when your armor points are refreshed. If no number is indicated then this effect boosts your armor points by 1. The
effect might indicate a higher number in the verbal such as “Grant 2 Armor” to indicate that a greater number of armor points
have been granted.
You may only have one Grant Armor effect active

... Attribute
“Grant Earth”
“Grant 2 Vitality by Magic”
“Grant 2 Karma by Inspiration”
This Grant adds to the total of one numeric attribute. Any points added with this effect are available immediately for
use. Effects which refresh that attribute can also refresh these additional points. These extra points can be exhausted to fuel
skills and abilities in the same manner as regular attribute points.
If the attribute indicated is Vitality then Heal effects will also restore these additional points. Vitality calculations and
other secondary attribute calculations are not affected by points added by the Grant effect to another attribute used in that
calculation.
No attribute can be modified by more than one Grant effect.
... Protection
“Grant Protection”
“Grant 3 Protection by Inspiration”
This Grant adds additional protection points that negate points of damage. These protection points work in a manner
similar to armor, negating the indicated amount of damage regardless of the source. The number of points is indicated after the
“Grant” in the verbal, and if no number is indicated then the ability grants a single protection point. Protection points are always
lost after armor points. Protection points are not affected by Waste Vitality effects. Protection points cannot be refreshed or
renewed. Once they are used to negate damage the effect ends.
You may only have one Grant Protection effect active.
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... [Type] Defense
“Grant Poison Defense, Shield”
“Grant Defense by Inspiration, Elude by Blur”
“Grant Melee Defense by Magic, Parry”
“Grant Packet or Missile Defense, Avoid”
This Grant gives you a called defense that works against the Trait or Effect indicated in the [Type] portion of the
verbal. The first half of the verbal is information about the Grant itself, and it can include a trait. The second half of the verbal
tells you what to call when you use the defense. If no [Type] is specified then the defense can be used against any melee,
missile, or Packet Delivery.
Once this defense is used the Grant effect ends. Grant effects which give you Elude, Guard or Shield effects must be
used against the first appropriate attack that strikes you. Grant effects which give you Avoid, Parry or Resist defenses can be
used against any appropriate attack and you can choose whether or not you will use the defense. The Purge defense requires
you to role play for three seconds and call Purge to end an appropriate effect. Elude, Guard, and Shield defenses that protect
against melee attacks must be used against uncalled melee attacks that strike you.
Once you have a Grant that protects against a specific [Type] of attack you cannot have another Grant that also defends
against the type. You must choose which one to keep. This restriction also applies to a Grant Defense call which has no specified
type; you can only have one Grant Defense effect that is unspecified.
A “Grant Defense by Shadow, Avoid by Shadow” would give you one defense against any melee, missile, or Packet
Delivery. You could choose to take an attack and save the defense for later. You would call out “Avoid by Shadow” when you
used the ability.
A “Grant Poison Defense, Shield” would give you one defense against any attack with the Poison trait. You would
have to use this defense against the first Poison attack that strikes you. You would call out “Shield” when you used the ability.
A “Grant Missile Defense by Wind, Avoid by Air” would give you one Avoid defense against a missile attack. You
could choose to take the attack and save the defense for later. You would call out “Avoid by Air” when you used the ability.
Sylla has an active grant effect with the verbal “Grant Poison Defense, Shield” on her. She receives a new Grant
effect with the verbal “Grant Poison Defense by Faerie, Resist.” Sylla cannot have two Grant Defense effects
with the same type, so she must choose one and decides to take the resist and let the shield end. Later, Sylla
receives a new Grant effect with the verbal “Grant Disease Defense, Resist.” Sylla can accept that Grant effect
since her current Grant works against Poison and the new Grant effect works against Disease.
Travis has an active Grant effect with the verbal “Grant Defense, Avoid.” He knows he can call out “Avoid” to
negate one melee, missile or Packet Delivery because the type isn’t specified. Travis receives a “Grant Defense,
Shield” but decides to keep the avoid and the new Grant effect is lost. Later, Travis receives a “Grant Packet
Defense, Avoid.” He can keep that defense and his previous Grant because the type in the Grant verbal is not the
same as one is unspecified and thus defaults to “Melee, Missile and Packet” and the other is specified as a
“Packet” defense.

... [Delivery] Attack
“Grant Melee Attack, 2 Damage”
“Grant Missile Attack by Venom, Agony by Poison”
“Grant Packet Delivery by Magic, Stun by Fear”
“Grant Attack by Arcane, 5 Damage by Fire”
“Grant Touch Delivery, Heal 2”
This Grant gives you one called attack that uses the appropriate delivery. If the delivery is omitted the recipient may
choose melee, missile or packet for the delivery when they receive the effect. You may use a melee or missile attack only if
you have a skill that allows you to make such attacks and the props on hand to make an attack with the specified delivery. You
may use a Packet Delivery only if you have a packet on hand to make the attack. For melee and missile attacks, the attack is
exhausted and the Grant effect ends only if the strike lands and the opponent acknowledges it with role play or negates it with
a defense. For Packet Deliveries the Grant effect ends when you use the attack whether it hit or missed. If the attack is a
beneficial effect the delivery can also be specified as “Touch.”
As a default you can have no more than one Grant Attack effect.
A “Grant Melee Attack by Shadow, Weakness by Shadow” would give you one melee attack with the Weakness by
Shadow effect. You would call out “Weakness by Shadow” when you used the ability.
A “Grant Packet Delivery, 2 Damage by Fire” would give you one Packet Delivery and you would call out “2 Damage
by Fire” when you used the ability.
A “Grant Attack, Paralyze by Will” would allow you to choose melee, missile, or packet as the delivery and you would
gain one attack of that type with “Paralyze by Will” as the verbal.
“Grant Touch Delivery by Divine, Cure Poison” would allow you to touch a packet to a willing subject to cure a
poison effect. Like any beneficial effect, the recipient could refuse the effect.
Grant Extra...

Grant effects that begin with “Grant Extra” can overcome stacking in the following ways:
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●
●
●

An attribute modified by a Grant effect can also have one “Grant Extra” effect that stacks.
Armor modified by a Grant effect can also have one “Grant Extra” effect that stacks.
You can have both a “Grant ... Protection” and one “Grant Extra ... Protection” effect and the effects
stack.
● You can have both a “Grant ... Defense” and one “Grant Extra ... Defense” at the same time.
● You can have both a “Grant ... Attack” and one “Grant Extra ... Attack” at the same time.
● Grant Extra effects do not count towards your three Grant effects.
If you already have an active “Grant Extra” effect you can accept one regular Grant effect; you need not receive the
“Grant Extra” effect after a regular Grant effect to allow them to stack.
Travis has a “Grant 2 Armor” effect that brings his armor total to 4. A servant of his divine patron visits him
before a big battle and gives him a “Grant Extra Armor” effect on him. He now has an armor total of 5, but he
could not have an addition “Grant Armor” nor another “Grant Extra Armor” active.
Sylla has only a “Grant Extra Magic Defense, Resist” upon her. A friendly wizard gives her a “Grant Magic
Defense, Shield” to her. She can accept this effect because her other “Grant ... Defense” effect is an “Extra”
Grant effect.
Double and Triple

Grant effects with the Double or Triple qualifier will provide multiple uses of the specified attack or defense but only
count as a single Grant effect. In other words, you can have a “Triple Grant Melee Attack by Skill, 2 Damage” effect that grants
you three melee attacks each which do “2 Damage” even though you are normally allowed only one Grant effect with the Skill
trait. Since numeric effects do not stack this is only relevant for Grant Attack and Grant Defense effects.
Heal...

Beneficial Effect
This effect restores one point of Vitality. The Heal effect followed by a number restores Vitality by the amount
indicated. If the effect is followed by the term “All” then all of your Vitality is restored to maximum. If you are unconscious
with no Vitality then Healing will restore one or more Vitality points and you will wake immediately unless some other Effect
is preventing you from doing so.
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Imbue

Beneficial Effect
This effect can be used in one of two ways. An Imbue effect with the verbal Imbue [Trait Name] Trait will give you
the specified trait for the remainder of the event.
Otherwise, this effect is some enhancement or extra ability that is described on an effect card that is given to you after
the effect is used upon you. An Imbue effect with no trait will not take effect until you have read the effect card. Imbue will
usually give you some ability that can be used during the current event, although the effect card might describe some effect
that lasts beyond the current event. Imbue is a beneficial effect.
Imbue effect cards can have a wide variety of long term plot effects. Examples include granting a defense against certain types
of attack, strengthening the spirit of a dead character, and similar exceptional abilities.
If a player can use an Imbue effect, the ability will always have some in game action that must be accomplished before
you can use the ability. You might need to gather and mix components. You might need to construct some item from strange
parts. These actions earn you the effect card needed to use this effect. You can never use an Imbue ability without the
appropriate effect card to represent the properly prepared components.
Inflict

This effect can be used in one of two ways. An Inflict effect with the verbal <Inflict [Trait Name] Trait> will give you
the specified trait for the remainder of the event.
Otherwise, this effect is some affliction or detrimental effect that is described on an effect card that is given to you
after the effect is used upon you. An Inflict effect with no trait will not take effect until you have read the effect card, so a
character engaged in combat may not be affected by Inflict effects described on Inflict cards immediately; they have time to
retrieve the effect card and read it when it is convenient and unobtrusive to do so. Unconscious or dead characters must read
the card immediately. Inflict cards will give you some unusual detriment that will have an effect and a duration described on
the effect card.
Inflict effect cards can have a wide variety of long term plot effects. Examples include causing death after a certain
amount of time, causing you to transform into some type of creature, inflicting you with a disease that cannot be healed
normally, weakening the spirit of a dead character, and similar exceptional abilities.
Defenses can be used to negate Inflict attacks if those defenses will stop an attack with the appropriate trait. If a player
can use an Inflict effect, the ability will always have some in game action that must be accomplished before you can use it. You
might need to gather and mix components. You might need to construct some item from strange parts. These actions earn you
the effect card needed to use the ability. A player can never use an Inflict ability without an effect card to represent the properly
prepared components.
Maim

One limb becomes useless. An arm must hang at your side and cannot be used for any game ability. A leg becomes
unusable. You must go down on one knee - you cannot hop. You may crawl using your other limbs. A Maim effect will last
for the duration of the event. If a Maim effect is delivered by a melee or missile attack, the limb struck will be affected. If a
Maim effect delivered by a melee or missile attack strikes the torso then the Maim effect is ignored. If a Maim effect is delivered
by a packet, the attacker can include the limb in the verbal. For example, a caster might call out “Maim Right Leg by Fire.” If
the limb is not specified, then the subject may choose one limb that is not already affected by a Maim. Maim only works on
arms and legs.
Paralyze

You must stand frozen. You cannot move, but you are aware of what is happening around you. If you are rendered
unconscious, or if someone tries to change your pose, you will collapse to the ground. Paralyze will last until you Rest for five
minutes. You are resting while you are paralyzed even if you are standing.
Refresh

Beneficial Effect
Refresh is always followed by either an Attribute or a skill that has a limited number of uses. You recover one or more
uses of the named skill or one or more points of the named Attribute. If you do not have the named skill or Attribute then the
Refresh has no effect. As a default, Refresh restores one point or use of a skill. If a number is placed before the Attribute or
skill name then you will restore more Attribute points or uses of a skill. Skills that require Attributes cannot be restored directly
and are unaffected by a Refresh effect. Refresh will never raise you above your maximum Attribute or give you more uses of
a skill than you would have at the start of an event. Refresh is a beneficial effect.
Refresh can also be used to restore abilities of an empowered item. If the item has a unique name and Refresh is
followed by that name then the abilities of the item are restored.
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Repair

You restore one item that has been rendered unusable by a Destroy effect. For an item you are touching you need not
specify a target in the verbal. For other types of abilities you specify a target after the Repair verbal. Repair may also be used
to refresh armor points. A “Repair Armor” effect will restore one armor point of your current active armor. A Repair <Number>
Armor effect will restore a number of armor points equal to the indicated amount, or all armor points if the number of exhausted
armor points is lower than the indicated amount. “Repair All Armor” will restore your armor to its maximum value.
Repel

This effect prevents you from using game skills on the attacker. You will also attempt to stay 10 feet away from the
attacker unless doing so would endanger you. If this is the case you may move to a safer position even if it takes you within 10
feet, so long as you then attempt once again to stay 10 feet away from the attacker. You cannot use melee, missile or Packet
Deliveries on the attacker in any case. The Repel effect will last until you rest for five minutes unless the attacker strikes you
with a melee attack that does not cause a Repel effect. If the attacker strikes you with a melee attack using an effect that is not
Repel then this effect ends immediately.
The attacker is not immune to the attacks of a character affected by the Repel. That character is free to launch attacks
at other creatures so the attacker should be careful to stay clear of other potential targets and avoid attacks launched at other
characters.
Root

You cannot move your right foot from its spot. You may pivot on that foot, and you may move your left foot. A Root
effect will last until you Rest for five minutes.
Silence

You cannot talk or make any in game verbal noise. You cannot use game skills that require incantations. You must
still call out during Expose effects. You must still use out of game phrases as normal. A Silence effect will last until you rest
for five minutes.
Slam

Some great force knocks you back and off your feet. When you are struck with this effect you roleplay an extremely
forceful blow or blast. You may take up to three steps backwards and fall down. The steps backward are optional. The effect
ends when your chest or back touches the ground. If falling to the ground is an issue due to ground quality, crowding or health
you may opt to instead take your steps, drop to a knee and place both hands palm down on the ground as shake your head for
three seconds.
Some Slam effects are so powerful they knock you back through a shield. If you hear “Shield Slam” it works even if
it strikes your shield. This attack can be blocked by a weapon and would count as a strike to the limb holding the shield.
Slow

You cannot run. You may only walk at a normal pace. The Slow effect will last until you Rest for five minutes.
Speak

This effect allows you to converse with a creature or being that cannot otherwise communicate with you. It is usually
used with the Bane Trait, allowing you to speak with specific types of creatures. The subject is under no obligation or
compulsion to speak with you, but it may do so if it wishes. The Speak effect will last until a participant uses another game
skill or until a participant move out of reasonable conversation range.
Stabilize

Beneficial Effect
If you are reduced to 0 Vitality and Unstable, this effect makes you stable. You start your 5 minute count. Otherwise
you call “No Effect.” Stabilize is a beneficial effect.
Stricken

You are unaffected by any beneficial effect unless it removes the Stricken effect from you. Call “No Effect” to any
other beneficial effect used on you.
There is one exception; if someone uses First Aid on you then the Stabilize effect will work. Only a “Cure Stricken”
effect or a Cure effect applied to the Trait of this attack will remove this effect. An effect that removes the Stricken effect from
you will not remove other effects. Stricken does not work on items you carry or wear and items may be affected by Repair or
Imbue effects. The Stricken effect will last until you Rest for five minutes.
For example, if you have a Stricken by Poison and a Paralyze by Poison effect upon you, a Cure Poison effect
will remove the Stricken effect but it won’t also remove the Cure Paralyze effect. A second Cure Poison would be
needed to remove the Paralyze by Poison effect.
Stun

You are knocked unconscious. Stun will last until you Rest for five minutes. You are Resting while you ae stunned.
Another character may take a full minute of roleplay to revive you and end this effect.
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Waste

Waste is always followed by either an Attribute, a skill that has a limited number of uses or Vitality. You lose one or
more uses of the named skill or one or more points of the named Attribute. Waste has no effect if you have no Attribute points
or skill uses left. If you do not have the named skill then Waste to that skill has no effect. As a default, Waste removes one
point or use of a skill. If a number is placed before the Attribute or skill name then you will lose more Attribute points or uses
of the skill. Skills that require Attributes cannot be wasted directly and are unaffected by a Waste effect.
Wasted Attribute points and skill uses can be refreshed. A Cure Waste effect will restore points or skill uses lost to
Waste effects unless they have already been Refreshed or Restored by some other means. Once a wasted Attribute or skill use
has been refreshed a Cure Waste effect will have no effect on you. Attributes and skills lost to a Waste effect are always
refreshed before points lost through normal use.
Waste can also be used to remove abilities of an empowered item. If the item has a unique name and Waste is followed
by that name then any charged abilities of the item are removed as if they had been used.
A Waste Vitality effect will reduce your current Vitality total. This effect ignores armor points, but is otherwise treated
as a called Damage effect and will render you unstable if it removes the last of your Vitality points.
Weakness

Your ability to strike with melee attacks is severely weakened. You cannot deliver any called effects with your melee
attacks. Weakness does not affect uncalled strikes or any other weapon skill. The Weakness effect will last until you Rest for
five minutes.
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Attack Traits

Most attacks include a descriptive Trait. This Trait is indicated by the second part of the verbal. The Trait of an attack
adds flavor to the attack and determines whether certain defenses can be used to negate the attack. If an attack is “5 Damage
by Fire” then the Trait of the attack would be Fire.
The “by Weapon” Trait is dropped from the verbal of normal melee attacks to reduce noise. Any melee or missile
attack with no Trait is assumed to have the “Weapon” Trait.
Most attack Traits allow you to roleplay the effect. You may step back or cry out in reaction to the attack. If you are
surprised by an attack, however, you cannot add additional roleplay to the effect. For example, if you were hit by a “Stun by
Force” from a visible enemy then you could add the roleplay of crying out or staggering back. But if someone sneaks up behind
you and calls out “Stun” with a melee attack then you should just go down. If someone sneaks up and surprises you with a
Spell that you honestly did not see coming, you should not cry out to warn your friends.

Elemental Traits

These include Air, Cold, Earth, Fire, Ice, Lightning, Water, and Wind. The effect is caused by elemental power.
Abilities that work against Elemental effects will work against effects with any of these Traits. You may roleplay an Elemental
effect by crying out or stepping backwards as the effect is inflicted.

Mental Traits

These include Awe, Confusion, Despair, Fear, Gloom, Inspiration, Madness, Presence, Trance, and Will. The effect
is caused by some mental or emotional reaction. Abilities that work against Mental effects will work against effects with any
of these Traits. You may roleplay a Mental effect by crying out or stepping backwards as the effect is inflicted.

Metabolic Traits

These include Aging, Air, Cold, Disease, Poison, Radiation, and Sleep. The effect is caused by a Metabolic reaction.
Abilities that work against Metabolic effects will work against effects with any of these Traits. You may roleplay a Metabolic
effect by crying out or stepping backwards as the effect is inflicted.

Physical Traits

These include Crystal, Earth, Force, Ice, Silver, Thorns, Weapon, Web, and Wind. The effect is caused by a Physical
force. Abilities that work against Physical effects will work against effects with any of these Traits. You may roleplay a Physical
effect by crying out or stepping backwards as the effect is inflicted.

Special Traits

All Traits not included above are Special Traits. These can include, but are not limited to, Acid, Blessing, Curse, Light,
Magic, Malediction, and Shadow. These Traits are not included in any general Trait, so abilities must specifically include them.
Special attacks allow no additional roleplaying; you will suffer the effect of a Special attack immediately.

Bane

This is a unique attack Trait that works against another specific Trait, and targets only those creatures that have that
Trait. Instead of saying “by” you would say “to” and state the Trait that is targeted. An attack that stated “10 Damage to
Undead” would be an example of an attack with the Bane Trait, and the attack would only affect creatures with the Undead
Trait. If you somehow lose the Trait that a Bane effect targets while under that effect, then the effect ends immediately. So, if
you had a “to Dead” effect upon you and you were brought back to life then the “to Dead” effect would end. Remember that
the race of a character is always considered to be a Trait of that character. Bane attacks allow no additional roleplaying; you
will suffer the effect of a Special attack immediately.
Some effects may have both a normal Trait and a bane Trait. In this case the attack affects only those targeted by the
Bane affect but it may be resisted by defenses that work against the normal Trait. An attack that stated “Paralyze by Fear to
Elf” would only affect characters with the Elf Trait but it could be negated by a Resist Fear defense.

Self

This Trait indicates that the effect works only on the person using it. Instead of saying “by” you would say “to Self”
after the effect. This indicates that you are the only target of the called effect.
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Defenses

These abilities allow you to negate abilities used against you. Although there are a large number of possible defenses
that can be used against specific causes and effects, all defenses can be summarized as one of the following types.
When it is possible to apply multiple defenses to an attack the defender decides which defense to use. Although Elude,
Guard, and Shield defense must be used if an attack would affect you, it is possible, for example, to use a skill that provides a
Resist defense when an appropriate attack strikes you to “protect” and Shield type defense. You could, for example, use a
Resist against Fear to save a Shield against any Mental Trait.

Elude, Guard, Shield

You negate the first attack of the appropriate type that strikes you. Although different verbals are used to indicate the
nature of your defense and to add flavor to the game, all of these defenses work the same way. You must call out the defense
when used.

Avoid, Parry, Resist

You choose one attack of the appropriate type to negate when it strikes you. You can allow an attack to affect you and
negate a later attack. Although different verbals are used to indicate the nature of your defense and to add flavor to the game,
all of these defenses work the same way. You must call out the defense when it is used.

Purge

You may negate an attack after it has affected you. You must spend three seconds to roleplay this defense as you shake
off the effect, during which time you must remain relatively still. You cannot use game skills while roleplaying the purge. You
cannot use Purge while unconscious unless doing so would wake you. You cannot use Purge when you are dead unless the skill
specifically allows you to use “Purge Death” in the verbal.

No Effect

You are unaffected by the attack in question. This indicates a defense that is not consumable. The attack does not
affect you, nor will it ever affect you.

Reduce, Absorb

You are affected by the attack in question, but the effect has been mitigated, lessened, or changed entirely. The actual
reduction is determined by the skill or ability that allows you to use this defense. Reduce is often used to indicate the effect has
been lessened while Absorb often indicates that the attack had a different effect entirely. The verbal for this defense might be
followed by “to” and the modified effect such as “Reduce to Maim” or “Absorb to Heal 2.” You must roleplay the new effect
appropriately.

Reflect

You choose one melee, missile, or Packet Delivery of the appropriate type to rebound back at the attacker when it
strikes you. Call this defense to negate the effects of the attack. If your attack is reflected then you must take the attack as if
your melee, missile or packet had struck you. The attack retains all of the original Traits so it might not actually affect you.
You may use defenses to negate the attack, including using Reflect to bounce it back on the original target.

Spirit

You are insubstantial and are unaffected by most attacks. You call “Spirit” to any attack that you negate for this reason.
You cannot use game abilities unless specifically allowed to do so. You cannot speak or converse with other characters unless
they use an ability that allows you to do so. If someone tries to talk with you, you may call “Spirit” to inform them that you
cannot speak. You cannot drop any items. No one may search you, nor can items that you carry be removed from your person.
Nothing can be thrown over you. You cannot Rest while in spirit form, and effects that last until you Rest will not be removed.
You cannot block doorways or portals. If someone tries to move through a portal that you are blocking then you are forced to
move.
Characters who have died and are traveling to the Realm of Death are spirits. If you gain the Spirit Trait because you
have died and you have become a Spirit of the Dead then you also gain the Dead Trait. Effects with the Trait “to Spirit” affect
all spirits, while effects with the Trait “to Dead” effect only spirits of the dead. You must walk with your head bowed and your
hands at your side.
Some abilities allow a living character to become a spirit for a time, but these abilities usually have special Restrictions
or will not be absolute in their protection. You might gain a Trait and become vulnerable to attacks with that Trait even though
you are a spirit. Some of these skills last until you move. In these cases you cannot move or speak without ending the effect. If
you turn into a spirit in a place which blocks a portal or doorway then you are forced to move to allow someone through. Since
this can end the effect you must be careful to use these types of skills so as to not block confined areas.

Defense Traits

A defense might have a Trait associated with it. The verbal should include the defense and the Trait with a “by”
between them. This can be done to add flavor to an ability, to differentiate two similar skills, or to allow other skills to key off
certain defenses.
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Chained Defense

A chained defense has an effect that is called immediately after the defense. The verbal should include the defense
and the additional effect with an “and” between them. If the additional effect is an attack then that attack must be launched
immediately as the defense is called. Using the additional effect could be optional or required. If the additional effect affects
the character using the chained defense then the ability must use the Self Trait and character must roleplay that effect as if they
had been struck by it.
For example, a Fire based attack strikes a Fire Elemental. The creature calls out “Resist and Heal to Self” to
indicate that the attack was negated and the creature was healed by using the defense.
For example, a strong creature can tear out of some physical effects but it takes damage doing so. The creature
is struck by the appropriate attack, roleplays for 3 seconds, calls out “Purge and 2 Damage to Self” and then
roleplays the damage effect.
For example, a character has an ability that simulates a Riposte. The character is struck by a successful melee
attack, calls out “Parry and 3 Damage,” and immediately swings at the person who attacked her.
For example, a creature has an ability that can shoot attacks with the Magic Trait back at the attacker. The
creature is struck by a “Paralyze by Magic.” The character calls “Resist and Paralyze by Magic” and throws a
packet back at the attacker.

Armor

Armor provides points of protection that act as a buffer against damage effects. Armor points are removed by damage
in a manner similar to Vitality. Armor points are lost before Vitality points. The method by which exhausted armor points are
restored varies depending on the type of armor you are using and the skills and abilities of the Accelerant game you are playing.
You may only have one base type of armor active at a time. If you try to Restore or activate or wear one type of armor
while you have active points from another type of armor, the armor type with the lower number of active armor points will be
exhausted. If there is a tie, then the new armor points will be immediately exhausted. Exhausted armor points are gone and
must be restored just as if they were exhausted by Damage.
For example, Travis is wearing a 2 point of suit of armor. He roleplays and activates a skill that gives him 3
points of armor. The armor points from the suit of armor are exhausted and he has 3 armor points from his skill.
If he wants to use the armor points from his suit of armor later, he will have to have the armor suit repaired.

Traps

Traps are devices or substances set to deliver an effect to anyone who disturbs them or attempts to get past them.
Anyone can avoid a trap, but no one can attempt to manipulate a trap by moving it, disarming it, or affecting the individual
components unless they have a skill that allows them to do so.
Most traps will cause an effect to the person who set them off. If someone manages to trigger a trap with a thrown
object, then the object will take the effect instead. If the trap affects the entire room or corridor, then this trick will not provide
much help. Some traps will work multiple times, while some will work once. If an item is causing a trap to go off continuously
then anyone who touches the item will take the effect.
If a trap is set in a small box, chest, or other enclosed area no larger than 3 feet in any dimension then setting it off
will destroy everything inside the area. Coins, items, paper, and everything else inside will be destroyed and cannot be removed
from the box. If any living creature has somehow crawled into an enclosed area no more than 3 feet in any dimension with a
trap and the trap goes off then that fool will be killed instantly. There are four types of traps.

Snap Trap

These traps make a snap sound when they go off. They are represented by mousetraps, party poppers, and snaps. These
traps cause 2 Damage to whoever sets them off.

Buzzer Trap

These traps make an electronic sound of some kind when they are set off. Sounds used for these traps include beepers,
buzzers, and electronic sound effects like the moaning of a rigged welcome mat you might find at Halloween. These traps cause
5 Damage to whoever sets them off.

Verbal Trap

When these traps are set off and you will hear a trap sound and a voice will call out a verbal associated with them.
Whoever set the trap off must take the effect of that verbal. If no verbal is present, then the sound determines the type of trap
as described above.

Gas Trap

As a magical trap, but the verbal will begin with the words “In This Room...” Everybody in the room will take the
effect. This trap only works in an enclosed room with normal doorways and corridors leaving it. The trap will affect you if any
part of you is within the room when the trap goes off.

Contact Poison

This attack is represented by petroleum jelly. If you touch the jelly with bare skin, you will take an effect of “5 Damage
by Poison.” A character with the appropriate skill may apply such a substance directly from the vial it was created in.
Once applied to a surface, the jelly cannot be scraped off onto another object. Only a character with an appropriate
skill may wipe the substance off a surface with a cloth or cloth like substance, but the contact poison is destroyed in the process.
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An item with contact poison is considered a Red Sticker item. The fumes and burning of the poison are overwhelming,
even to a character who is immune to it. The object cannot be moved from its place or handled until the poison is removed by
a character with the appropriate skill to do so.

Shackles

Shackles are a prop that binds the wrists or legs of a character. An in game lock is affixed to each prop to represent
the locking mechanism of that prop. The prop must be loose enough to remain comfortable and, for safety, the player must be
able to easily remove the prop if an out of game need arises.
Shackles can only be placed on a helpless or willing character if the lock is open. You place the shackle prop on the
helpless or willing target and close the lock. Shackles placed on the arm Restrict movement and make it impossible to use any
skill that requires that the arms must be free, including using weapons, using Packet Delivery, Touch Delivery, and using First
Aid. You may use a skill that allows you to attempt to open a game lock on your own shackles. Shackles placed on the legs
make it impossible to run and restrict movement to the extent of the shackles. A prop placed on the ankles must be constructed
to allow the player to stand and walk slowly.
Shackles can be removed by opening the lock or by using an appropriate skill to remove them. Each game will have
a skill assigned to destroy and remove shackles by taking a minute and using the appropriate props and role playing. Skills that
allow a character to slip out of bonds are possible as well.

Verbal Modifiers

There are certain phrases that can be added to verbals to change the effect. These can modify the duration or add
additional effects to an attack. For simplicity, a single attack can only be modified by one of verbal modifier.

Short

Someone precedes an attack verbal with “Short” and calls out an effect that lasts until you Rest or lasts for the entire
event. That effect instead lasts until you Rest for 10 seconds. If used with Frenzy then the effect will only last 10 seconds.

Permanent

Someone precedes an attack verbal with “Permanent” and calls out an effect with a duration. The effect will last at
least for the remainder of the event. Permanent effects may not be removed by Resting, but may still be removed by the Cure
effect.

Ambient

Some Deliveries are used to indicate plot driven effects. If, for example, someone from plot called out “By My Voice,
Ambient Agony by Fire” then the players would know that throwing a Silence effect or trying to Paralyze the creature calling
the effect would not prevent the plot person from calling the effect. A plot person could also call something like “By Your
Name, Travis, Ambient Agony by Disease” to indicate that some plot condition is causing Travis pain but it isn’t related to the
creature calling the effect.

Double and Triple

One single delivery causes multiple attacks to affect the target. “Double” causes two of the specified attack to be
delivered, while “Triple” causes three attacks to be delivered. Each attack requires a separate defense.
For example, a wizard calls out “Triple 10 Damage by Fire” and throws a packet that hits you. You must take three
“10 Damage by Fire” attacks. “Resist Fire” would negate one of these attacks and you would still take two attacks. You may
use multiple defenses against these attacks.

Chained Effects

Two effects can be chained in one attack. The verbal should name the effects with an “and” between them. If both
effects have the same Trait then the Trait is called only at the end of the attack. If both effects have different Traits then a Trait
is called for each effect. A defense that negates one of the effects or one of the Traits if they are different would only affect that
portion of the attack. In the case where both effects have the same Trait, however, a defense that negated the appropriate Trait
would negate all effects. The attack is still considered a single melee, missile, or Packet Delivery so a defense that negates a
hit from a specific delivery such as melee, missile, or packet will negate the entire attack.

Game Environment

Games take place at a site, usually a campground. This site defines the boundaries of the game. During game play, a
player may attempt to enter any area within the game boundaries unless the area is marked with a yellow information sign.
Areas marked with information signs are either special areas with additional rules described by the sign or they are out of game
and impassable.

Out of Game Areas

Areas that are out of game are marked by the yellow or hazard orange signs with text marking it Out of Game. You
may not enter these areas. The text of the sign indicates why, in game, this area cannot be entered. Some areas might be
described as collapsed and ruined piles of rubble that have no real interior. Other areas might be marked as impassable swamp.
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Special Areas

Areas with special Restrictions or rules will be marked by the yellow or hazard orange signs with game information
printed on it. This sign will have game information written upon it that will describe the circumstances that make the area
special.

Gates

Portals ringed with strings of decorative light are magical portals. These portals lead to other places. Some lead to
other places in this world, some lead to places beyond this world. If a portal is ringed with lights and they are not lit then you
cannot go through that portal.
The areas beyond gates are often marked with yellow information signs, so you should always look around after going
through a gate. Gates have a disorienting effect to compensate for the time it takes to spot and read a yellow sign.
White gates are open portals. If the lights are on, anyone may step through the gate. White gates will always appear
in ruined areas.
Colored gates are special. Only special staff characters that control the gate may bring you through a gate with colored
lights. If there is no guide you cannot enter the gate. Some colored gates are freestanding, with no actual area on the other side.
If you enter such a gate at the request of a staff character then you will become a spirit. You will not be affected by any attacks
and you must reply “Spirit” to any attack that strikes you. You cannot use any game skills or converse with anyone else. You
are visible to others, but you cannot converse with them and you can only enter an area indicated by the spirit guide who leads
you. You must follow the spirit guide until you exit through another gate and your guide indicates you have assumed your
normal form.

Closed Areas

Some games have locations in a game site are normally accessible to players, but are sometimes closed for specific
encounters or modules. While this is usually handled with yellow information signs, it is often difficult to spot and read
information signs without entering the encounter area to read them, especially at night. To make this easier, areas can be marked
with circular information signs (rather than the usual octagonal signs) and at night these signs are lit with circular rings created
with looped glow bracelets. If you spot these Turn Back Markers hanging in the area, it means that the area is inaccessible and
you should stay away unless you are led to the area by a spirit, a scout, or a similar guide.
It is often left to the player to explain why they cannot proceed when they spot Turn Back Markers. One common
reason is that the area ahead is impassable swamp. Another is that a mist has risen and players cannot find their way through
the area. Sometimes players simply state that the area ahead looks uninteresting and turn back. It is left to you and your
companions to come up with a plausible reason that you cannot proceed when you spot a Turn Back Marker.

Combat – The Basics
Introduction to Combat

During the course of the game, you can be the subject of a wide variety of attacks. Each attack will attempt to inflict
an effect upon you. Some effects can benefit you, and some will deliver unpleasant effects upon you. Each attack has a verbal
that describes what the attack does and a delivery that determines how the attack is used against the target.

Verbals

A verbal is a short phrase that is called out when an ability is used to explain the effect of that attack. Each verbal can
have an effect and a Trait for that attack. The Trait indicates the flavor of the attack so you may roleplay the effects and perhaps
use a defense to negate the attack if it strikes you. The effect indicates what the attack does to you.
A verbal is an out of game phrase. You must call your verbal even if you are affected by Silence. If you hear the
beginning of a verbal you must listen to the phrase and play out the effect.
Verbals for melee attacks are called out as you swing your weapon. Verbals for missile and Packet Delivery are called
out before you release the projectile from your hand. You call out a phrase that takes the form of [Effect] by [Trait]. For
example, a poison that freezes you in place would use the verbal “Paralyze by Poison” and a bolt of fire that causes 5 points of
damage would use “5 Damage by Fire” as the verbal.
If you hear a verbal, your character knows what happened. The verbal not only tells you the effect out of game, but it
represents the sight, sound and feel of the attack in game. You never have to play it dumb. The verbal “4 Damage by Fire”
might represent a roar of flame. The verbal “Maim by Lightning” might represent a flash of light. The verbal “Paralyze by
Fear” might represent the hairs rising on the back of your neck. However you imagine it, the verbal tells you what happened
both in and out of game.
Verbals should not be confused with incantations. Incantations are magical words that are used to cast a Spell. These
are in game magical phrases that are required for all but the most powerful mages to cast magic. Spells usually have
incantations, but they also end with a verbal. Remember that there are two rules that apply to all called attacks.
•
You must finish the verbal for a called attack before launching a packet or missile attack. You call out the
verbal as you swing a melee attack. If there is an incantation, which is an in game phrase associated with an attack, then that
must be clearly spoken before the verbal. This is true for Melee, Missile and Packet Delivery.
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•
All called hits must be acknowledged with roleplay. Many skills are consumed only if the recipient calls out
a defense or role-plays the effects of the attack. If you don’t roleplay the effect, the attacker may assume that you were not
struck and the skill not used.

Traits

A Trait is a label that is given to a character, an attack, a defense, or an item. Traits help describe the flavor of game
effects and define how abilities interact with each other. There are four types of Traits. A character Trait is any Trait that is
somehow given to a character. An attack Trait is added to an attack verbal and defines the flavor of that attack. A defense Trait
is added to a defense call. An item Trait is added to a tagged item and gives that Trait to anyone carrying that item.
An attack Trait tells you which defenses can be used against that attack. A character or item Trait can be used to
determine if certain effects worked against you. If you had the “Undead” Trait, for example, then an attack that caused “5
Damage to Undead” would be effective against you. A defense Trait is generally used for flavor, but it is possible to have skills
or abilities that can be used only if a defense with an appropriate Trait is used.
A character’s race is always considered a Trait. Characters with no explicit race have the Human Trait. If you have a
sub-race then both your sub-race and your general race will be considered to be Traits. So a Wood Elf has the Elf Trait as well
as the Wood Elf Trait.

Deliveries

Each ability must be delivered to its target in some way. These Deliveries are the physical action needed to determine
whether an ability has been successfully used on an opponent.
There are several different ways to deliver game effects, but there are three basic attack Deliveries that are used most
often in combat. Melee attacks are delivered with a successful strike with a hand held weapon. Packet Delivery is delivered by
throwing a bean bag like projectile and striking an opponent. Missile attacks are delivered by throwing a special foam throwing
weapon or by aiming a bow and then throwing an arrow prop at an opponent and striking that opponent with the projectile.
It is always up to the defender to make the final decision whether an ability has struck or affected them, and thus
whether the ability has been delivered. It is important that players do not abuse this honor system. If a player does not count
legal hits, the game breaks down. Individuals that are reported for not counting hits will be reviewed and if necessary asked to
leave the game.

Melee Attacks

Melee attacks require special hand held padded weapons to deliver an attack. Melee weapons cannot be thrown. You
must have both hands on a two handed weapon in order to use it in combat unless some game ability specifically states
otherwise. These padded weapons have a strict set of creation rules and must pass a safety inspection at each and every event
where you intend to use them.
To add to the atmosphere of roleplaying, we expect our players to roleplay in combat. Although we allow light
weapons for safety and comfort, we ask that players keep the pace of their swings in line with what a heavier weapon might
require. Melee swings that are entirely generated by snapping or rotating the wrist or forearm are discouraged. Although you
are expected to roleplay full weapon swings where the weapon moves at least 45 degrees, the actual contact cannot be too hard.
A tap from a weapon is sufficient to deliver an attack. Melee attacks that are blocked by another weapon or shield wielded by
a character with the appropriate skill to do so are not counted. Attacks to the head, the hands, or the groin are illegal and are
not counted.
If you are unskilled with a melee weapon you cannot make attacks with that weapon. If someone strikes that weapon
or you try to parry with that weapon, you must either take the blow or the weapon is ripped from your hand. If you do not take
the blow, you must drop the weapon as if you had been affected by the Disarm effect.
You may hold only one weapon or shield in your hand during combat. If you are holding more than one item in a
hand, and a melee attack strikes one of those items, then you will take the blow or be disarmed of both items as if you were
unskilled in their use.
A melee attack that has no verbal causes 1 point of damage. These are known as “uncalled attacks”. If an uncalled
attack removes your last point of Vitality you will fall unconscious but you will remain stable as described in the Vitality
section below. A melee attack with a verbal is known as a “called attack”. A successful attack delivers the effect in the verbal
to the recipient.
Skills and abilities that allow you to use called melee attacks are only used up, as a default, if the attack strikes a legal
target area and the recipient acknowledges the hit by role playing the effect or calling out a defense to negate the attack. The
melee attack is not used up if the attack misses or the target blocks the attack with a weapon or a shield.
Some skills work only on limb hits. A limb hit is a strike to the arm or leg. A torso hit includes the chest from the belt
up to the top of the chest. Any hit to the leg or buttock is a leg hit. Any hit to the arm or to the outer shoulder is an arm hit. Hits
that come down on the shoulder or that come down between the shoulder and the neck are also arm hits.
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The Flurry Rule

A flurry is a series of melee swings delivered at an enemy in combat with little or no pause. You can make no more
than three consecutive attacks against each a particular enemy where your weapon contacts an opponent or their weapons,
including their shield, before you must reset. To reset your flurry you must step out of weapon range between you and your
opponent and stop all attacks on your previous target for at least a second.
Players pursuing enemies need not interrupt pursuit by stepping back to reset their Flurry. The pursuer needs only to
pause for a second while at a distance just within their maximum weapon range. That’s all you need to remember, everything
else are clarifications and answers for specific questions.
● Blocked swings that contact a weapon or shield and successful hits that contact the body are counted as
flurry swings. Feints and swings that do not make contact against weapons, shield, or body do not count
as a flurry swing. You must reset your flurry after you have made three swings with contact before
resuming attacks on that opponent.
● An opponent can’t try to prevent you from resetting your flurry by advancing. If you have retreated in
an attempt to get out of weapon range but your opponent’s advance has prevented you from doing so
then you may reset your flurry after a full second pause.
● Incidental weapon contact and aggressively engaging an opponent’s weapon with beat attacks or
offensive parries can make flurry determination confusing. We realize it is difficult to determine if these
types of weapon maneuvers count as a strike in a flurry. As a Rule of Etiquette, if both your elbow and
the weapon tip move forward and contact an opponent’s weapon then count that as one of your flurry
strikes even if it was not your intention to launch an attack. This might mean that both combatants use
up a Flurry swing during incidental weapon contact.

The Proximity Rule

You must maintain a safe distance from any active opponent. If you can reach out and touch the torso of an opponent
with your hand then you are too close and you must back away. If there is a significant difference in the reach of two opponents,
the opponent with the shorter reach may approach close enough so that they can strike their opponent with their weapon so
long as they cannot touch the torso of the opponent.

Claws and Natural Weaponry

Some characters have the ability to use claws or natural weaponry instead of, or in addition to, weapons. These weapon
props are red, though some plot creatures may have props that are constructed to appear to be part of that creature.
Claws are considered to be melee weapons and can be used to block melee attacks. Claws are not affected by Disarm.
Destroy effects delivered to such weaponry will cause a Maim effect to the limb using the weapon. Poisons may be applied to
claws but runes cannot be used on them.
Claws and natural weaponry are not bladed weapons, and cannot be used with skills or effects that require bladed
weapons. If you are holding a claw that is struck by a melee or missile attack, and you cannot legally block with the claw due
to some game effect, you will be affected by the attack since you cannot drop the claw in response to the strike.

Packet Props

A packet prop is a small bean bag filled with bird seed that represents some sort of ranged attack. Packets are used to
represent a large range of supernatural, psychic, and super science attacks such as spells, mental bolts, elemental attacks, and
many special monster abilities. In some games packets are also used to represent the ammunition launched by missile weapons
such as arrows or bolts.
Both Packet Deliveries and missile attacks that use packets are thrown at the enemy with a free hand. To deliver a
packet or missile attack, the arm that is throwing the packet prop must be free and the hand empty except for the packet prop
itself. A free arm cannot have props tucked under it or tied to it other than armor. You cannot throw a packet prop if the arm is
affected by something that prevents its use such as a Maim effect or shackles. You cannot throw packet props unless you have
a game skill that allows you to do so.
You should not throw packets too hard. Your packet throws should not be hard enough to sting. If you are winding up
to throw the packet then you are probably throwing too hard.
Packet props cannot be used while you are being hit. Successful melee attacks interrupt your ability to throw packet
props, forcing you to wait for one full second before attempting to throw again. You are not allowed to throw packet props
during the Flurry pause of an attacker who just hit you. Missile and Packet Deliveries will also interrupt your verbal if they
land while you are speaking it, but you may begin a new verbal immediately and do not have to wait for one second in these
cases. An interrupted ability is not used up and attributes or their equivalent are not wasted, but you must begin the verbal
again.

Concentrate

Concentrate is a special plot verbal that indicates the caster who called it can throw Packet Deliveries while being hit.
The caster calls out Concentrate and can throw a number of follow up Packet Deliveries, including spells, while being hit by
incoming attacks. You do not have to call Concentrate before every spell; one call covers a number of attacks. Each skill or
special ability that allows the use of Concentrate requires you to call out “Concentrate” when you use it.
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Rule of Etiquette: If a character using Concentrate is in a swirling fight where new combatants are coming into
fighting range then the caster should call out “Concentrate” each time they willingly switch targets so everyone
in the fight knows what is going on.

Touch Delivery

If a skill or ability is delivered with a touch, then the effect is delivered by touching a packet to the shoulder or arm of
a willing recipient.

Beneficial Effects

Effects that are intended to aid, bolster, or benefit a character are marked as Beneficial effects. If, for some reason, the
recipient does not want to receive the benefit of one of these effects they may say “Refuse” to negate the attack or delivery.

Missile or Packet

For games that use packet props to represent missile attacks how does the player determine whether an incoming
attack is a missile weapon or a Packet Delivery? Any packet thrown while the attacker is holding a missile launcher prop is
automatically considered a missile attack, while any packet thrown without this prop is considered a Packet Delivery. When
packet props are used as missile ammunition the attacker must always have an obvious missile launcher prop such as bow or
crossbow in the other hand. A player can never make a normal Packet Delivery while holding a missile launcher prop in the
other hand. The player would have to put down the missile launcher before making Packet Deliveries. Thrown weapons are
never represented by packet props.

Missile Attacks (Packet)

For many games, missile attacks typically use packets that represent arrows or crossbow bolts. To differentiate missile
attacks from normal Packet Deliveries, the attacker has two additional requirements when attacking. First, you must have a
prop in your free hand that is aimed at the target. Second, you must go through a firing motion for each missile attack. Bows
require you make a drawing motion and bring the packet to your cheek before throwing. Crossbows require that you pull the
packet along the stock of the crossbow and pull it up to aim. After your motion you throw the attack while still pointing at the
target with your free hand.
Although this system is typically used for bows and crossbows, games can use this system for thrown weapons, wands,
or other ranged attacks that can be, in that setting, blocked with weapons or shields.
Like melee attacks, any missile attack that has no verbal causes 1 point of damage. Missile attacks with no verbal are
“uncalled strikes” and cause someone to fall unconscious but stable when they reduce Vitality to zero. Missile weapons that
use called damage effects cause enemies to become unstable when they fall unconscious just like called melee attacks.
Like Packet Delivery, missile weapons cannot be used while you are being hit by a melee weapon unless you have the
ability to use the Concentrate ability as described above.
Some skills that allow you to use a weapon or shield to block melee attacks also allow that defender to block missile
attacks.

Missile Attacks (Props)

Some games require special props for missile attacks. Foam balls for arrows and bolts, foam thrown weapons, nerf
arrows, and other non-packet systems are possible in Accelerant games. Foam balls used as arrows or bolts require the attacker
to point the launcher or implement at the target as described when using missile attacks with packets. Foam thrown weapons
only need to be thrown at the target. Other missile props such as nerf bows, are aimed and fired when they are used.
Foam weapons are always able to be blocked by those skilled with weapons or shields in a manner similar to melee
attacks. Like melee attacks, any foam missile attack that has no verbal causes 1 point of damage. Missile attacks with no verbal
are “uncalled strikes” and cause someone to fall unconscious but stable when they reduce Vitality to zero. Missile weapons
that use called damage effects cause enemies to become unstable when they fall unconscious just like called melee attacks.

Packet Delivery

A packet is a small bean bag filled with bird seed that represents some sort of mystical, psychic, or supernatural ranged
attack form. Packets have strict construction guidelines. You call a verbal and throw a packet at a target to deliver the attack.
If the packet hits the target, or any direct possession of the target, then the effect is delivered to the target. You cannot throw
packets too hard. If you are winding up to throw the packet then you are throwing too hard.
Packets are not solid objects and cannot be affected by Disarm or Destroy, but they are a visible, in game effect. If
someone is carrying packets and you see the packets, you can assume they have some sort of aura that makes you realize they
are capable of something special. Because of this, you cannot carry or throw packets unless you have the power to use them
for something.
If a packet clearly strikes a target and they do not acknowledge the hit with role play or by negating it with a defense,
the attributes or their equivalent are not exhausted. If the packet misses, or you cannot tell whether the packet hit, then attributes
or resources are exhausted normally.
To deliver a Packet Delivery, the arm that is delivering the packet must be free and the hand empty except for the
packet itself. A free arm cannot have props tucked under it or tied to it other than armor. You cannot deliver Packet Deliveries
if you cannot use game skills, or with an arm that is affected by something that prevents its use such as a Maim effect or
shackles. Some packet based skills have additional requirements as well.
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Packet Delivery cannot be used while you are being hit. Successful melee attacks interrupt your ability to throw Packet
Delivery, forcing you to wait for one full second before attempting to throw again. It is impossible to get off Packet Deliveries
during the Flurry pause. Missile and Packet Deliveries will also interrupt your verbal if they land while you are speaking it, but
you may begin a new verbal immediately and do not have to wait for one second in these cases. An interrupted ability is not
used up and attributes or their equivalent are not wasted, but you must begin the verbal again.
Like melee attacks, any Packet Delivery that has no verbal causes 1 point of damage. Packet Deliveries with no verbal
are “uncalled strikes” and cause someone to fall unconscious but stable when they reduce Vitality to zero. Packet Deliveries
that use called damage effects cause enemies to become unstable when they fall unconscious just like called melee attacks.
Rule of Etiquette: In order to encourage the use of good costuming and add a little more realism, we have the
Costume Rule. If a Packet Delivery clearly misses a target and passes by the body, yet that packet hits a cloak or
costuming piece after it has gone past, the defender can call out “costume.” This rule cannot be used if the
costuming is in front of the defender or if the packet has not already passed the body. The rule is in place to
encourage cloaks, back banners, and some directed character costuming such as wings without adding an
unacceptable disadvantage to the character in combat.

Special Attacks

Special attacks are delivered in unusual ways rather than using the regular melee, missile, and packet combat system.
They represent large scale effect and atmospheric conditions. Special attacks always begin with the person or area that the
attack affects and that is followed by a verbal. If you have a defense that works against the verbal of a special attack you can
use it to negate that attack. Once the verbal of these attacks has begun the effect is already delivered. You cannot, for example,
retroactively turn to a spirit during the verbal to negate it. The individual types are detailed below.

Affliction

Someone delivers an effect to your immobile or unconscious form by touching a weapon or packet to your torso and
stating “Affliction One, Affliction Two, Affliction Three” clearly and slowly followed by a verbal. This works like a Death
Strike and can be interrupted in the same manner as a Death Strike. The verbal may be a standard effect, or it may deliver an
Inflict effect in which case the player will give you an effect card.

Gaze

Someone who has met your gaze for a full three seconds calls out or whispers “By My Gaze” followed by a verbal. A
vampire might whisper “By My Gaze, Paralyze by Will.” Other creatures might cause fear or other effects.

Gesture

Someone points at you with a hand or a weapon and calls out “By My Gesture” followed by a verbal. If the effect has
a duration that is not instantaneous, then instead of the normal duration, the effect lasts so long as they point at you.

Name

Someone calls out “By Your Name,” states your name, part of your name, or some pseudonym that you have used
and calls out a verbal. The attack is delivered to you if you recognize that name as a name you have used or a name that person
might use to refer to you. Basically if you know they are talking about you then you take the effect.

Room

Someone calls out “In This Room” and an effect and everyone in that room will be affected by it. Doorways and gates
act as room dividers. This delivery is commonly used for traps and performances. The attack only works in an enclosed room
with normal doorways and corridors leaving it. The attack will affect you if any part of you is within the room when the verbal
is called.

Voice
Someone calls out “By My Voice” and an effect and everyone who hears it will be affected by it. You cannot defend against
Voice attacks by intentionally obscuring the sound of the verbal with loud noise or by plugging your ears.

Life and Death
Vitality
Vitality is a count of how much damage you can take before you collapse. As you take damage, your Vitality points
are exhausted. These points can never drop below zero. Healing Refreshes Vitality, and these points are also Refreshed at the
beginning of each event. If your Vitality ever reaches zero you will collapse and become unconscious. Unconscious characters
that are taken down by uncalled melee or missile hits are stable. Characters taken down by any other kind of damage, from
called melee or missile hits, from firearms, from traps, from packets, or from anything with a verbal become unstable.
If you fall unconscious but you are stable, you will remain unconscious for five minutes. After that time you will wake
up with 1 point of Vitality. If someone hits you with an attack for called damage while you are unconscious and stable you will
become unstable and begin your 1 minute count. Other effects can be inflicted upon you while you are unconscious and stable
and those effects will still be active when you wake up. If healing raises your Vitality above 0 then you will become conscious.
A death strike successfully delivered to your torso will kill you.
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If you are unconscious and you are unstable you are dying from blood loss and shock. You will linger for one minute
before dying. A Stabilize effect will change your condition to stable and you will begin your 5 minute count. Other effects can
be inflicted upon you while you are unstable and those effects will still be active if you wake up. If healing raises your Vitality
above 0 then you will become conscious. If unconscious and unstable, a death strike successfully delivered to your torso will
kill you. If someone begins to use First Aid on you, your count will be suspended until they stop the First Aid. If they call
Stabilize you become stable and start your five minute count. If they do not finish the First Aid, your one minute death count
will continue where it was before they started using the skill.
When you die, all active effects on your person end. Exceptions to this are Imbue or Inflict effects which specifically
say otherwise on the effect card. Your remains will linger for five minutes before you change to a spirit of the dead and begin
to walk to the gate of death. Only effects with “to Spirit” or with “to Dead” Traits will affect a spirit of the dead.

Unconscious

You are incapacitated and must collapse to the ground. You must close your eyes and you cannot move or speak while
you are unconscious. You cannot use game skills unless a skill explicitly explains that it can be used while unconscious.
Rule of Etiquette: Players who are unconscious close to combat may open their eyes to watch for out of game
danger if the battle moves too close. It is important for players to be able to protect themselves during these times.
If you open your eyes for safety reasons then we ask that anything you see during that time remain outside the
normal knowledge of the game.

Death

There are four ways you can die in this game. First, you can be knocked unconscious and unstable and remain that
way for a full minute. This is referred to as “bleeding out” and is described above. Second, you can be killed if someone delivers
a successful death strike to your torso. Third, you will be killed by an attack with a Death effect that you cannot negate. Finally,
special areas might cause your death if you have a mishap.
Death Strike

A death strike is used to kill an unconscious or immobile victim. You must touch a weapon to the torso of the victim
while saying “Death strike one, death strike two, death strike three.” This verbal must be spoken clearly and at a normal
speaking pace. You do not need to have skill with the weapon to inflict a death strike.
To inflict a death strike, the victim must be unmoving. The victim can be unconscious or unmoving because of a game
effect, but you cannot inflict a death strike on a body until it comes to Rest after an attack, nor can you inflict a death strike on
a helpless but struggling victim. If the victim can move, the victim can prevent a death strike. First you must render the victim
unconscious or unmoving, and then you may inflict a death strike.
To interrupt a death strike, you must strike the person attempting to deliver the death strike with a melee, missile or
Packet Delivery. You may also interrupt the death strike by striking the weapon used to perform the death strike with a weapon
of your own. You do not have to force the weapon away. A death strike that is interrupted is canceled and has no effect.
The Death Effect

Any effect that successfully inflicts a Death effect kills you immediately. Of all the various game effects, only the
Death effect will kill you outright. The Death effect may be nullified by an appropriate defense.
Mishaps

There might be large scale traps, challenges, and mishaps in special areas that can cause you to perish if you are
unfortunate enough to stumble into them. Closing walls, deep pits, and other deadly traps might kill you outright. These areas
will be marked or made clear to you during the course of the game.
Spirits of the Dead

After 5 minutes of death, a dead character becomes a spirit of the dead. Your spirit and everything you still carry is
drawn to a special area of the game marked as a Death area. Your spirit will even pick up your own weapons if they are within
reach unless someone else possesses them. When you rise as a spirit you must proceed directly to the Death area. You must
walk with your head bowed and your arms at your side. You cannot interact with any other character unless they use an ability
that allows you to do so. You cannot drop items. You cannot use any game ability. If someone tries to interact with you, reply
“Spirit” and continue on your way.
The specific rules regarding what happens when you are a spirit of the dead in The Shattered Realms are discussed in
Chapter 2.
While you are a spirit of the dead, there are very few effects that will work on you. The only effects that will work are
effects with “to Spirit” or “to Dead” in the verbal. These are Bane effects specifically designed to affect spirits. The most
common is a “Speak to Dead” effect. This type of “Speak” effect will allow you to converse quietly with the character who
used the effect. You cannot stray from your path or use any game skill while talking. You are not compelled to communicate,
but you may do so. Other effects might include “Imbue to Spirit” and “Inflict to Spirit.” If the description on the effect card
states that it works on a spirit of the dead then you must follow the instructions given therein. You may use Resist and Purge
defenses while you are a spirit of the dead if they are appropriate for an attack that strikes or affects you.
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Final Death

If the spirit cannot return from the Death area then the character passes beyond this world and is said to have taken a
final death. Final death means that you can no longer play the character in question, and adds an air of danger to the game by
threatening your in-game persona.
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CHAPTER 2:
WAR ADDITIONAL RULES AND CLARIFICATIONS
New Characters

New characters in WAR Accelerant start with 40 CP to spend on Abilities and Headers. Additionally, they start with
25s as well as 10 production items, with only one of those items being Master Crafted (Level 3 or 4). For more information on
production, reference the Production Companion Rulebook.
In addition to those, each character starts with 2 Vitality and Fate, and 1 Air, Earth, Fire, Water, and Spirit Attributes.
Brand new characters may also perform a free Retraining and New Lineage in order to help them to develop a character
that they enjoy. This formal magic must be used between events, and must be used before the character reaches 50 total CP.
Even an adventurer’s spirit and physical form is only so strong and a character may accrue a maximum of 300 CP.
There are rumors of magic and abilities that can stretch this form… but it has a cost.

Game Specific Rules

These rules are used in conjunction with the WAR Accelerant rules. They are designed to explain specifics that may
vary from game to game.

Resting

Shattered Realms uses 4 lengths of Rest.
Short Rest = 10 Seconds

A Short Reset is required to remove many effects with the work “Short” in the verbal. IE. Short Repel

Moderate Rest = 1 Minute

A Moderate Rest lasts for 1 minute. After resting for one minute, the character may expend a Spirit Attribute
and refresh all of his Base Attribute (Earth, Air, Fire, & Water). Must call “Refresh Base Attributes by Spirit”
Long Rest = 5 Minutes

A long reset removes many effects as stated in the effect descriptions. Must
Full Rest = 10 Minutes

A Full Rest resets all Base Attributes, Racial Skills, Elite Skills, and refreshable Magic Items. Must call
“Refresh All Abilities by Full Rest”

Counted Actions

Some actions, such as a Death Strike or Affliction, require a count. Other counted actions may take longer. Please be
aware that if one counted action affects another and both are the same length, it is whoever started the count first, not who
finished first.

Windows

The camps we use are rustic, and while most sleeping arrangements are in tents, we do have some buildings with
windows. Since we do not want anyone getting hurt climbing through a window, and that Accelerant doesn’t allow for counted
actions, you may not pass through a window or window-like portal unless specifically instructed by a Watcher. Please only use
doors to enter or exit buildings. In addition, please ask staff before opening any windows, as some of them may be unstable
and dangerous.

Carrying Items

Characters must be Attuned to any High Magic items which an Amelioration effect on them. A character can be
Attuned to a maximum of 5 Ameliorated items at any given time. If you possess less than 5 magical items, Attunement is
instantaneous. If you are Attuned to 5 items, additional magic items may not be used until you change your attunements with
a Full Rest. In addition, each magic item may contain no more than 5 effects per item.

Using Magic Items

A character must be conscious and able to move their arms in order to use a magic or production item, unless the item
specifically says otherwise. For example, a magic item with the Animal Savior spell in it cannot be used to purge death unless
the item specifically says so. All charges from Magic Items, including Wands and Medallions, are considered spent at the time
of use, regardless of success. When used, the incantation for all High Magic items and wands must be prefaced by “With magic
...”

Valuable Items

Valuable Items (marked with a “V”) may be turned in at checkout for half their value in gold. If a character has the
Appraise skill, they may instead turn them in for full value.

“Destroyed” Magic Items

When a magic item is targeted by a “Destroy,” if it is affected it becomes unusable until repaired by a Runesmith or
via some other means. If a magic item is Destroyed, do not tear the tag. After it is repaired it will function as normal. Production
items, such as Wands, are not repairable if targeted by a Destroy.
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Character Traits

Each of us has Traits that we gain automatically. You have the Living Trait unless you are dead. Your race is also a
Trait you possess. Everyone also has the Ghaian Trait. Each skill header that you purchase is also a Trait. Someone who has
purchased the Rogue header, for example, has the Rogue Trait. In addition, you have one Experience Trait based on how many
character points (CP) you have spent on skills and abilities, listed as follows:
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Experience Trait Table

Trait
Initiate
Accomplished
Veteran
Expert
Master

CP
0-49
50-99
100 -199
200-299
300

Fate
2
3
4
5
6

Attributes

Each character has six Attributes. These Attributes are not meant to measure your innate capabilities, nor will they
limit your natural abilities. These are only a limit to the skills you can use. If you do not purchase a Water, which represents
your mobility, it in no way decreases your chance to actually jump out of the way of an attack, but it does limit how many
game skills you could use before that resource was exhausted.
Base Attributes

Each character starts with 3 of the four Base Attributes: Air, Earth, Fire, and Water. Additional Base Attributes can
purchased for a CP amount equal to the level of attribute being added to that particular type. (IE 4CP for 4th Fire, 5CP for 5th
Fire etc.)





Air: Intelligence, Mind, Swiftness, Clarity, etc.
Earth: Strength, Physical Prowess, Stamina, Nature, etc.
Fire: Passion, Dedication, Fervor, Rage, etc.
Water: Mobility, Flexibility, Agility, Healing, etc.

Spirit Attribute

Spirit is the character’s ability to endure and persevere through adversity. He may take a Moderate Rest (1 Minute)
and spend a Spirt Attribute to Refresh all of his Base Attributes. He will state “Refresh All Base Attributes by Spirit”
A character starts with 2 Spirit Attributes. Additional Spirit Attributes can purchased for a CP amount equal to the
level of attribute being added. (2CP for 2 Spirit, 3CP for 3 Spirit, etc.). Spirit Attributes only refresh at the beginning of an
event.


Spirit: Endure, Persevere

Fate Attribute

Fate is the measure of a character’s good fortune. It manifests when the character needs a little extra help. A character
may use a Fate Attribute to power a single use of any skill which he knows. This includes Base Attribute Skills, Racial Skills
or Elite Skills unless otherwise noted. It is called as “With Fate, <Standard Skill Verbal>”
Each character begins with 2 Fate but receives an additional Fate at each advancement of the Experience Trait. (See
Experience Trait Table above) Additional Fate cannot be purchased and only refreshes at the beginning of an event.
● Fate: Destiny, Chance, Luck

Passive, Attribute, & Elite Abilities

There are 4 types of Abilities in the Shattered Realm – Passive, Attribute, Racial, & Elite Skills.

Passive Abilities

These abilities grant the character a benefit that is always available. The player simply needs to follow any roleplay
or Rest requirements listed in the skill.
Attribute Abilities

These abilities are skills and Spells that are only limited by a character’s Attribute pool. Each Attribute ability will
have a cost between 1-3 of one of the four Base Attributes (Fire, Earth, Air, and Water). As long as a character has sufficient
Attributes, they can use these abilities as often as they would like.
Elite Abilities

These are skills and spells that are usually quite powerful & can only be used once per Full Rest (10 Minutes). Unless
specifically noted, these skills cannot be purchased multiple times.
Imbue Abilities

Some personal skills have delayed or special effects. These abilities are normally identified by activation using the
“Imbue” effect. While you can have many different “Imbue” effects active at once, even from the same trait, you may only
have one copy of each “Imbue” ability active at any given time.
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Planted Feet Abilities

Some abilities state that the user must plant their feet. When using a skill where you plant your feet, you do not need
to take a step back after a flurry of attacks, but you must still pause between flurries. Additionally, you may opt to lean back
and cross your arms when affected by a “Disengage” effect.
Spells

Attribute and Elite abilities can be classified as Spells (marked with an S.) Spells cannot be used unless both hands
are empty, and the call counts as an “Incantation” with regards to being able to speak. Items which give the possessor abilities
that duplicate a spell effect (Wand, Enchant Ability) have the same requirements as casting from memory. There are some
skills that loosen these requirements.
Martial Imbues

Several skills are classified as Martial Imbues (usually marked with an M). You may only have one Martial Imbue
active at any time, and using a skill that grants a Martial Imbue will end any active Martial Imbue effects immediately.

Armor

All characters are capable of wearing Armor. Armor is refreshed during a Full Rest. Some roleplaying of adjusting
your armor during the rest should be included. No character may ever have more than 4 points of armor from passive skills,
unless those skills specifically state that they don’t count towards that maximum. In order to benefit from the Heavily Armored
skill, you must be wearing some sort of Armor rep (Leather, Chain, or Plate.)

The Watchers

Since there is no out-of-game, there are no OOG Marshals. W.A.R. therefore utilizes the Watchers as a means to
divulge OOG information in an in-game manner. A member of the Watchers can be identified through the tabards they wear –
black with the outline of a white eye upon it. Some examples of a Watcher’s role include: explaining the mechanics of a module
– “beware the green hanging tendrils, they will Root you to the ground;” provide information for plotlines – “Beyond this point,
you will enter a darkened swamp and come upon a cottage;” they can oversee field battles and player vs. player situations; they
are often used to facilitate High Magic casting; oversee cabin thieving; deliver Ambient effects to characters; or give
information to players that have purchased Profession or Knowledge skills.
When attempting to find out if a particular Knowledge or Profession will yield information, players are encouraged to
give a small bit of information, followed by the phrase “... for I am a <Level> of <Knowledge/Profession>.” For example, if
Faen’dir found himself in a situation where he believed he was up against Undead, but wanted to know what kind, he might
walk near a Watcher and say something like “I could tell that this place would be trouble just from the smell of undeath, for I
am a Sage of Undead Lore.” At that point, the Watcher could respond, “Yes, the smell of a Vampire is quite pungent.” All of
this information is delivered in real time, so continuously talking about what you know may not be feasible in a combat
situation.
Watcher’s do not interact with PC’s as a combative character and will never divulge information given to them by
other players or related to other players. However everything you see or hear from a Watcher, your character sees or hears.
Watchers do not like to be hounded, and if they feel surrounded, they may start to repel those around them. They typically
congregate near Summoner’s Rock (i.e. NPC Shack). The information they divulge should be considered accurate.
IG Explanation: Since the Shattering, a group of spirits has appeared. They tend to be more present during times
of stress or battle, possibly to record events. While these spirits tend to follow around those with the Adventure’s
Spirit, these spirits do not normally interact with the world. They also appear to have a hand in High Magic
casting, possibly preventing the corruption of those spells from Wild Magic. As such, they sometimes deliver
messages or information obtained from High Magic Spells. They keep a close record of every High Magic Spell
cast via Reliquary of the Arcane. While the Watchers do not normally talk to others, they have a great respect for
tradesmen and people of knowledge. They have been known to provide insight to people who have taken time to
study a subject.

Vitality

All players begin with 2 points of Vitality, which may be increased by purchasing skills. Most characters are limited
to 6 Vitality (2 to start, 1 from Healthy, and 3 from Vigor,), but certain characters can get Vitality from other sources.

Dying as a PC

In The Shattered Lands, the Death area is known as Summoner’s Rock (i.e. NPC Shack). When you die, this is where
your Spirit will go. Remember, when you die you are a Dead Spirit and must abide by the Spirit Rules. Once you arrive, you’ll
speak with Death, represented by a staff member. Death will speak with you and place a Death Mark Trait upon your character
sheet and will return you to the land of the living. Every time you die, you must go to Summoner’s Rock and receive an
additional Death Mark Trait. When you resurrect, Death will refresh your Base Attribute pools (F/W/A/E), but nothing else
(magic items, Spirit/Fate, etc.).
Once you have received your Death Mark Trait, you will walk back in to town as your character. At 2:30 on the last
night of the event (typically Saturday night), all PC’s with the Death Mark Trait must go to Summoner’s Rock to meet with
Death. You cannot avoid meeting with Death. You also cannot kill Death. Death will then ask if anyone wishes to take
advantage of the Gift for Death. At this time, it is recommended you leave personal effects and items with a friend in case you
do not return from your walk with Death. The Gift is as follows:
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Death will ask if there is anyone willing to fund Death to further its endeavors: Anyone that wishes to may contribute
gold or CP to essentially bribe Death. For every 10 gold 1 white stone will be added to Death’s Bag. For every 1CP given to
Death, which represents giving Death some of your life force, 1 white stone will be added to Death’s Bag. Death will then take
the gold, and the CP removal will be marked on the player’s character sheet. This is also where each person with the Death
Mark Trait will draw from Death’s Bag.
Only those with the Death Mark Trait or the appropriate skill may be present for the drawing. Death will place the
appropriate amount of white stones in Death’s Bag. The starting bag will contain 5 black stones and 45 white stones. Death
will then add the appropriate amount of white stones gained from the Gifts. All characters that must draw from Death’s Bag
benefit from any white stones added from Gifts. Each person with the Death Mark Trait will then draw, one at a time, from
Death’s Bag. Once a person has drawn, the stone they drew will be placed back in to Death’s Bag in preparation for the next
draw. A person will draw from Death’s Bag for each Death Mark Trait they received during the event, but each stone they draw
will be placed back in to the bag between draws. Death will then return those characters that survived back to the land of the
living, where they can then return to town. Any character that drew a black stone will receive their Final Death and must go
with Death at that time.
We understand that occasionally a player must leave site before the end of the event, may be asleep when Death comes
to call, or may simply wish to draw at the time they die for roleplay purposes. If you must leave the event before Death has
arrived or wish to draw immediately when you die, you may still take advantage of the Gifts, but it is the player’s responsibility
to bring Death the Gifts at Summoner’s Rock and the draw will commence as described above. Note that if you draw at the
time you die, the Death Trait(s) you draw for will be removed at that time. If you die again, a new Death Mark Trait will be
added to your sheet, but any Gifts given for previous draws will not count towards the new draw. Players that must leave site
early may only take advantage of Gifts offered at the time they check out. Any characters drawing after Death came to town
will draw for their Death Mark Traits before they check out in the morning and will be able to offer Gifts only at that time.
There are some exceptions to having to draw from Death’s Bag. Players attending their first event as a PC do not have
to draw from Death’s Bag, no matter how many Death Mark Traits they receive during their first event. Death prefers characters
that have had the chance to live a little, thus bringing greater knowledge and experience with them when they die. Therefore,
all characters will receive one Free Death Mark Trait – i.e. a character can die the first time and not have to draw from Death’s
Bag. This is one Free Death Mark Trait ever and it will be recorded on your character sheet as such. All other times you receive
the Death Mark Trait you will draw from Death’s Bag as normal. However, in both cases, the player still must answer to
Death’s call and travel with Death back to Summoner’s Rock at the end of the event.
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CHAPTER THREE:
CREATING YOUR CHARACTER
THE BASICS
This chapter focuses on how to create your character. Character creation is a simple process meant to allow a player
full customization of their character. It will give a brief description of the in-game world, take you through selecting your
character’s race, how Attributes and Traits work, describe general abilities available to you, and finally go through the Headers,
which contain purchasable skills for your character.

The World Around You

The world your character exists within is called The Shattered Realm. The chapter you play within – We Are Roleplayers – uses a region called The Shattered Lands, which is just a small part of The Shattered Realm. They are many in-game
resources on our website that go into greater depth about The Shattered Lands. Below is a brief, in-game description of The
Shattered Lands to help you get a feel for the in-game area.
A Brief Treatise on the Shattered Lands, Written in the Year 613
Before the cataclysm came and wild magic changed the very nature of Ghaia (Guh-hi-ah), the world we live upon,
our Seers warned us of The Shattering and urged us to prepare. Time was short and our resources were limited,
but of our people and our homes, some, at least, were spared. We did what we could to shield ourselves from
destruction, and when the storm had passed and The Shattering ended, we looked around us to find that everything
had changed. No corner of the world was left untouched, and even our spirits themselves seemed unfamiliar
within our bodies.
From that day on we named our home The Shattered Realm, a home to refugees, travelers, strange creatures,
magic, and races. Three continents have arisen out of the old lands of Dyllaria and Emuria. To the east is Kalania,
home of the Hammerhandt Dwarves, the Kingdom of Stonegate, and Amironia. To the west are The Lands of
Vale, composed of The Kingdom of Lorne, the Desert of Bone, and The Mudlands. To the South stands Pawalintok.
Most of the areas remain unexplored and wild. Some of us wander lost and uncertain in the new lands, while
others seek refuge in thick forests or tall mountains. Still more have taken to the road in search of adventure –
sailing upon the Sea of Dragons and of Mud in search of news and trade, daring to cross the Desert of Bone to
reach The Lands of Lumberton and The Kingdom of Varingard, and others have discovered that adventure is just
outside their door in Ashton and Rage Hollow.
We know so little of our new home. Whispers have reached us of dragons, faeries, giants, and fell beasts that
move freely through a realm we have only begun to know. Even the Planes themselves have been affected by the
release of Wild Magic that sparked The Shattering.
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The Races and Cultures of the Shattered Lands

Choosing a race/culture is the first step to building your character. Within The Shattered Lands there are many unique
races and cultures for you to choose from when creating your character. Below is an abbreviated description of each race and
their costume/prosthetic requirements. You must visibly rep your race on typically visible parts of the body, but it may then be
covered. In-game alcohol is represented by numerous non-alcoholic substitutes. Please keep in mind that extensive culture
packages can be found on our website that describes each race/culture’s homeland, personality characteristics, history, etc.

Hammerhandt Dwarf

The Hammerhandt Dwarves are a serious, long-lived people that live and work beneath Ghaia, mining precious metals
and gems, and constructing magnificent armor and weapons. They enjoy drinking and there are fierce arguments over what
Clan brews the best ale. Dwarves are often strong-willed, short tempered, and stubborn. It is not unusual for them to hold a
grudge. Hammerhandt Dwarves are extremely loyal and have a strong work ethic. The only thing a Dwarf loves more than
drinking is a good fight. Since The Shattering, the Hammerhandt Dwarves dwell beneath the mountains of Kalania, near Mount
Bursnal in the Ra’Shana Mountains.
Costume Requirement: All Dwarves, even the women, have long, thick beards, of which they are immensely proud.
These may be decorated with beads, elaborate braiding, or other adornments.

Dendari

The Dendari, sometimes referred to as Travelers, are a fun-loving, carefree people. Trading and bartering are among
their most highly prized skills, and they believe that everyone and everything has a price. The Clan is the center of Dendari life
and commands the highest level of loyalty from its members. Each Clan brews its own unique recipe of potent liquor known
as Hooch, and recipes are jealously guarded. Unsurprisingly, Dendari are fond of parties, stories, and songs. They rarely take
kindly to the governments of the Human Kingdoms, looking instead to the Bandoliers of their Clans to guide them and
administer justice. Delighted by bright beads and garish colors, Dendari typically dress in garments matching their Clan colors.
Most surviving Dendari travel from place to place in their caravans, serving as traders and constantly seeking the next adventure
just over the horizon.
Costume Requirement: Delighted by bright beads, bells, and colors, Dendari typically dress in garments matching
their Clan colors.

Plains Barbarian

The Plains Barbarians of The Shattered Lands live simply, priding themselves on their strength and stamina. They live
off the land and are battle-hardened from the many wars they have participated in – as hired swords, over hunting ground rights,
and between Barbarian Clans. Barbarians see the hardships and struggles they face as tests of strength. Traditional,
superstitious, and nomadic by nature, the Barbarians have no permanent settlement to call their home. They are very respectful
of nature, living in harmony with the plants and animals around them. They speak in broken Common, and their clans often
align themselves with a specific animal whom they hold in high regard. They will often mark their clothing with a symbol that
represents this animal. Since The Shattering, many Barbarian tribes have settled in the Desert of Bone, but they struggle to
survive in its harsh conditions.
Costume Requirement: Barbarians wear furs and decorate their hair and bodies with ornamentation from nature,
such as jewelry made from claws and leather.

Ra’hanaen Elf

The Ra’hanaen Elves are a race of dragon riders who dwell in Kalitrien, a stronghold composed of a ring of mountains
and a deep, lush valley on Pawalintok. Hidden until The Shattering, the Ra’hanaen Elves took in their refugee Erlunn brethren
and the two societies have since combined into one. Although isolated, the Ra’hanaen Elves maintained several of the same
cultural attributes as the Erlunn and their blood is the same, as are their pointed ears. Like their Erlunn brethren, the Ra’hanaen
have a lifespan far longer than that of men. However, they are different in several important ways. The Ra’hanaen place their
focus on fighting and the magical arts rather than creation of magical items. Except for visits from the Alariya, who brought
them current information from the outside world, they have existed in total isolation, developing a close-knit society generally
free of petty intrigue and political games. They are shy of strangers and value honesty at all costs. Cut off from the libraries
and schools of the outside world, the Ra’hanaen value lore and education but tend to dabble in a variety of subjects rather than
focusing on a single one. They claim that this is the best way to satisfy their boundless curiosity about the outside world. All
Ra’hanaens are encouraged to walk their own path in life, whatever that path may be. Most Ra’hanaen are fiercely protective
of their home. In times of great need, all will defend Kalitrien, even the children.
Costume Requirement: Elves are required to wear prosthetic ears/ear tips that make them appear pointed.
Ra’hanaen Elves typically dress in finer clothes than their Trun Elf or Satyrian counterparts.

Trun Elf

The Trun Elves are a happy yet serious people. They find pleasure in simple things, but find no humor in the sufferings
of others or in the wrongs of the world. They have a very definite moral code, which they uphold at all times. The Trun
particularly enjoy games, singing, and dancing, and are awed by the arts of combat and archery. They enjoy intoxicants and
hallucinogens, and partake of them often, though only when serious tasks have been completed and no work is left undone.
The Trun Elves reside on The Whispering Isles, taking the place of the Ra’hanaen, who were forced to abandon it during The
Shattering. The Trun, their own home having turned to stone, are dedicated to healing the home they have inherited. Trun Elves
have a mystical connection to the world around them that is not well understood. They often look to the stars for guidance and
do not have a concrete grasp on the function of money, preferring instead to barter goods. Some races, due to the fact they
speak broken Common, view them as uncultured, crude, or even stupid, but this is a misperception.
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Costume Requirement: Elves are required to wear prosthetic ears/ear tips that make them appear pointed. Trun
Elves often wear painted lines/symbols in different colors on their face to indicate family/profession. They also
decorate themselves with things of nature – feathers in their hair, animal bone beads, etc. and tend to dress
simply.

Halfling

Halflings are the most easy-going, fun-loving race in all of The Shattered Lands. Their voices are high-pitched and
they love stories, singing, dancing, and all sorts of games. The childlike, fun-loving disposition of most Halflings makes them
mostly peaceful. However, those who do choose a life of combat are fierce and often underestimated, and all Halflings are
ferocious fighters when their home is threatened. Halflings are extremely curious about the unknown, and items that attract
their interest often end up mysteriously in their possession. Due to their carefree nature, light fingers, and childlike voices,
many believe that Halflings are not especially bright. This is a mistake; Halflings are intelligent, sensitive, and fiercely loyal
to their friends. Halflings love food and eating is one of their favorite pastimes. As a result, quite a few Halflings are expert
cooks and bakers, and can always find a place to work in a kitchen. The Halflings of the Shattered Lands love to trade and have
a magpie-like tendency to collect anything that catches their fancy. It is not unusual for a Halfling to have a collection of odds
and ends that they guard jealously. Halfling stories are filled with exaggerations and half-truths, which make them look heroic.
They seldom tell outright lies, but use their vivid imaginations and a convenient omission of facts to shed a more favorable
light on themselves. A typical Halfling seldom stops talking unless he is scared or asleep.
Costume Requirement: The back of a Halfling’s hands are covered with a significant amount of hair and they
also have thick sideburns.

Gandielian Cyclops

The Gandielian Cyclops of The Shattered Lands, named for the prominent third eye on their foreheads, are extremely
hard-working, beginning adult work out of adolescence. They are excellent farmers, and it is rumored that they could get crops
to grow plentifully from stone. Gandielians also pride themselves on their mining abilities, having almost a sixth sense that
allows them to find hidden veins and precious stones. Generations spent in the mines have left their skin permanently streaked
with gray. They are also the only known beings able to safely handle and forge Gandielian Crystal, an extremely valuable
crystal with magical properties. Their society is very family-oriented, and they believe that the whole community is responsible
for the well-being of all. As hard-working as they are, the Gandielian Cyclops stop work at dusk, reserving after-dark time to
enjoy family and community, and to strengthen ties and pursue leisure activities. While community and trust are cornerstones
of the Gandielians’ society, they are often mistrustful and wary of other races and cultures due to previous bad experiences
with the outside world. Since The Shattering this has begun to change as the Gandielians seek trade partners to help ensure
their survival. Chief of these are the Hammerhandt Dwarves, for whom they have developed an uneasy trust. Although referred
to as a Cyclops, a Gandielian in fact has three eyes. It is thought that the name Cyclops comes from the large third eye found
on the forehead of each.
Costume Requirement: Cyclops have a prosthetic third eye attached to the forehead and grey-tinged
skin/splotches of grey.

Marobai

Above all else, a Marobai’s ambition is to learn as much about magic as possible. Of all the Humanoid races of The
Shattered Lands, no other is as attuned to magic as the Marobai. Their home is on Pawalintok, near Sky Lake. It is not
uncommon for a Marobai to spend years studying all of the uses for a simple Spell. The Marobai have two distinct clans, each
with its own culture and beliefs. The order of importance in a Marobai’s life is always Clan first, magic second, family third;
all else is individually decided. Marobai are always very dedicated. Having made a decision, they are committed wholeheartedly
and almost irrevocably. Since The Shattering, the Marobai have occasionally gotten in trouble as they venture into the outside
world to study the Wild Magic. They view the world and the people within it as subjects to be studied, an attitude that has
gotten them into trouble more than once.
Costume Requirement: Every Marobai has two tattoos on the back of their hands. On the back of the right hand
is the tattoo of their clan. On the back of the left hand is the tattoo of their family.

Satyrian

The Satyrians are a race descended from the couplings of Satyrs and Elves. They are remarkable for having not only
the pointed ears of elves but two small horns that grow from their foreheads. Because of their origins, Satyrians are against any
form of enslavement. They are a jovial, light-hearted people that enjoy any sort of good-natured game or contest of intelligence.
Satyrians are known for their storytelling abilities and more than a few have found work as bards, scribes, or historians. Since
The Shattering, the Satyrians have searched far and wide for a new home, but as of yet they have not found one. Few in number,
they are scattered throughout the lands, taking what work they can. Every Satyrian views it as his personal quest to locate a
new home for his people. Due to their studies and travels, Satyrians are by no means a shy or reclusive race. They understand
the complexities of other cultures and often make excellent diplomats. When they accept work, they will see it through to the
end if possible, but they do not become obsessed with their pursuits as some races and cultures do, preferring instead to live
for the enjoyment of life. Due to this, the Satyrians always enjoy a good party and are quick to bring out a bottle of wine and
song should the occasion call for it – and even sometimes when it does not.
Costume Requirement: Satyrians are required to wear prosthetic ears/ear tips that make them appear pointed, as
well as small horns (typically latex) on their forehead.
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Ferun

Ferun (Fay-roon) are humans that have taken on some sort of animal characteristic either before or during The
Shattering. Some are descendants of ancestors that lived within nature and took on or were imbued with the attributes of the
animals they swore to protect. The appearance of the Ferun varies significantly, but all of them take on some physical and
personality characteristics of the animal within them. For example, a Ferret Ferun may be furry and find himself constantly
curious and into everything, or may hoard treasure or baubles. A Bear Ferun may have the ears and snout of a bear and a
temperament that is aggressive, hot tempered, and quick to take offense. Ferun exist in nearly endless varieties, and they tend
to organize small villages or collectives comprised of others similar in appearance and nature to themselves. They do not
necessarily view all Ferun as interrelated. Ferun are typically considered “half” human and can live comfortably in human
settlements. They are NOT animals and are capable of learning, understanding, etc.
Costume Requirement: Ferun are required to wear clothing or prosthetics that help to distinguish what type of
Ferun they are.

Monstrous Humanoid

Monstrous Humanoids are a motley race of beings born from the couplings of humans and non-magical monsters with
human intelligence, such as Orcs, Trolls, Minotaurs, and Ogres. Like the Ferun, they vary widely in appearance and personality
and tend to arrange themselves in small groups or clans based on their parentage. They dislike the term “Monstrous,” preferring
to name themselves according to their descent (i.e. “Half-Ogre,” “Half-Orc”). Most Monstrous Humanoids are warlike,
aggressive, and may be very mistrustful of strangers. They tend to be rough-spoken, uncivilized, and uneducated. This is not
usually due to a lack of intelligence but to the fact that they are often treated as outcasts from other societies and therefore
rarely venture into cities, libraries, or halls of learning.
Costume Requirements: Currently, the two Monstrous Humanoids approved to play are Half-Ogres and HalfOrcs. A Half-Ogre may have yellow skin and tusks, while a Half -Orc might green and snub-nosed.

Human

The Humans of The Shattered Lands vary greatly from area to area. Some choose to live within settlements or on their
own. The families and communities in which they live have their own traditions and learning preferences. The types and
pursuits of humans are extremely varied. Races with greater longevity, such as the Elves and Dwarves, often view the shortlived Humans as short sighted and unreasonably quick to attack. The two major Kingdoms of The Shattered Lands are The
Kingdom of Lorne and the Kingdom of Stonegate. The Kingdom of Lorne’s capital is Mythamber, in the Lands of Vale. Ruled
by the Lorne family, whose line has ruled the Human lands since the settling of the area, they are now challenged by The
Kingdom of Stonegate, ruled by the Knights of the Righteous Arm. The Knights of the Righteous Arm are ruthless and highly
intelligent, seeking to rout out necromancers and followers of death wherever they find them. The Kingdom of Stonegate is
located on Kalania. Only the Starlen Sea keeps these two Kingdoms from total war.
Costume Requirement: Humans have no specific costume requirement for their race.

Miydrandan Dark Elf

Miydrandan (My-dran-din) Dark Elves value cunning and “strategic” diplomacy. The most important aspect of
Miydrandan culture is slavery, and slaves are used to perform virtually any task that involves even the slightest manual labor.
Miydrandans live beneath the ground, in the Under Realm, and depend upon slaves from the Ever Dawn (such as humans,
Khala, etc.) to perform menial or laborious work. This leaves Miydrandans open to nobler pursuits such as Warfare and Arcane
Studies, which they believe other races are incapable of to any significant degree. Miydrandans are a long-lived race and place
great emphasis on study. Theirs is a rigid society, full of traditions and ceremonies. Treachery and deception are often the way
of life for a Miydrandan and are generally encouraged. The Miydrandan Dark Elves of The Shattered Lands have overcome
considerable devastation caused by The Shattering as the earth around them literally shifted, heaved, and changed. Tunnels
collapsed during the onslaught and entire Collectives were swallowed by the earthquakes that followed the magical backlash.
The biggest loss was that of Tinadriethiel, the ruling Collective where the Queen Mother resided. Nearly all the Collectives
were cut off from one another in the days immediately following The Shattering. Reconnecting the causeways that connected
the Miydrandan Dark Elven settlements in the Under Realm has been a slow process.
Costume Requirement: Miydrandan are required to wear prosthetic ears/ear tips that make them appear pointed.
They must also cover all revealed skin (hands, face, etc.) with black make-up and spray paint their hair white (or
keep it covered/wear a wig).

Descended

The Descended, a rare people, are born from mortals and magical creatures with human intelligence, such as Vampires,
Faeries, Elementals, and Undead. Like other half-blood races, they tend to be unique in appearance and attributes, and may
prefer to live in small enclaves of their own kind than to venture into a world that does not always accept them with open arms.
As their name suggests, they are often proud of their lineage, and typically name themselves in honor of their magical parent
(i.e. “Half-Faerie,” “Half-Undead <Type>,” “Drake (Draconic),” “Construct <Type>, and “Half-Elemental <Type>“). The
Descended do not consider themselves to be a single race. Some want only to be included in mortal society, while others are
fiercely proud of their magical ancestors. Typically, a member of the Descended will appear and behave in a manner that
reflects a mingling of both their mortal and their magical parent’s native culture and character. There is a second group of The
Descended that have come into being since The Shattering. This group represents the effect of Wild Magic upon some
individuals. For example, while fighting Fire Elementals the Wild Magic ripped through the adventurer, forcing some trace of
the Fire Elemental upon their spirit. Perhaps they were fighting Undead or simply conversing with them. Some of these
individuals have embraced their newfound transformation, others seek to cleanse their spirit of it. Like Monstrous Humanoids,
the Descended have many different appearances.
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Costume Requirement: The currently approved Descended include: Half-Faerie <Type>, Half-Undead <Type>,
Drake/Draconic, Lycan, and Half-Elemental <Type>. Costume requirements vary widely depending on what you
wish to play. For example, Half-Fae are often glittering or adorned with wings, while a Half-Elemental may have
skin, hair, and clothes in colors that reflect the colors of their elemental heritage. Half-Undead may have
blackened eyes and lips, and Drakes may have scales. If you choose to play one of The Descended, please keep
in mind that the primary costume requirement is that you clearly represent what you are. It may not be “hidden”
(i.e. you cannot play a Half-Undead <Type> and have your costume be “covering” what denotes you as HalfUndead. You are always recognizable as the race you are.).

Khala

The Khala are a race of cat-like humanoids that live on Kalania, in a deep valley slightly west of The Lands of
Lumberton. Khala society is composed of tribes that oversee the community’s main goals of hunting ad trading. Khala are
extremely honorable and will attack anyone whom they deem has insulted their honor. Due to the heavy losses the Khala
experienced over the past decade from the Gizzicks, The Shattering, and Minotaur incursions, the Khala see themselves more
as a united tribe rather than many separate ones seeing to their own survival. All Khala still align with a specific totem or
animal alignment. Those with similar totems view one another as immediate family. Due to the severity and dangers of the
Khala’s new home, many of the Khala women have become above average warriors, at times challenging and surpassing the
males at rites of combat and strategy. While still technically patriarchal, the females of the tribes have garnered a great deal of
responsibility and a voice in tribal affairs. The Khala have retained as much of their cultural heritage as possible, including
such customs as the eating of their dead. As the Old Magiks have awakened fully since The Shattering, the connection between
the L’sie – Spirit Speakers – and the spirits around them has grown significantly.
Costume Requirement: The Khala are cat-like in appearance, represented by cat make-up (stripes, nose, etc.) in
the colors of whatever kind of “cat” they are. Some wear whiskers, contacts, or prosthetic noses.

Amironians

The Amironians are a long-lived race of humanoids with bird-like features. Since The Shattering the Amironians have
settled in Amironia, a wasteland of sorts on Kalania, to prepare it for the return of their dragon-liege Amiron. They live in small
communities called a Ger’a’da, caves created from lava flows and are still naturally heated today. Other Amironians travel the
lands for supplies. The Amironian clans are hunter/gatherers and therefore have no established governmental structure. Most
Amironians study the fighting arts and survival. It is not unusual for an Amironian to have excellent strategic abilities or to
fight in a guerilla-style formation. The basis of Amironian culture is superstition and combat. Amironians are very proud of
their heritage and who they are. They are often possessed of a dry wit and a sarcastic humor, which can be misinterpreted by
other races and cultures. Once a matriarchal society, the Amironians have since evolved into one of more equality and
partnerships.
Costume Requirement: Amironians have feathers growing from their eyebrows or eyelashes, and often have
feathers throughout their hair. They can be multicolored or singular.

Utegetu

Since The Shattering, the isolationist Lizards of Utegetu reside within the southernmost part of the Swamp of
Nebnamazz, southwest of Rage Hollow. Transported here from their home in the Utegetu Swamp, these lizards are fully capable
of dealing with the deadly and poisonous creatures of their new habitat. The Utegetu live within the Yorenz, a fortified
settlement whose fortifications were severely damaged during The Shattering. Much time has been spent rebuilding the
protection of the fortifications. Here, they face the challenges of Swamp of Nebnamazz, but are somewhat protected from the
slavers they despise. The Utegetu are a ritualistic race and are rumored to have High Magic Spells, jealously guarded, for
everything from putting Undead to Final Rest to bringing planar unbalance back in line. The Utegetu are not a primitive culture
and have advanced institutions of learning, but sometimes find it difficult to fit in to the outside world. Most would consider
the Utegetu fair-minded and logical, respectful of other races. One unique aspect of the Utegetu is they avoid Healing magics
based on Light, believing it to be unnatural. They will go so far as to cut off the tail of an offender and then exile them until it
grows back, which usually takes about a year. Occasionally, Utegetu will be mistaken for a Descended <Draconic>, which they
take great offense at due to their significant pride regarding their tails.
Costume Requirement: Lizards of Utegetu must have scales or make-up scales upon their face in black, blue, or
white and rarely green or red. The Utegetu are also distinguishable by their large, lizard-like tails.
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General Skills

It is now time to figure out the skills your character possesses. Every adventurer begins with 40 Character Points (CP)
to “spend” on skills and abilities, and a number of Traits and Attributes. The longer you adventure, the more CP you earn to
spend on skills and abilities, furthering your in-game knowledge and skills. This step deals with what Attributes and Traits are,
as well as General Skills (Weapons/Armor, Erudite, and Racial).

General Skills

The measure of your knowledge and training is defined by skills. There are certain activities that cannot be attempted
if you have not already learned the skill. If a skill exists for a certain type of activity or to manipulate a certain type of prop,
then you may not attempt that action unless you have that skill or a specific ability that allows you to do so.
There are five types of general skills – Traits, Attributes, Weapons and Armor, Erudite, and Racial. The charts below
contain a list of all general skills available for purchase, followed by the CP cost and any prerequisites to purchase the skill.
Following the chart is a description about what each general skill des. You may purchase from any list as long as you meet the
prerequisites to purchase the skills. Remember, skills you can purchase multiple times are marked with an asterisk. No abilities
may be purchased multiple times, unless specified in the skill. Skills with identical names count as a single skill, in regards to
multiple purchases. When applicable, identically named skills count as prerequisites for all Headers that include that skill.

Attribute General Skill

When purchasing Fire, Earth, Air, Water, and Spirit characters will pay an amount of CP equal to the new level of the
Attribute. You must possess the previous level before you can purchase the next level. For example, a character purchasing the
5th point of Spirit will pay 5 CP and possess Spirit 4, while a character purchasing the 8th point of Fire will pay 8 CP and must
possess Fire 7.
Skill
Fire X
Earth X
Air X
Water X
Spirit X

CP
X*
X*
X*
X*
X*

Prerequisite
Previous Level of Fire
Previous Level of Earth
Previous Level of Air
Previous Level of Water
Previous Level of Spirit

Weapon & Armor General Skills
Purchasing a weapon skill enables the character to use that type of weapon to block, make uncalled attacks, or use
abilities with that weapon. All weapons may be swung for uncalled damage (which does 1 point of damage), and may be used
for special skills. All weapons are untagged, so a character with a weapon skill and a boffer weapon may participate in combat.
Armor skills provide a character with Armor points. In The Shattered Realm, a character may have a maximum of 4
Armor points, not including “Grant Armor” effects. The skills that provide armor include Armored, Agile, and Heavily
Armored. Armor is refreshed by stretching or adjusting your armor for 10 seconds after a 5 minute Rest.
All weapon safety and creation requirements are contained within Chapter 5: W.A.R. Accelerant Weapons
Specifications.
Skill
Adventurer’s Spirit
Armored
Bow
Buckler
Healthy
Off-Hand Weapon
One-Handed Axe
One-Handed Mace
One-Handed Sword
Shield
Spear
Staff
Thrown Weapons
Two-Handed Weapon
Two-Weapon
Vigor*

CP
0
2
3
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
3
2
3*

Prerequisite
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Buckler
None
None
None
None
Off-Hand Weapon
Healthy
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Adventurer’s Spirit

CP Cost: 0
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This optional ability is typically found in all player characters. It is the unknown choosing of supernatural abilities to
be wielded by some few individuals but not the many. It is innate knowledge of some things and the ability to learn and wield
great and mysterious powers. It grants the following:
● Ability to wield all small weapons
● Repair weapons at a forge with 60 seconds of roleplay
● Ability to summon/extinguish a small light on their person (the light goes out if it leaves your possession)
● Not exhaust attributes when you miss with most Packet Deliveries (exceptions noted in skills.)
● Use “Weapon” defenses against any attacks with the “Iron” or “Silver” trait (although some races may
not gain this benefit.)
● Release someone else (not yourself) from shackles by roleplaying removing them for 1 minute
● Ability to choose a stone from Death’s bag to avoid Walking with Death
● Grants you the Adventurer’s Spirit Trait

Armored

CP Cost: 2
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
The Armored skill allows you to gain the benefit of wearing armor. The character gains 1 point of armor. This skill
represents any type of armor, including cloth armor, and therefore any costume can gain the benefit of this skill. In order to
refresh armor, a character must Rest for 5 minutes. At the end of that Rest, they may adjust their armor/clothing for 10 seconds
and call “Refresh Armor.”

Bow

CP Cost: 3
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This skill allows the use of a one-handed bow. In order to use a bow, you must have a quiver representation of some
sort. Quivers come with 20 arrows, which can be refilled if you spend 60 seconds roleplaying the gathering and fletching of
arrows. You may only have one quiver per person and you may not share a quiver. Additionally, if you are using a boffer bow
weapon, you may block with the bow as if it were a one handed weapon. However, you must spend 3 seconds roleplaying
restringing the bow before you can use it to attack.

Buckler

CP Cost: 1
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This skill allows the use of a small shield, with a maximum dimension of 18 inches.

Healthy

CP Cost: 2
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This skill grants the character 1 point of Vitality.

Off-Hand Weapon

CP Cost: 1
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This skill allows you to use a Small Weapon in your offhand when wielding a one-handed weapon.

One-Handed Axe

CP Cost: 1
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This skill allows the use of a one-handed axe, long or short. In order to use another weapon in your off hand it will
require the purchase of further skills.
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One-Handed Mace

CP Cost: 1
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This skill allows the use of a one-handed mace, long or short. In order to use another weapon in your off hand it will
require the purchase of further skills.

One-Handed Sword

CP Cost: 2
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This skill allows the use of a one-handed sword, long or short. In order to use another weapon in your off hand it will
require the purchase of further skills.

Shield

CP Cost: 2
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Buckler
This skill allows the use of a full-sized shield with a maximum dimension of 36.” The prerequisite to purchase tis skill
is buckler.

Spear

CP Cost: 1
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This skill will allow the use of a spear. In order to use another weapon in your off hand it will require the purchase of
further skills.

Staff

CP Cost: 2
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This skill allows the use of a staff. A staff must be wielded with two hands in combat, though may be used one-handed
to block. The Staff skill allows a caster to hold a staff in one hand while casting a Spell. The Staff skill does not fulfill 2-Handed
Weapon Requirements, such as for the Brute Header. A second weapon cannot be used in the opposite hand while one-handed
blocking with a staff. Staves must be wielded by the center of weapon.

Thrown Weapon

CP Cost: 1
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This skill allows you to use thrown weapons.

Two-Handed Weapon

CP Cost: 3
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This skill allows you to use any two-handed weapon, including sword, polearm, & staff. A two-handed weapon must
be wielded with two hands in combat, though may be used one-handed to block uncalled strikes. Wielding a staff (not other
two-handers) allows a caster to hold the staff in one hand while casting a Spell. Staves must be wielded by the center of weapon.
A second weapon cannot be used in the opposite hand while one-handed blocking.

Two Weapons

CP Cost: 2
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Off-Hand Weapon
This skill allows you to use two one-handed weapons. The prerequisite to purchase this skill is off-hand weapon. Only
one weapon may be a Spear.
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Vigor

CP Cost: 3*
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Healthy
This Passive Ability increases a character’s Vitality by 1. This skill can be bought a total of 3 times. This skill des not
count as a prerequisite for other skills under this Header.
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Erudite General Skills

Below are the erudite general skills a character may purchase.
Skill
Diagnose
First Aid
Knowledge: Novice <X>
Knowledge: Student <X>
Knowledge: Sage <X>
Profession: Apprentice <X>
Profession: Journeyman <X>
Profession: Master <X>

CP
2
1
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

Prerequisite
None
None
None
Knowledge: Novice <X>
Knowledge: Student <X>
None
Profession: Apprentice <X>
Profession: Journeyman <X>

Diagnose

CP Cost: 2
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This allows you to determine if someone is inflicted with a specific effect, Attack Trait (Elemental, Mental, Physical
or Metabolic), or game condition. Skills with the Diagnose effect allow you to use Diagnose to determine the presence of
specific effects or Traits with the exception of Imbue or Inflict effects. It will also allow you to use Diagnose to determine if
the recipient is currently Stable, Unstable, Dead, or Damaged. To use Diagnose, touch the recipient with a packet and say
“Diagnose” followed by an effect, Trait or game condition. A recipient says “Yes” if they are afflicted with the named effect
or an effect with the named Trait, or if they suffer the game condition. Otherwise they say “No.”

First Aid

CP Cost: 1
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: None
This skill allows you to save a character that is Unconscious Unstable (i.e. Bleeding). You must have at least one hand
free to place upon the person and state “Begin First Aid,” which will suspend the character’s bleeding count. After continual
roleplaying for 60 seconds administering first aid to the person, state “Stabilize.” This will make the person Unconscious Stable.
A person with First Aid may also remove a Maim effect from any one limb, as long as you have a non-maimed limb to do so.
The process is the same as stabilizing a bleeding character, except at the end you must state, “Cure Maim.”

Knowledge Skills

CP Cost: 1*
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: *Special: See Description*
Knowledge skills allow characters unique roleplaying opportunities and represent accumulated knowledge on a
particular subject. Any information gained is always at the discretion of plot and there is no guarantee that a knowledge skill
will apply to a situation. The first way to use a knowledge skill is at an event, via conversing with a Watcher. For example, an
army is marching towards town. Alderon is a Sage in military tactics. He can then question a Watcher and perhaps gain
information on what direction/formation they are likely to take. This questioning is done in-game, unless a player goes to
Summoner’s Rock to speak with a Watcher. The more a character knows on a subject is recognized by their rank as: Novice,
who knows small amounts of info on a subject; Student, who knows an above average amount of information on a subject; and
Sage, who possesses considerable information on the subject. The following categories are the only accepted categories used.
Specializations that would fall under a more precise category will be subject to plot approval – for example, a character may
take Academic <Stonegate History>, but would need approval for Academic <Ancient Ra’hanaen History>. Note that High
Magic Lore, studies of High Magic, and Tracking are all abilities accessible through the Headers, but not through Knowledge
Skills.
● Military – Anyone that has studied warfare or served in a military capacity. Includes: Soldier, Military
Tactics, Weaponry, etc.
● Social – Represents experience or knowledge through study. Includes: Knowledge <Noble>, <Area>
Politics, Political Etiquette, Diplomacy, etc.
● Academic – Knowledge for the sake of knowing about a particular topic or something that is a scholarly
pursuit. Includes: Mathematics, History, <X> Lore, Scout <area>, etc.
● Elemental – The study of elementals/creatures of the Planes, the twelve Planes, Faerie, or Neverwas.
Includes: Elemental Lore <X>, Planar Lore <X>, etc.
● Criminal - Knowledge of skills or trades that may be considered illegal. Your character may not be a
criminal, but spent time studying the criminal mind/criminal activities. Includes: Counterfeiter, Contract
Killer, Illegal magic, Clandestine Merchant, etc.
Occasionally, you may want to utilize your Knowledge Skill while playing. In order to do so, you must say something
regarding your Knowledge skill to a Watcher, and then follow it with the statement “For I am a <Level> in <Knowledge>.”
For example, a character questioning what undead their fighting might say something like “I think I’ve seen these monsters
before, for I am a Sage of Undead Lore.” If you would receive information, the Watcher will say something indicating what
you might know, such as “Yes, Vampires have a very distinct look.”
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Profession Skills

CP Cost: 1*
Attribute(s): None
Prerequisites: *Special: See Description*
Professions represent a hands-on craft or profession a character is familiar with. They typically have little direct ingame benefit, but are used more for the role-play purposes. While upon occasion they may garner some knowledge from a
Watcher (see how via Knowledge Skills), most likely they will rarely have game applicability. Because of this, it is assumed
that the character makes a living with their profession and will receive 1 gold per game day for each level at check-in. The
more a character knows on a subject is recognized by their rank as either: Apprentice, who knows the basics of the
craft/profession; Journeyman, who is familiar/competent with their craft/profession; or Master, is considered a master of their
craft/profession. The following categories are the only accepted categories used. Every knowledge specialization that a
character uses will fall under one of these categories. Specializations that would fall under a more specific category will be
subject to plot approval – for example, a character may take Academic Tradesman <Kingdom of Lorne>, but would need
approval for Tradesman <Continent of Pawalintok>. Note that High Magic Lore, studies of High Magic, and Tracking are all
abilities accessible through the Headers, but not through Profession skills.
● Tradesman - Refers to all forms of trade and trade routes. Traders, Merchants, Fair Dealers, Trade
Routes, Innkeeper, Cartographer, etc.
● Maritime - Skills that relate to ships, boats, trades that are water related, and water travel. Includes:
Captain, Seaman, Lookout, Ship’s Mate, etc.
● Artisan – A person with interest in the fine arts - trained in an artistic skill, learned the methods and
theory of an art, or studies art. Includes: Potter, Jeweler, Sculptor, Painter, etc.
● Laborer – A more generic category than most, but demonstrates a knowledge that a typical person in a
village may have. Includes: Mid-wife, Farmer, Baker, Basket-weaver, Orphanage Keeper, etc.
● Wilderness – Skills that help one survive in the wilderness or skills related to wilderness/familiarity with
the wilderness. Includes: Flora, Fauna, Survival, Furrier, etc.
Occasionally, you may want to utilize your Profession Skill while playing. In order to do so, you must say something
regarding your Profession skill to a Watcher, and then follow it with the statement “For I am a <Level> <Profession>.” For
example, a character questioning the quality of a good might say, “I think something like this may be worth something, for I
am a Master Merchant.” If you would receive information, the Watcher will say something indicating what you might know,
such as “It would be, if it weren’t for the fact that it’s fake.”
Rule of Etiquette: While Watchers can answer some questions regarding Knowledge or Profession skills, they
often have other things that they are involved in. Please do not badger the Watchers with questions that are
unlikely to garner information.
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Racial General Skills

Below are the racial general skills a character may purchase. In order to do so they must be the prerequisite race.
Skill
Battle Hardened
Bloodline
Claws
Dabbler
Durable
Elven Studies
Family Hex
Hardy
Invisibility
Iron Weakness
Light-Footed
Magical Studies
Magically Attuned
Natural Archer
Regeneration
Silver Weakness
Soothsayer
Spirited
Steel Mind
Tradesman
Two-Handed Weapon Training

CP
1*
0
2
0
2
0
0
1*
1*
0
1*
0
1*
0
2
0
0
0
1*
0
0

Prerequisite
Plains Barbarian, Amironian, Monstrous Humanoid
The Descended
Ferun, Khala, Utegetu
Human
Hammerhandt Dwarf, Plains Barbarian
Ra’hanaen Elf
Dendari
Hammerhandt Dwarf, Satyrian, Ferun, Khala
Miydrandan Dark Elf
Descended (Faerie)
Halfling
Marobai
Gandielian Cyclops, Marobai, The Descended
Trun Elf
Monstrous Humanoid, Utegetu
Descended (Lycan)
Satyrian
Gandielian Cyclops
Halfling, Miydrandan Dark Elf, Ra’hanaen Elf, Trun Elf
Dendari
Amironian

Battle Hardened
CP Cost: 1*
Attribute(s): Elite
Prerequisites: Plains Barbarian, Amironian, Monstrous Humanoid
This Elite skill allows the character to Resist a physical attack. Once per Full Rest, when struck by an attack with a
Physical Trait, the character may call “Resist Physical” to negate the attack. This can be purchased multiple times, each time
granting an additional Elite use of the skill. This may be purchased a maximum of 5 times.

Bloodline

CP Cost: 0
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: The Descended
This skill allows you to gain a Trait associated with your origin, which include Undead, Faerie, Draconic, Construct
or Outsider. All effects, beneficial or harmful, that would affect someone with that Trait will affect you.

Claws

CP Cost: 2
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Ferun, Khala, Utegetu
This skill allows you the use of claws. Claws should be no longer than a short sword, and may be used to make any
attacks that the character could make with a short sword. Claws cannot be disarmed, and a destroy effect acts as a Maim to the
arm holding the claw. A character that purchases this also gains the Animal Trait.

Dabbler

CP Cost: 0
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Human
This skill allows you to purchase a single skill from a Header the character does not possess. You must still met other
prerequisites for the skills prior to purchase.

Durable

CP Cost: 2
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Hammerhandt Dwarf, Plains Barbarian
A character with this skill gains 1 point of Vitality.

Elven Studies

CP Cost: 0
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Ra’hanaen Elf
This skill allows you to gain a free Apprentice knowledge skill from the Knowledge Skill List or from the following
list: Military (Ra’hanaen Ancient Weaponry); Social (Ra’hanaen Etiquette); Academic (Ra’hanaen Foes); Elemental
(Ra’hanaen Planar/Ghaian Connection); or Criminal (Ra’hanaen Clandestine Merchant).
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Family Hex

CP Cost: 0
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Dendari
This skill allows you to gain a base Spell from the Hexer Header without expending CP. The Spell chosen must not
have any other prerequisites.

Hardy

CP Cost: 1*
Attribute(s): Elite
Prerequisites: Hammerhandt Dwarf, Satyrian, Ferun, Khala
This Elite skill allows the character to resist any Metabolic Trait. Once per Full Rest, when struck by an attack with a
Metabolic Trait, the character may call “Resist Metabolic” to negate the attack. This can be purchased multiple times, each
time granting an additional use of the skill per Full Rest. This skill may be purchased a maximum of 5 times.

Invisibility

CP Cost: 1*
Attribute(s): Elite
Prerequisites: Miydrandan Dark Elf
This Elite skill allows you to resist an Expose. When you would normally be affected by an Expose attack, you may
spend this skill to silently Resist that Expose. This can be purchased multiple times, each time granting an additional use of the
skill per Full Rest. This skill may be purchased a maximum of 5 times.

Iron Weakness

CP Cost: 0
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Descended (Faerie)
This passive ability prevents you from being able to use “Weapon” defenses against the “Iron” trait. If you are paying
a Descended (Faerie), you are required to purchase this ability.

Light Footed

CP Cost: 1*
Attribute(s): Elite
Prerequisites: Halfling
This Elite skill allows the character to resist movement-impairing effects. Once per Full Rest, when struck by a
Paralyze or Root effect, the character may call “Resist Paralyze” or “Resist Root” to negate the effect. This can be purchased
multiple times, each time granting an additional use of the skill per Full Rest. This skill may be purchased a maximum of 5
times.

Magical Studies

CP Cost: 0
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Marobai
This skill allows you to gain a free Knowledge: Novice skill from the Knowledge Skill List or Academic (Wild Magic).

Magically Attuned

CP Cost: 1*
Attribute(s): Elite
Prerequisites: Gandielian Cyclops, Marobai, Descended
This Elite skill allows the character to Resist Elemental effects. Once per Full Rest, when struck by an attack with an
Elemental Trait, the character may call “Resist Elemental” to negate the attack. This can be purchased multiple times, each
time granting an additional use of the skill per Full Rest. This skill may be purchased a maximum of 5 times.

Natural Archer

CP Cost: 0
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Trun Elf
This skill allows you to gain the Bow skill without expending CP.
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Regeneration

CP Cost: 2
Attribute(s): Elite
Prerequisites: Monstrous Humanoid, Utegetu
This skill allows you to regenerate naturally. After three seconds of concentration state, “Heal 5 to Self.” You must
be conscious to use this ability. This ability can be refreshed with five minutes of Rest.

Silver Weakness

CP Cost: 0
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Descended (Lycan)
This passive ability prevents you from being able to use “Weapon” defenses against the “Silver” trait. If you ae playing
a Descended (Lycan), you are required to purchase this ability.

Soothsayer

CP Cost: 0
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Satyrian
This skill allows you to perform 60 seconds of roleplay to remove a Mental effect from another person. When complete
state, “Cure Mental by Inspiration.” Cannot be used on yourself.

Spirited

CP Cost: 0
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Gandielian Cyclops
This skill increases your character’s Spirit Attribute by 1. This is in addition to the character’s Spirit Attribute total
and does not affect the CP cost of additional points of Spirit.

Steel Mind

CP Cost: 1*
Attribute(s): Elite
Prerequisites: Halfling, Miydrandan Dark Elf, Ra’hanaen Elf, Trun Elf
This Elite skill allows the character to Resist Mental effects. Once per Full Rest, when struck by an attack with a
Mental Trait, the character may call “Resist Mental” to negate the attack. This can be purchased multiple times, each time
granting an additional use of the skill per Full Rest. This skill may be purchased a maximum of 5 times.

Tradesman

CP Cost: 0
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Dendari
This skill allows you to gain a free Profession: Apprentice skill from the Profession Skill List. Additionally, you
receive 1 extra gold piece for each Profession: Master Skill you possess.

Two-Handed Weapon Training

CP Cost: 0
Attribute(s): Passive
Prerequisites: Amironian
This skill allows you to gain the two-handed weapon skill without expending CP.
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Headers

In the WAR Accelerant system, character creation is based on a unique set of skills that are placed under headings.
These headings, or “Headers,” are specializations, not classes, and represents the training your character has received. All the
skills are designed around the core Accelerant effects, delivery methods, and Traits. Headers simply allow for unique
combinations. As long as you know those core effects, delivery methods, and Traits you will be good to go! Even if you only
have 1-2 Headers, you will still know how everything under all the Headers works. A player can purchase as many Headers as
they see fit. When you purchase a Header you will receive the appropriate Header Trait (Example: if you purchase the
Pyromancer Header, your character will receive the Pyromancer Trait). You must purchase a Header to gain access to the skills
listed for the Header.
The price of Headers/skills do not change based on your race or the purchase of other Headers/skills. Once you
purchase a Header it gives you access to the skills for that particular Header. You cannot purchase a Header more than once.
Some skills have further prerequisites, such as the purchase of other skills under the Header or the ability to use a weapon. A
skill with the same name does the same thing and will count towards prerequisites that require it, even if they are in different
Headers. Skills which can be purchased multiple times it will be marked with an asterisk. No abilities may be purchased
multiple times, unless specified in the skill. Skills with identical names count as a single skill, in regards to multiple purchases.
Multiple purchases of a skill count as multiple skills for pre-requisite purposes. When applicable, identically named skills count
as prerequisites for all Headers that include that skill. There are three types of Abilities in the Shattered Realm – Passive,
Attribute, and Elite Skills, as described in Chapter 2.
As you are going through the Headers, those skills considered “Spells” are noted with an (S) after the name. There are
also a number of abilities listed as “<X> by Weapon.” This is so that you recognize the delivery method is a weapon, but as
per the core rules you may drop the “Weapon” part if you so choose. For example, “5 Damage by Weapon” may be called for
“5 Damage” when you use the ability.

Acrobat
This Header gives you access to the Acrobat Header. Known for movement based effects and escaping from tight
situations.

CP Cost – 5
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Cunning Defense

2

1 Water

None

Quick Feet

2

1 Earth

None

Agile

3*

Passive

Armored

Joint Pressure
Reflexes

3
3

1 Fire
2 Air

Contortionist

3

Passive

Quick Escape

3

2 Fire

Always on the
Move

3

Passive

Escape Artist

3

Passive

Keen Senses

4

1 Air

None
None
2 Acrobat
Abilities
2 Acrobat
Abilities
3 Acrobat
Abilities
3 Acrobat
Abilities
3 Acrobat
Abilities

Description
You must have a weapon in hand and must plant your feet for a least 3 seconds before
calling “Disengage”
You can “Resist Root”
The character gains 1 point of armor. You may buy this ability up to three times. This
ability does not count as a prerequisite for buying other skills under this header.
Make one melee strike for “Short Maim by Force.”
“Avoid” to negate any one missile or Packet Delivery.
Roleplay for 10 seconds then “Purge Maim”
You may “Purge Paralyze”
You become Immune to the “Slow” effect and may call “No Effect” when struck by them.
You can “Purge Root” or “Purge Paralyze” after 60 seconds of roleplay. You my escape
from Shackles after 5 minutes of roleplay.
“Resist Ambient” vs. environmental effect mishap. It can only be used once every 3
Seconds

Alchemist
The Alchemist is a character who has honed their ability to mix ingredients to create powerful Oils (defensive),
Elixirs (curative), and Poisons (offensive). These are a list of the Infusion skills that you can purchase. What you
are able to make with Alchemy and the production system is fully described in the Production Companion
Rulebook.

CP Cost – 5

See the Production Rulebook v. 5.6 – 2022 (Playtest)
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Archer
This Header gives you access to the Archer Header. They are known for their ability with bows.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Precise Aim
Endless
Quiver
Nerve Shot
Rock and a
Hard Place

CP
2

Attribute
1 Fire

Prerequisite
None

2

Passive

None

Description
“Imbue by Archer” then deliver 2 arrow Missile Attacks for “3 Damage by Weapon”
“Refresh Quiver”, This allows you to immediately refresh a quiver to 20 arrows.

3

1 Water

None

Deliver an arrow Missile Attack of “Agony by Weapon”

3

1 Earth

None

Deliver an arrow Missile Attack of “Root by Weapon”

Close
Combat

2

Passive

2 Archer
Abilities

This Passive Ability allows you to fight with a short weapon while holding or blocking with
your bow. You must have the skill to use the short weapon, but you do not need to have the
Off-Hand Weapon or Two Weapons Abilities.

Steady Aim

3

1 Air

2 Archer
Abilities

While standing still, you may role-play aiming an arrow at a target for 5 seconds then deliver
an arrow attack at the target for “10 Damage by Weapon.” This attack is expended whether you
hit or miss. If you strike a different target, this skill becomes unusable until you take a Full Rest

String
Tension

3

Elite

3 Archer
Abilities

Rain of
Arrows

4

Elite

3 Archer
Abilities

May indicate a specific target and call “By my Gesture, Imbue by Archer”. All Archer abilities
vs. that target gain +1 damage
You to plant your feet and call “Imbue by Archer.” You may then deliver arrow attacks for “2
Damage by Weapon” or “Root by Weapon.” This ability lasts until you move your feet, go
unconscious, or are struck by called melee damage.

Assassin
This Header gives you access to the Assassin Header. They are known for attacks from behind and poisons.

CP Cost – 5
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Backstab (M)

2

1 Air

None

Dead Limb
In the Lung

2
3

1 Water
1 Earth

None
None

Agile

3*

Passive

Armored

Reeling Blow

3

2 Air

Pressure
Point

3

1 Fire

Unassuming

3

1 Earth

Expertise

4

Passive

Contract
Killer

4

Elite

Death Strike

4

2 Water

2 Assassin
Abilities
2 Assassin
Abilities
2 Assassin
Abilities
3 Assassin
Abilities
3 Assassin
Abilities
3 Assassin
Abilities

Description
Call “Imbue by Stealth.” You gain two uses of “2 Damage by Weapon.” If behind the target,
may instead call “Double 2 Damage by Weapon” for each attack. This is a Martial Imbue.
Melee Attack “Short Maim by Weapon”
Melee Attack “Short Silence by Weapon”
The character gains 1 point of armor. You may buy this ability up to three times. This ability
does not count as a prerequisite for buying other skills under this header.
Melee Attack “Short Drain by Weapon”
Melee Attack “Agony by Weapon”
Silently resist any “Expose” which would normally affect you that is delivered with “By My
Voice,” “By Your Name,” or “In This Room.”
May exclude the “Short” modifier to any Poisons or Assassin abilities when delivered from
behind the target.
“Imbue by Contract”. Then “By your Name, [Name], Expose.” If successful all attacks are
treated as though they are from behind on exposed target.
“Death by Weapon”. Must be delivered from behind the target.
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Bard
This Header gives you access to the Bard Header. They are known for casting Spells through song.

CP Cost – 3
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Instrument Familiarity

0

Passive

None

Magical Song

2

1 Fire

None

Continuous Song

2

1 Water

None

Storyteller

3

2 Air

None

Bardic Performance

4

Elite

2 Bard Abilities

Description
This Passive Ability allows you to cast Spells with an instrument in one
hand. This instrument may not be used as a weapon in any way.
This ability allows you to cast Spells by performing a song. When casting
a Spell, you may spend 1 Fire in addition to the cost of the Spell and begin
singing. Upon completion of the song you may deliver the effect of the
Spell by touch to a maximum of 5 people. Those people must be within
arm’s reach upon the completion of the Spell. If the Spell is interrupted
before the song is completed, the Fire and cost of the Spell are refunded.
This ability allows you to cast Spells continuously by song. When casting
a Spell, you may spend 1 Water in addition to the cost of the Spell to plant
your feet and begin singing. You may deliver the effect of the Spell by
touch after each verse of the song with no Attribute cost. This effect ends
if you stop singing, move your feet, or use any other abilities.
You may write for 60 seconds, exhaust 2 Air, and state “With Bard, Go to
Spirit.” The Bard gains the Spirit Trait and cannot be affected by anything
unless it has the “to Spirit” Bane. While Spirit, you may not talk,
walk/run, use abilities, or Rest, but you can record the events around you
in a book or on parchment. After 5 minutes or earlier, the Bard may call
“Purge Spirit” to end the effect.
This is a two part skill:
Part 1: The Bard may use the skill to make a “Grand Performance”. The
Bard must advertise his performance must distribute “Tickets” (Trait
Imbue Cards per Core Rules). Once the performance is finished, he may
call “By My Voice, Grant ‘<Descriptor>’ Trait”. Any character who holds a
ticket & witnesses the entire performance now is Imbued with that Trait
until the end of the Event. This Trait must be unique to the Bard and he
may only Imbue a singular Trait per event. The Bard may repeat the
performance with another use of the skill to a new audience either after a
Full Rest or by using a Fate Attribute.
Part 2: After completing at least one Grand Performance, the Bard may
use his Bardic Performance Ability to change the delivery of a Beneficial
spell he knows, to “By My Voice, <Spell> to <Descriptor> Trait.” This
ability also uses the spell’s Attributes as normal.

Rule of Etiquette: The Bard Header is intended to improve the atmosphere and support public performance of
story and song. While we do not have a minimum length for a story or song, players are expected to sing an actual
song or tell an actual story. It is not intended so that people can say a few words to gain a mechanical benefit.
Rule of Etiquette: Instrument Familiarity – This skill allows the Bard to perform Bard songs accompanied by an
instrument. This is not required for Bard Songs, and as such it is not suggested that the Bard bring Instruments
into combat areas.
Example: Bardic Performance - Joko the Bard uses his Bardic Performance ability, distributes his tickets & gives
a grand performance of his piece “Joko’s Folly” to the town before going on an adventure. After finishing the
song, he calls “By My Voice, Imbue ‘Joko’s Folly’ Trait”. All ticket holders listen to the performance and receive
the Trait. Joko take a Full Rest and his Elite Bardic Performance Ability resets. During an adventure, the fight
starts to get dangerous and many of his companions are dead, so he casts Life’s Breath as his Spell. He spends
the 2 Air for the Life’s Breath Spell and calls “By My Voice, Cure Death by Light to ‘Joko’s Folly’” in hopes of
turning the tide. All who have the Trait (Imbue Card included) are brought back to Life. Later, things are still
going badly and Joko uses 1 Water to power a Healing Burst spell & a Fate to power his Bardic Performance
again. He states “By my voice, Heal 5 by Light to ‘Joko’s Folly’” to heal his party.
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Beast Master
This Header gives you access to Beast Master Abilities. They are known for animal aspects and communing with
nature.

CP Cost – 5
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Grow Claw

2

Passive

None

Strike True

2

1 Fire

None

Animal
Speech (S)

2

1 Air

None

Mend
Animal (S)

3

1 Water

None

Tree Meld

3

2 Earth

2 Beast Master
Abilities

Bear’s
Strength

3

2 Earth

2 Beast Master
Abilities

Rabbit’s
Quickness

3

2 Air

Wolf’s Fury

3

2 Fire

3

Passive

3

2 Water

4

Elite

Inner
Animal
Animal’s
Will
Animal
Savior (S)

2 Beast Master
Abilities
2 Beast Master
Abilities
2 Beast Master
Abilities
3 Beast Master
Abilities
3 Beast Master
Abilities

Description
You may grow or retract a Claw at will. Claws must meet the construction requirements of short
length weapons and be all red. Claws cannot be Disarmed, and Destroy effects act as a Maim
effect to the arm holding the Claw. You also gain the “Animal” Trait.
Melee Attack “2 Damage by Weapon” (x2). If using two claws, gain one additional attack.
“By My Gesture, Speak to Animal.” This will allow the caster to speak with anything that has
the Animal Trait. While this normally provides some trust from the target, this does not
necessarily make the target friendly.
“Imbue by Beast Master.” Touch Delivery “Heal 2 to Animal” (x2).
This skill allows you to spend 60 seconds interacting with a tree. At the end of that 60 seconds,
exhaust 2 Earth to state “With Beast Master, Go to Spirit.” The Beast Master gains the Spirit
Trait and cannot be affected by anything unless it has the “to Spirit” Bane. While Spirit, you
may not talk, use abilities, or Rest. After 5 minutes or earlier, the Beast Master may choose to
call “Purge Spirit” to end the effect.
Call “Imbue by Bear.” You then gain 1 Armor that does not count towards the maximum of 4
Armor. This armor refreshes along with other armor. Only one Imbue from Bear’s Strength,
Rabbit’s Quickness, or Wolf’s Fury may be used at a time.
Call “Imbue by Rabbit” and gain an “Avoid” to negate a single missile or Packet Delivery. This
Avoid is refreshed with a Full rest.
Call “Imbue by Wolf.” You then may make a melee attack with a Claw for “3 Damage by
Weapon.” This Melee attack refreshes with a Full Rest.
Allows you to grow a second Claw that follows the same rules as the Grow Claw skill.
“Purge <Trait>” against any single Metabolic, Physical, Mental, or Elemental Trait. This is only
usable if you have the Animal Trait.
Once per Full Rest you may cast this Spell to deliver a packet for “Cure Death to Animal.” If you
have the Animal Trait, you can instead call “Purge Death” when you would start your 5 minute
death count. If this Spell is placed in a wand, this Spell may only be used to call “Cure Death to
Animal.”

Berserker
This Header gives you access to the Berserker Header. They are known for their fierce and frenzied fighting
styles.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Reckless
Swing
Pain
Threshold

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

2

1 Fire

None

2

1 Air

None

Improvise

3

Passive

None

Shake it off
Berserker
Mentality

3

1 Earth

3

2 Water

Battle Rage

3

Passive

Taste for
Battle

4

Passive

None
2 Berserker
Abilities
2 Berserker
Abilities
3 Berserker
Abilities

Battle Rages
On

4

Elite

3 Berserker
Abilities

Description
Make a melee strike for “5 Damage by Weapon”. After a successful hit or a called defense, must
call “Destroy Weapon to Self” and apply it to the weapon used for the attack.
“Resist Agony”
Continue to fight with a Destroyed weapon with uncalled damage only. You may not use any
called attacks with a destroyed weapon. If a weapon you are holding is struck with a Destroy
effect, you must call “Reduced”.
“Resist Maim”
“Resist Mental”, If you are currently under a Frenzy effect, the Attribute cost is reduced by 1.
“Frenzy and Heal 2 to Self.” You must take the effect and cannot use defenses to avoid taking
the effect. It cannot be used if you are already Frenzied.
Allows you to call “Heal 1 to Self” after successfully performing a Death Strike.
When Reduced to 0 Vitality or struck with a Death Effect, can call “Absorb, Heal 10 & Frenzy
to Self”. During the Frenzy, may RP shaking off any ongoing negative effect for 3 seconds
(except Frenzy) & call “Purge <Effect>”. This ability may not be reused with Fate if already
under a Frenzy effect
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Blade Dancer
This Header gives you access to the Blade Dancer Header. They are known for their two-weapon fighting style.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Counterattack
(M)
Double Up

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Description

2

1 Fire

None

“Imbue by Blade Dancer”, then make Melee Attacks for “3 Damage” (x2)

1

Passive

None

Heavily
Armored

2*

Passive

Armored

Bait Attack
Strong Grip

3
3

1 Water
1 Earth

Flurry of Steel

3

2 Air

Savage Cuts

3

2 Water

None
None
2 Blade Dancer
Abilities
2 Blade Dancer
Abilities

Called Attacks may be shifted back and forth between hands without additional skill uses
The character gains 1 point of armor. You may buy this ability up to three times. In order
to gain the benefit of this skill, you must be wearing Leather, Chain, or Plate armor. This
ability does not count as a prerequisite for buying other skills under this header.
“Disarm” while blocking an attack
“Resist Disarm”

Metal
Maelstrom

4

Elite

Double Up

“Parry” to negate a Melee/Missile/Packet Delivery.
Melee Attack “Stricken”.
“By my Gesture, Imbue by Maelstrom” & indicate a target. All Blade Dancer header
offensive & defensive skills vs. that target are delivered as “Double”. IE: “Double Disarm” or
“Double Parry”

Blood Mage
The purchase of this Header gives you access to the Blood Mage Header. They are known for effects which
manipulate body and mind.

CP Cost – 5
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Drain (S)

2

1 Air

None

Decrepify (S)

2

1 Water

None

Blood Magic

3

Passive

None

Surge of
Strength (S)

3

1 Earth

None

Bloodletting

3

1 Fire

3

Passive

3

2 Air

Liquefy (S)

4

Elite

Red Mist (S)

4

2 Fire

Immortal

4

Passive

Control Rigor
Mortis
Move like
Blood

2 Blood Mage
Abilities
2 Blood Mage
Abilities
2 Blood Mage
Abilities
3 Blood Mage
Abilities
3 Blood Mage
Abilities
3 Blood Mage
Abilities

Description
“Imbue by Blood”, then Packet Delivery “1 Damage by Madness” (x2). If successful may
“Heal 1 to Self”.
Packet Delivery “Slow by Madness”
You may spend 1 Maximum Vitality in place of 1 Base Attribute when using Blood Mage
abilities. This Vitality cannot be healed until the Blood Mage takes a Full Rest. Spells cast
using Vitality must use the call, “With Blood, <incant>.”
Touch Delivery “Double Grant Melee Attack by Blood, 2 Damage”
“Purge Metabolic and 1 Damage to Self by Madness”
When you go to spirit may choose to drop a single item.
“Avoid by Blood” vs Melee/Missile/Packet Delivery.
“With Blood, Go to Spirit” and gain the Spirit Trait. In this state, you cannot run or talk,
but may walk slowly. This Spell lasts for 10 seconds.
Packet Delivery “4 Damage and Agony by Madness”
Immune to the Aging Trait, and may call “No Effect” against any attack with tat Trait.
Additionally, you may reduce any Metabolic effect to 1 damage by calling “Reduce to 1
Damage by Blood.”
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Brute
This Header gives you access to the Brute Header. They are known for their two-handed weapon fighting style.

CP Cost – 5
Note: All attacks under the Brute Header can only be used with a Two Handed Weapon
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Brutal Strikes
(M)

2

1 Fire

None

Heavily
Armored

2*

Passive

Armored

3

1 Earth

None

3

1 Air

None

3

2 Water

3

Passive

4

Passive

Great Cleave

4

Elite

Smash

4

Elite

None
2 Brute
Abilities
2 Brute
Abilities
3 Brute
Abilities
3 Brute
Abilities

Aggressive
Stance
Frightful
Presence
Sunder
Two Handed
Skill
Brute
Strength

Description
“Imbue by Brute,” and then deliver a melee strike for “3 Damage by Weapon”. This counts as a
Martial Imbue. You may never have more than 1 Martial Imbue active at any time, and using
another Martial Imbue skill ends this effect.
The character gains 1 point of armor. You may buy this ability up to three times. In order to
gain the benefit of this skill, you must be wearing Leather, Chain, or Plate armor. This ability
does not count as a prerequisite for buying other skills under this header.
“Resist Repel”
Shout out a war cry then “Disengage”. Disengage must be activated normally, either by stepping
back or planting your feet and indicating any number of engaged in an arc in front of you
Melee Attack “Destroy by Weapon” or “Destroy Shield by Weapon,”
May continue to use a Two-handed Weapon with one arm maimed; When affected by a Maim
effect, call “Reduced.”
Immune to “Weakness”; Call “No Effect” against any Weakness effect.
Melee Attack “Triple 5 Damage by Weapon”
Melee Attack “Slam by Weapon”

Cryomancer
This Header gives you access to the Cryomancer Header. They are known for their ice-based Spells.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Ice Shards
(S)
Flame
Shield (S)
Freezing
Grasp (S)
Frostburn
(S)
Frozen
Blood
Water
Mastery

Encase (S)

Frostbite
(S)
Freezing
Chill (S)

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Description

2

1 Water

None

“Imbue by Ice” Packet Delivery “2 Damage by Ice” (x2).

2

1 Fire

None

Touch Delivery “Grant Fire Defense, Shield by Ice”.

3

1 Water

None

Packet Delivery either “Slow by Ice” or “Root by Ice”

3

1 Water

None

Packet Delivery “2 Damage and Maim by Ice”

3

2 Earth

3

Passive

3

2 Water

3

2 Air

4

Elite

2 Cryomancer
Abilities
2 Cryomancer
Abilities
3 Cryomancer
Abilities
3 Cryomancer
Abilities
3 Cryomancer
Abilities

“Resist Metabolic”
When out of Water Attributes, Focus for 3 seconds then Packet Delivery “1 Damage by Ice”
Packet Delivery “Paralyze by Ice”; or may call “Imbue Encase, Go to Spirit by Ice”. When
Encased, you cannot move but may use the “Spirit” defense on all attacks except “Fire” or “to
Spirit”. If struck by a Fire effect or any “to Spirit” effect, call “Reduced, Purge Spirit by Fire” This
ends the Imbue effect, but no additional effect is taken. This lasts a maximum of 5 minutes, but
you may end it early by calling “Purge Spirit” If this Spell is placed in a magic item or wand, this
Spell may only be as “Paralyze by Ice.”
Packet Delivery “3 Damage and Destroy <Weapon/Shield> by Ice”
“Imbue by Ice” then Packet Delivery “Drain by Ice” (x3).
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Death Speaker
This Header gives you access to the Death Speaker abilities. They are known interacting with the dead.

CP Cost - 3
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Tell the Tale

2

Passive

None

Speak with
Dead

3

1 Water

None

Searching for
the Dead

3

1 Air

None

Control Rigor
Mortis

3

Passive

2 Death Speaker
Abilities

Not Your
Time

4

Elite

2 Death Speaker
Abilities

Description
This Passive Ability allows you to attend the death drawing as an observer. You will not be
required to draw form the bag, unless you have the Death Trait.
As a packet delivery, you call “Speak to Dead.” This ability allows you to speak with anyone
with the Dead Trait. This only allows them to converse with you, and they are not forced to
if they do not wish to. The Dead character must still continue moving towards the Reliquary
of Souls.
You may call “By My Voice, Expose Dead.” This skill can be used to Expose people who are
currently dead as well as expose Dead Spirits.
You may drop a single item whenever you go to Spirit as a Dead Spirit. This is an exception
to the rule that all items must remain on the Spirit. Items have an “Ethereal Bond” may not
be dropped.
Once per Full Rest, you may call “Cure Death by Inspiration” as a touch delivery.

Duelist
This Header gives you access to the Duelist Header. They are known for favoring a single sword in combat, but
some Duelists prefer to use a buckler or small weapon in their off-hand.

CP Cost – 5
Note: You may only use these abilities when wielding a one-handed weapon with nothing larger than a buckler or small
weapon in your other hand.
Skill
Precise Strikes
(M)
Winded

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Description

2

1 Fire

None

“Imbue by Duelist” then Melee Attack “3 Damage by Weapon” (x2)

2

1 Earth

None

Agile

3*

Passive

Armored

Optimism
Reflexes

3
3

2 Earth
2 Air

Riposte

3

1 Water

Controlled
Strikes

4

Passive

Death Strike

4

Elite

Skilled Fencer

4

Passive

None
None
2 Duelist
Abilities
2 Duelist
Abilities
3 Duelist
Abilities
3 Duelist
Abilities

Melee Attack “Silence by Weapon”
The character gains 1 point of armor. You may buy this ability up to three times. This
ability does not count as a prerequisite for buying other skills under this header.
“Resist Stricken”
“Avoid” vs Missile/Packet Delivery.
“Absorb” vs Melee Attack. May then Melee Attack “2 Damage”.
“Grant 1 Protection to Self” after a flurry.
Melee Attack “Double Death by Weapon”
Immune to Disarm, call “No Effect” if hit with a Disarm Effect
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Enchanter
This Header gives you access to the Enchanter Header. They are known for blade and protective Spells.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Aura of
Protection (S)
Forbidden
Protection (S)
Weapon
Turning (S)
True Strike (S)
Metaphysical
Protection (S)
Physical
Protection (S)

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Description

2

1 Air

None

Touch Delivery “Grant 2 Protection by Presence”

2

1 Fire

None

Touch Delivery “Grant <Disease/Gloom/Madness> Defense by Presence, Shield <Type>”

2

1 Water

None

Touch Delivery “Grant Weapon Defense by Presence, Shield Weapon”

3

1 Earth

3

2 Water

3

2 Earth

Touch Delivery “Grant <Melee/Missile> Attack, 5 Damage”
Touch Delivery “Grant <Elemental/ Mental> Defense by Presence, Shield
<Elemental/Mental>”
Touch Delivery “Grant <Metabolic/ Physical> Defense by Presence, Shield
<Metabolic/Physical>”

Nimble Feet (S)

4

2 Air

None
2 Enchanter
Abilities
2 Enchanter
Abilities
2 Enchanter
Abilities

Touch Delivery “Grant Defense by Presence, Elude”

Call Forth
Protection

4

Elite

3 Enchanter
Abilities

You may plant your feet and call “Imbue by Enchantment.” While your feet
are planted, all of your “Grant...” effects may be Touch Delivered to up to three
people within arm’s reach. This effect lasts until you move your feet, become
unconscious, or use an offensive ability. This does not stack with any Bard
song abilities.

Protect Spirit
(S)

4

3 Fire

3 Enchanter
Abilities

Touch Delivery. “Grant Death Defense by Presence, Shield Death”

Earth Mage
This Header gives you access to the Earth Mage Header. They are known for manipulating the element of Earth.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Earth
Bubble
Earth
Strike (S)
Earth Trap
(S)
Earth
Grasp (S)
Dispel

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Description

2

1 Air

None

“Disengage”

2

1 Earth

None

“Imbue by Earth” and then Packet Delivery “2 Damage by Earth” twice.

2

1 Earth

None

Packet Delivery “Root by Earth”

3

2 Earth

None

Packet Delivery “Double Maim Arms by Earth”

2 Earth Mage
Abilities
2 Earth Mage
Abilities
2 Earth Mage
Abilities
2 Earth Mage
Abilities

3

1 Fire

3

2 Water

3

2 Earth

3

Passive

Earth
Bulwark

4

Elite

3 Earth mage
Abilities

Earth
Wall

4

Elite

3 Earth Mage
Abilities

Earth
Armor (S)
Earth
Prison (S)
Earth
Mastery

Touch Delivery “Cure Mental or “Purge Mental”
“Grant 2 Armor to Self by Earth” or Touch Delivery “Grant 1 Armor by Earth”
Packet Delivery “Paralyze by Earth”
When the caster has run out of Earth Attributes, this Passive Ability allows the Earth Mage to
Focus for 3 seconds then deliver a single Packet Delivery for “1 Damage by Earth”.
Plant feet. “Imbue by Earth”, may cast unlimited “2 Damage by Earth”, “Root by Earth” or
“Disengage”. Melee or Missile Attacks against the caster while active are “Reduced to 1”. This
effect lasts until you move your feet, go unconscious, or receive a non-Earth mage beneficial
effect.
Draw a line on the ground up to 10 feet long and call “Imbue by Earth.” You must remain within
Line of Sight of the drawn line at all times. You may then deliver a packet for “5 Damage by
Earth” to any target that crosses the line until you become unconscious or cast another Spell. You
may only cast once for each step over the line.
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Guardian
This Header gives you access to the Guardian Header. They are known for protecting others.

CP Cost – 3
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Favor

2*

Passive

None

Protective
Favor

3

Passive

Favor

Over
Protective

3

1 Air

Favor

“By your Name, [Name], Expose” to expose anyone who holds one of your Favors.
“Heal 2 to Self” or “By your name, [Name], Heal 2”. Where [Name] holds one of your favors.
When a Favor holder becomes incapacitated, “Imbue by Guardian”. Melee Attack “3 Damage” at
will. May Resist Packet Deliveries for 1 Air. This ability ends when your Favor holder is no
longer incapacitated, when you become incapacitated, or when you stop advancing toward your
Favor holder or fighting enemies between you and your Favor.

Resolve

3

1 Earth

2 Guardian
Abilities

Defensive
Surge

4

3 Fire

3 Guardian
Abilities

Description
Allows you to give a personal item to an individual as a Favor and call “Imbue by Favor.” You
may then use the Favor holder’s name (“By Your Name…”) to target Guardian abilities.
Additionally, the Guardian can use any “Purge” effects as Touch Delivery “Cure” effects to the
person who holds the Favor. This skill can be purchased twice, with the second purchase granting
a second Favor that can be handed out.
Anyone possessing your Favor may call “Grant 1 Protection to self” after 5 minutes of Rest. The
Information card for your Favor should state “This Passive Ability allows you to Rest for 5
minutes to call “Grant 1 Protection to self”. This ability is lost if the Favor given is lost or
removed from your person.”

Healer
This gives you access to the Healer Header. They are known for their healing and cure-based Spells.

CP Cost – 5
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Altered
Healing

1

Passive*

Other Magic
Header

2

1 Water

None

“Imbue by Healer” Touch Deliver “Heal 1 by Light” (x3)

2

1 Earth

None

Packet delivery “Cure <Maim/ Slow/ Root/ Weakness/ Stun> by Light”

2

Passive

None

10 Seconds of role-play for Touch Delivery “Cure Stun”

3

1 Fire
1 Water

None
2 Healer
Abilities

Packet Delivery “Cure <Physical, Mental, Elemental, Metabolic> by Light”

3
3

2 Earth

3

Passive

4

2 Air

4

Passive

4

3 Water

4

Elite

4

Elite

Healing
Touch (S)
Minor
Mending
(S)
Smelling
Salts
Cleanse (S)
Healing
Burst (S)
Major
Mending
(S)
Efficient
Healer
Life’s
Breath (S)
Prolonged
Healing
Fount of
Healing
SelfMedicate
Revivify

2 Healer
Abilities
3 Healer
Abilities
3 Healer
Abilities
3 Healer
Abilities
Prolonged
Healing
3 Healer
Abilities
Life’s Breath

Description
This ability allows you to change any Healer Header skill from the “by Light” trait to another Trait
you can already cast from a different Header. For Example: a Blood mage could choose to deliver
Healing “by Blood”. You may still cast “by Light” or by other types if purchased. You must choose
the alternative Trait at the time of purchase. This skill can be purchased multiple times, each time
adding an additional Trait you already can cast. Non-Header Traits from Allegiances or other
sources may be used with campaign plot approval

Packet Delivery “Heal 5 by Light”
Touch deliver “Cure <Stricken/Drain/Paralyze/Frenzy/Silence> by Light”
All Healing Effects are increased by 1 unless otherwise indicated
Packet Delivery “Cure Death by Light”
When out of Water Attributes, May focus for 3 seconds to deliver “Heal 1 by Light”, not affected
by Efficient Healer
The Healer may plant her feet and call “Imbue Fount by Healer”. While planted, the caster may
Diagnose Damage on anyone within arm’s reach. Upon the response of damage amount (“I’m down
X body”) from the target, the healer may concentrate for that X number of seconds then Touch
Delivery “Heal X by Light”.
When the healer suffers an effect that she has an ability to cure, you may spend the Attributes for
that and call “Purge...” instead of “Cure.” This may be used to “Purge Death.”
Touch Delivery, “Cure Death and Heal 5 by Light”
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Hexer
The purchase of this Header gives you access to the Hexer Header. They are known for curses.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Curse of
Lethargy (S)
Curse of Agony
(S)
Curse of
Weakness (S)
Curse of Clumsy
Hands (S)
Curse of
Bloodlust (S)

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Description

2

1 Earth

None

“Imbue by Hex”. Packet Delivery “Slow by Gloom” (x2).

2

1 Water

None

Packet Delivery “Agony by Gloom”

2

1 Fire

None

Packet Delivery “Weakness by Gloom”

3

1 Air

None

Packet Delivery “Double Disarm <Left/Right> Hand by Gloom”

2

2 Fire

2 Hexer
Abilities

Packet Delivery “Short Frenzy by Gloom”

Empathic
Medicine

2

Passive

2 Hexer
Abilities

Touch Delivery “Cure <Effect> and <Effect> to Self”. You must take the negative effect and
cannot call any defense against it. This does not allow you to take High Magic or Inflict
effects upon yourself.

Curse of
Exhaustion (S)

3

2 Earth

2 Hexer
Abilities

Packet Delivery “Short Stun by Gloom”

Ritual Defense

3

Elite

2 Hexer
Abilities

Call “Guard Mental” against the first attack against you with a Mental Trait. This ability can
be refreshed with 60 seconds Focus chanting or performing superstitious actions or
immediately reused with Fate

Loose Lips (S)

3

2 Air

Curse of
Misfortune (S)

3

2 Water

Personal Curse

4

Elite

2 Hexer
Abilities
3 Hexer
Abilities
3 Hexer
Abilities

Packet Delivery “Silence by Gloom”
Packet Delivery “Double Stricken by Gloom”
“This Elite ability allows you to deliver ay packet/touch ability with “By Your Name
<Name>, <Effect>.” You must normally be able to cast the effect from your abilities and it
consumes the attributes associated with the spell/ability.

High Mage
This Header gives you access to High Magic and spells in the Unbound and Bound High Magic Spheres. For
more information on High Magic please see the High Magic Companion Rulebook.

CP Cost – 3
See: WAR Accelerant – Shattered Lands High Magic Companion Rulebook – v. 5.6 2020 (Playtest)

Hunter
This Header gives you access to the Header. They are known for their strength against specific types of enemies.

CP Cost – 3
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Description
This Passive Ability allows you to name a Quarry Trait that your Hunter skills apply to. You
may either pick one of the PC Races or one of the following Traits: Undead, Animal, Outsider,
Lycan, Faerie, Construct, Goblinoid, Ogroid, Magical Beast, Insectoid, Amphibian, or Sentient
Plant.
10 Seconds of Observation. “By my Gesture, Expose [Quarry]” in 45° Arc

Quarry

2*

Passive

None

Identify Prey
Slay the
Quarry

1

Passive

3

2 Fire

Prediction

2

1 Earth

Quarry
Identify
Prey
Identify
Prey

Determination

3

Elite

Identify
Prey

When fighting against an enemy you have Exposed with the Identify Prey skill, you may take a
Short Rest (10 seconds) and it will count as a Moderate Rest. After the 10 Seconds Rest, you
expend one Spirit & state “Refresh all Base Attributes by Determined Spirit”.

Infamous

4

2 Air

Identify
Prey

Packet Delivery “Stricken by Awe to [Quarry Trait].

“Imbue by Quarry” then Melee/Missile/Packet Delivery “5 Damage to [Quarry]” x3
“Resist” vs any Attack from an Exposed Quarry
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Infuser
The Infuser is deeply in touch with magic and is capable of storing the magic into powerful objects. They can
create up to 5 Level 1 Infusions per day. While the Infuser can create many wondrous items, they are most known
for creating Wands (spells effects), Potions (Restore Attributes), and Essences (Essence Collection). What you
are able to make with Infusion and the production system is fully described in the Production Companion
Rulebook.

CP Cost – 5

See the Production Rulebook v. 5.6 – 2022 (Playtest)

Juggler
Jugglers are renowned for their abilities with throwing weapons.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Accurate Toss

CP
2

Attribute
1 Water

Prerequisite
None

Agile

3*

Passive

Armored

2

1 Earth

None

Thrown Weapon Missile Attack “Agony by Weapon”

3

1 Fire

None

May Attempt to catch incoming Missile Attack, if successfully caught “Absorb” else “Parry”

2 Juggler
Abilities
2 Juggler
Abilities
Deflect
Missiles
3 Juggler
Abilities

You may toss a thrown weapon in the air and catch it with one hand. If you are successful,
you may point the weapon at an enemy and call “By My Gesture, Short Repel by Awe.”
Call “Reduced” when you are affected by a Maim effect on an arm. The affected arm is still
maimed but may be used for throwing.
If an incoming missile is Absorbed using Deflect missiles, you may deliver your next Thrown
Weapon Missile attack for the same effect or “3 Damage by Weapon”
Plant Feet then Thrown Weapon Missile Attack “2 Damage” or “Root” at will until you move
your feet, become unconscious, or use any melee Ability
Plant feet and make a showy announcement. While planted, may make an unlimited number
of thrown weapon missile attacks from any of the following list: “Agony, Disarm, Short Maim,
Short Slow, Short Root, or Short Silence by Weapon. You may also “Absorb” any incoming
Missile Attacks and immediately return that attack as a thrown weapon missile attack.

Flick of the
Wrist
Deflect
Missiles
Showmanship

3

Passive

Muscle
Memory

3

Passive

Return Fire

3

Passive

Flurry of
Daggers

4

3 Air

Juggler’s
Tricks

4

Elite

3 Juggler
Abilities

Description
“Imbue by Juggler”. Missile Attack “3 Damage by Weapon” (x2).
The character gains 1 point of armor. You may buy this ability up to three times. This ability
does not count as a prerequisite for buying other skills under this header.
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Lancer
This Header gives you access to the Lancer Header. They are known for their defensive prowess when fighting
with spears or polearms.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Fierce Stab (M)

CP
2

Attribute
1 Fire

Prerequisite
None

Description
“Imbue by lancer”. Melee Attack “2 Damage” (x2). Damage increased by 1
if feet are planted.
The character gains 1 point of armor. You may buy this ability up to three
times. In order to gain the benefit of this skill, you must be wearing
Leather, Chain, or Plate armor. This ability does not count as a
prerequisite for buying other skills under this header.

Heavily Armored

2*

Passive

Armored

Wear Them Out

2

1Air

None

Spear Block

3

1 Water

None

Break Will

3

2 Fire

2 Lancer Abilities

Keep Them at Bay

3

2 Earth

2 Lancer Abilities

Lance Mastery

4

Passive

3 Lancer Abilities

Flurry of Blows

3

Elite

3 Lancer Abilities

Plant feet, “Imbue Flurry by Lancer.” While your feet are
planted, all called damage attacks made with a spear or
polearm have their damage increased by 1. Additionally, the
Break Will skill cost is reduced by 1 Fire. This imbued ability
lasts until you become unconscious, move your feet, or are no
longer wielding a spear or polearm. This skill cannot be active
at the same time as Stand Fast.

Stand Fast

3

Elite

3 Lancer Abilities

Plant feet for 3 seconds then “Imbue Stand by Lancer”. While planted,
immune to Repel, Disengage and Slam and must call “No Effect”. The Skill
Keep Them at Bay costs 1 Earth while using this ability. This imbued

Make a melee strike for “Short Weakness by Weapon” with a
spear or polearm. If you have planted your feet for at least 3
seconds, remove the “Short”
“Parry” vs. Melee Attack, If you have planted your feet for at least
3 seconds, “Double Parry” vs Melee Attack.
Melee Attack “Short Drain”, If you have planted your feet for at
least 3 seconds, remove the “Short”
You may gesture at any number of enemies with your spear or
polearm to call “By My Gesture, Short Repel by Fear.” You
may only use this ability if you have planted your feet for at
least 3 seconds.
Immune to “Destroy" effects on Spears or Polearms you are wielding. Does
not work if using the Berserker skill Reckless Swing.

ability lasts until you become unconscious, move your feet, or
are no longer wielding a spear or polearm. This skill cannot
be active at the same time as Flurry of Blows.
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Nature Mage
This header gives you access to the Nature Mage abilities. They are known for harnessing the power of Flora and Fauna of Ghah ia.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Bramble
Lash (S)

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Description

2

1 Fire

None

“Imbue by Thorns” then “2 Damage by Thorns” x2

Wild Speech
(S)

2

1 Air

None

Camouflage

2

Passive

None

In My
Nature

3

1 Earth

None

Entangle (S)
Healing
Spring
Rose Lash
(S)
Poison
Spittle (S)
Herbal
Defense
Ghaia’s
Protection

2

1 Earth

None

3

1 Water

None

3

2 Fire

3

2 Air

3

2 Water

4

2 Earth

Shillelagh

3

Elite

1 Nature
Mage Ability
2 Nature
Mage Ability
2 Nature
Mage Ability
3 Nature
Mage Ability
3 Nature
Mage Ability

“By my gesture, Speak to Animal” or “By my gesture, Speak to Plant”. Plants and animals may
not be able to speak with you or may have very simple minds and may not be very good at
communication. If this spell fails for “No Effect” the Air Attribute is not exhausted.
When hiding in an un-landscaped environment, you may silently resist any expose effects.
Landscaped areas include all mowed grass areas or obvious trails or with 5’ feet of those areas.
This ability will also not function within any type of man-made shelter.
“Absorb” any “by Thorns” or “by Web” attack which strikes you. You may then immediately as
your next action deliver the same attack using either packet or weapon. It does not have to be
delivered to the original attacker.
“Root by Thorns”
“Imbue by Healing Spring” gain 3 uses of “Heal 1 to Ghaian” delivered as Touch Delivery only
This cannot be imbued while Actively Imbued with “Healing Touch”
“4 Damage and Root by Thorns”
“Paralyze by Poison”
“Resist Metabolic/Physical”
While on Ghaia, after being dropped to unstable for 59 seconds, instead of going into the normal
Death Count, you may spend 2 Earth to “Stabilize to Self by Ghaia” and then be at 0 and stable.
“By my Gesture, Imbue by Shillelagh” and indicate a target. His club or staff can then be used to
deliver attacks “by Thorns” instead of “by Weapon” against that target. In order for this ability
to work, the weapon phys rep must be built to resemble natural wood, stone, bone or other
natural material club or staff. It can be cast on claws but will cause any poisons on the claws to
become inert until the spell is complete as it causes the caster’s hands to become somewhat clublike.

Necromancer
This Header gives you access to the Necromancer Header. They are known for their abilities to manipulate death
and decay.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Cause Pain (S)
Stench (S)
Bone Shield (S)
Grave Healing
(S)

CP
2
2
3

Attribute
1 Fire
1 Air
1 Earth

Prerequisite
None
None
None

Description
“Imbue by Disease”. Packet Delivery “2 Damage by Disease” (x2).
Packet Delivery “Repel by Disease”
Touch Delivery “Grant Physical Defense by Despair, Shield”

3

1 Water

None

“Imbue by Despair”. Touch Delivery “Heal 3 to Undead” (x2).

Pox (S)

2

2 Earth

Another’s Flesh

3

Passive

Between Life
and Undeath

3

Passive

Pass the
Infection

3

1 Water

Raise Dead (S)

3

2 Fire

Mask

3

1 Air

Another’s Life

4

Elite

End Life (S)

4

Elite

Harvest Spirit

4

Passive

2 Necromancer
Abilities
2 Necromancer
Abilities
2 Necromancer
Abilities
2 Necromancer
Abilities
2 Necromancer
Abilities
3 Necromancer
Abilities
3 Necromancer
Abilities
3 Necromancer
Abilities
3 Necromancer
Abilities

Packet Delivery “Stricken and Slow by Disease”
May Wear an additional flesh rune. You cannot wear two of the same Flesh Rune at the
same time.
Gain the Undead Trait after sixty seconds of concentration. The caster my remove their
Undead Trait after sixty seconds of concentration. You may only remove the Undead
Trait if it was granted by this skill.
After delivering a Death strike may call “Purge <Physical/ Mental/ Elemental/
Metabolic>“. Usable only if you have the Undead trait.
Touch Delivery “Cure Death by Despair”
Silently state “Resist” vs Expose Necromancer or Expose Undead.
After successfully completing a Death Strike, you may call “Imbue by Despair.” When
you would go to spirit, you may instead call “Purge Death and Heal 5 by Despair.”
Packet Delivery “Death by Disease”. If the target takes the effect, it counts as Death
Strike for the Skill Pass the Infection.
After delivering a death strike may spend 10 seconds role-playing over a creature to call
“Refresh 1 <Fire/ Water/ Air/ Earth>“. Useable only if you currently have exhausted all
of the Base Attribute that is to be refreshed.
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Pyromancer
This Header gives you access to the Pyromancer Header. They are known for their fire-based Spells.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Fire Bolt (S)
Ice Shield (S)
Reflexes
Searing Pain (S)
Smolder (S)
Firebreath (S)

CP
2
2
3
3
3
3

Attribute
1 Fire
1 Water
2 Air
1 Fire
2 Earth
2 fire

Fire Mastery

3

Passive

Meteor Swarm

3

Elite

Incinerate (S)

4

2 Fire

Prerequisite
None
None
None
None
None
2 Pyromancer
Abilities
2 Pyromancer
Abilities
3 Pyromancer
Abilities

Description
Packet Delivery “4 Damage by Fire”
Touch Delivery “Grant Ice Defense, Shield by Fire”
“Avoid” vs Missile/Packet Delivery.
Packet Delivery “2 Damage and Agony by Fire”
Packet Delivery “Destroy <Weapon/Shield> by Fire”
Packet Delivery “6 Damage by Fire”

3 Pyromancer
Abilities

Packet Delivery “Death by Fire”

When out of Fire Attributes, Focus for 3 seconds then deliver packet for “1
Damage by Fire”

Plant Feet then “Imbue by Fire.” While your feet are planted
you may deliver packets for “2 Damage by Fire” until you
move your feet, become unconscious, or are struck by ice.

Ranger
This Header gives you access to the Ranger Header. They are known for their abilities in tracking, surviving, and
working in a more individual fashion.

CP Cost – 3
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Establish
Home

0

Elite

None

2

1 Air

None

“By my Gesture, Speak to Animal”

3

Passive

None

Spend 60 seconds roleplaying with plants. “Purge Metabolic”
May manipulate Tracking representations.
This Passive Ability allows you to fight with a short weapon while holding or blocking
with your bow. You must have the skill to use the short weapon, but you do not need to
have the Off-Hand Weapon or Two Weapons Abilities.
When out of line of sight of anyone, may focus for 10 seconds and state “Go to Spirit”. You
then return directly to your established “home” and state, “By Desperate Escape, Purge
Spirit”. Any expose effect that you qualify for will break this effect.

Animal
Speech (S)
Natural
Remedy
Tracking

3

Passive

None

Close
Combat

2

Passive

2 Ranger Abilities

Desperate
Escape

4

Elite

Establish Home; 3
Other Ranger
Abilities

Description
You mark a place you consider home by placing a unique identifier in that location, such
as a non-permanent mark or item. Until the end of the day, this location would be
considered your home with regards to the Desperate Escape skill, regardless of whether
the mark or item is moved.

Rogue
This Header gives you access to the Rogue Header. They are known for their movement-based abilities and escape methods.

CP Cost – 5
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Backstab (M)

2

1 Air

None

Legerdemain

2

Passive

None

Agile

3*

Passive

Armored

Knockout
Quick Hands

3
3

2 Earth
1 Earth

Evade

3

1 Water

Trap Sense

4

1 Fire

Hard to Kill

3

2 Fire

Backstab
Mastery

4

Elite

Luck

4

Elite

None
None
2 Rogue
Abilities
2 Rogue
Abilities
3 Rogue
Abilities
3 Rogue
Abilities
3 Rogue
Abilities

Description
“Imbue by Stealth”. Melee Attack “2 Damage” (x2). If delivered from behind the target,
Melee Attack “Double 2 Damage” (x2).
May manipulate “Delicate” items marked with a “D,” such as Traps and Locks.
The character gains 1 point of armor. You may buy this ability up to three times. This
ability does not count as a prerequisite for buying other skills under this header.
Melee Attack “Stun by Weapon”. Useable only from behind the target.
Melee Attack “Disarm”
“Avoid’ vs Melee Attack.
“In this Room, Expose Trap”
“Stabilize to Self”
“By my Gesture, Imbue by Mastery” & indicate enemy, all Backstabs from front on
indicated target are as if from behind, (“Double 2 Damage”)
After Full Rest gain “Avoid” vs Melee/Missile/Packet Delivery
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Shield Bearer
This Header gives you access to the Shield Bearer Header. They are known for their skill when fighting with Shields
Note: All defensive skills from this Header can only be used when wielding a Shield or Buckler

CP Cost – 5
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Heavily
Armored

2*

Passive

Armored

2

1 Fire

None

2

1 Earth

None

10 Seconds of Role-Play. “Repair Shield” without a Forge

3

1 Water

None

Square your shield and point at any number of enemies in front of you. Call “By My Gesture,
Repel by Awe.” This effect ends if the shield is lowered or used to block any melee attack.

Deflect

4

1 Air

2 Shield Bearer
Abilities

“Parry” vs Packet Delivery that Strikes your shield.

Strapped
Shield

3

Passive

2 Shield Bearer
Abilities

Headstrong

3

Passive

3 Shield Bearer
Abilities

Shield Wall

4

Elite

3 Shield Bearer
Abilities

Shield Reflex

3

Elite

3 Shield Bearer
Abilities

Partial
Deflection
Shield
Familiarity
Battlefield
Positioning

Description
The character gains 1 point of armor. You may buy this ability up to three times. In order to
gain the benefit of this skill, you must be wearing Leather, Chain, or Plate armor. This ability
does not count as a prerequisite for buying other skills under this header.
“Reduce to 1 Damage” vs any Melee Attack that strikes you. It cannot be used against attacks
that target a weapon or shield, such as Disarm and Destroy

You can to continue using your shield/buckler if affected by a Maim effect. If you are holding
a shield when that arm is Maimed, call “Reduced.” Once you are no longer wielding the
shield, the arm is Maimed and cannot be used to wield a shield or buckler.
Spend 3 seconds of roleplaying shaking it off to call “Purge Repel.” This skill requires you
have a shield in your hand.
You may plant your feet and call “Imbue by Shield” to enter a defensive stance. Call “Reduce
to 1 Damage” against any melee or missile attack that strikes you. This effect lasts until you
move your feet, go unconscious, or use any ranged abilities. This ability requires that you use
a shield to activate.
“Parry” vs Melee/Missile/Packet Delivery.

Runesmith
The Runesmith is a character that is skilled in armor and weapon construction. In addition to being a spectacular
mundane craftsman, they have become very skilled at enhancing craftsmanship. It does not make the object
magical, but instead enhances a weapon/armor’s natural abilities. A Runesmith is capable of making
Weapon/Armor Runes, Flesh Runes, and Portal Runes. See the Runesmithing section of the Production
Companion Rulebook for full details.

CP Cost – 5

See the Production Rulebook v. 5.6 – 2022 (Playtest)

Scalawag
This Header gives you access to the Scalawag Header. They are known for their natural ability to survive.

CP Cost – 3
Skill
Survivor
Experienced
Drinker
Keys to the
Kingdom

CP
2

Attribute
1 Water

Prerequisite
None

Description
“Heal 2 to Self”

3

Passive

None

“Purge <Mental/Metabolic> and 2 Damage to Self”

3

1 Fire

None

Unlock any lock that you can touch as long as a Watcher is present. This ability may not
affect certain special locks, in which case the Attributes are not expended.

Unassuming

3

1 Earth

Cheat Death

4

Elite

2 Scalawag
Abilities
2 Scalawag
Abilities

Silently “Resist” vs any “By my Voice”, “By your Name” or “In this Room” expose effect.
When you would become a dead spirit may state “Purge Death and Drain to Self”
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Sentinel
This Header gives you access to the Sentinel Header. They are leader-focused fighters.

CP Cost – 5
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Heavily
Armored

2*

Passive

Armored

Bolster
Defenses

2

2 Air

None

Lead the
Charge

2

2 Fire

None

Trauma
Expert

2

Passive

None

Touch Delivery “Stabilize”

None

You may give a short speech to inspire courage. Once the speech is complete and if there is a
positive reaction from the crowd, the Sentinel may spend 2 Earth to state “By My Voice, Grant
Mental Defense, Resist.” The speech and delivery of the effect must be in the same volume of
voice, and the Sentinel does not receive a benefit from this ability. If the crowd gives no reaction,
there is no effect but no Attributes are exhausted.

Boost
Courage

3

2 Earth

Courage

3

1 Earth

3

1 Air

3

1 Water

Heroic
Presence
Rally
Brethren
Inspiring
Speech

4

Elite

2 Sentinel
Abilities
2 Sentinel
Abilities
3 Sentinel
Abilities
3 Sentinel
Abilities

Description
The character gains 1 point of armor. You may buy this ability up to three times. In order to gain
the benefit of this skill, you must be wearing Leather, Chain, or Plate armor. This ability does not
count as a prerequisite for buying other skills under this header.
You may give a short speech to inspire survival. If there is a positive reaction from the crowd at
the conclusion of the speech, the Sentinel may spend 2 Air to state “By My Voice Grant Physical
Defense, Guard.” If the crowd gives no reaction, there is no effect but no Attributes are exhausted.
The speech and delivery of the effect must be in the same volume of voice.
You may give a short speech to inspire strength. Once the speech is complete and if there is a
positive reaction from the crowd, the Sentinel may spend 2 Fire to state “By My Voice, Grant
Melee or Missile Attack, 2 Damage.” The speech and delivery of the effect must be in the same
volume of voice. If the crowd gives no reaction, there is no effect but no Attributes are exhausted.

“Resist Mental”
Point your weapon at one foe, and call “By My Gesture, Repel by Presence.” The Repel effect ends
when the weapon is lowered or whenever any offensive Abilities are used.
“By your Name, [Name], Cure Mental”
You may give a short speech to inspire greatness. Once the speech is complete and if there is a
positive reaction from the crowd, the Sentinel may spend 1 Spirit to state “By My Voice, Refresh 1
Spirit.” The speech and delivery of the effect must be in the same volume of voice, and the
Sentinel does not receive a benefit from this ability. If the crowd gives no reaction, there is no
effect but the use of this skill is not exhausted.

Spellsword
This Header gives you access to the Spellsword Header. They are known for their ability to use a weapon wile
Spellcasting.

CP Cost – 3
Skill
Battle
Casting
Channel
Spell
Practiced
Channeling
Counter
Spell
Tempest
Stance

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Description

2

Passive

None

May cast spells with either a weapon or shield in your other hand.

3

1 Fire

None

1*

Elite

Channel Spell

3

1 Water

Channel Spell

4

Elite

2 Spellsword
Abilities

You may exhaust 1 Fire to cast any Packet Delivery Spell you are capable of casting normally
via a melee weapon. You cannot use this skill to channel spells from Magic Items or Wands.
You simply state the Spell call and deliver with a weapon instead of a packet. This attack
follows all rules for melee strikes regarding legal targets. You must keep calling the same attack,
and the Spell is lost if you use another called melee strike. Touch-cast only spells are not valid
for use with Channel Spell.
You may use the Channel Spell ability without using the 1 Fire required to channel a spell. This
skill can be purchased a maximum of 3 times.
“Absorb” vs any attack that exactly mimics a spell that you know. You may then deliver that
spell for free using the Channel Spell ability.
Plant your feet and state “Imbue by Spellsword.” As long as your feet are planted, you my
channel any spell you know without the additional Fire cost typically associated with using the
Channel Spell Ability. This effect ends when you become unconscious, move, or perform a nonSpell offensive skill.
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Storm Mage
This Header gives you access to the Storm Mage Header. They are known for their lightning-based Spells.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Charged Bolt (S)
Shocking Grasp (S)
Fleet of Foot
Screaming Winds (S)

CP
2
2
3
3

Attribute
1 Air
1 Air
2 Earth
1 Water

Shock (S)

2

2 Air

Air Mastery

3

Passive

Chain Lightning

3

2 Air

Lightning Strike (S)

4

Elite

Electrocute (S)

3

2 Fire

Flash

3

Elite

Prerequisite
None
None
None
None
2 Storm Mage
Abilities
2 Storm Mage
Abilities
2 Storm Mage
Abilities
2 Storm Mage
Abilities
3 Storm Mage
Abilities
3 Storm Mage
Abilities

Description
Packet Delivery “Double 2 Damage by Lightning”
Packet Delivery “2 Damage and Disarm <Right/Left> hand by Lightning”
“Purge <Paralyze/Root>“
Packet Delivery “Repel by Wind”
Packet Delivery “3 Damage and Weakness by Lightning”
When out of Air Attributes, Focus for 3 seconds then deliver a packet for “1 Damage
by Lightning”
Plant your feet then “Imbue by Lightning”. You may throw packets for “2 Damage by
Lightning” as long as you hit different targets. This effect ends if you move your feet,
use any other abilities, miss, hit a target a second time, or wait more than 10 seconds
between throwing packets.
Packet Delivery “Double 5 Damage by Lightning”
Packet Delivery “2 Damage and Stricken by Lightning”
“Triple Avoid by Lightning” vs Melee/Missile/Packet Delivery.

Trader
This Header gives you access to the Merchant Header. They are known for support and dealing with money/items.

CP Cost – 3
Skill

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Appraise

2

Passive

None

Buyer

1*

Passive

None

Merchant
Contacts

3

Passive

None

Seller

2*

Passive

Appraise

Copy
Recipe

4

Passive

None

Description

You can interact with Valuable items, marked with a “V.” You will be able to
appraise the value of these items, but this may take a small amount of time.
Appraisers may submit “V”-marked items at check-out for the full value of the
item. Without this ability, valuable items are sold at a loss for 50% of its value.
You can purchase a production item at the beginning of the game. Traders are
able to purchase one of the following, per purchase of this ability: any Level 1
or Level 2 Concoction, Rune, or Infusion at double the normal cost. You may
not purchase any items that require specific ingredients or special recipes. This
skill may be purchased multiple times, and each additional purchase of the skill
allows the merchant to purchase an additional item.
You can attempt to purchase rare ingredients and recipes during an event. This
skill is completely under plot’s discretion, and does not guarantee success. This
skill also acts as the Profession: Master <Merchant> skill, and provides the gold
normally associated with that skill.
You sell valuable (marked with V) at a profit. When doing so, you will receive
150% of items’ values, up to a maximum of 20 extra gold total per event. This
skill can be purchased multiple times, with each purchase increasing the
maximum bonus by an additional 20 gold.
You can copy a Rune, Concoction, or Infusion Recipe. To do this, you must
have the recipe to be copied and spend 60 seconds of roleplay. Copying a
Recipe requires exhausting one of the Recipe’s charges and paying the cost to
create the item, including any rare components. You will then receive a copy of
the Recipe with 5 charges. The merchant should provide these items at checkout, and they will receive the recipe at check-in at their next game.
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Warrior
This Header gives you access to the Warrior Header. They are known for their fighting ability.

CP Cost – 5
Skill
Dual Strike
(M)
Hamstring
Heavily
Armored
Battle On
Combat
Reflexes
Resilient
Weapon
Familiarity
Combat
Expertise
Expert Strike

CP

Attribute

Prerequisite

Description

2

1 Fire

None

“Imbue by Warrior” then Melee Attack “2 Damage by Weapon” (x2).

2

1 Water

None

2*

Passive

Armored

3

2 Water

None

Melee Attack “Slow by Weapon”
The character gains 1 point of armor. You may buy this ability up to three times. In order to
gain the benefit of this skill, you must be wearing Leather, Chain, or Plate armor. This ability
does not count as a prerequisite for buying other skills under this header.
“Resist Drain”

3

1 Air

None

“Parry” vs a Melee Attack that strikes a limb.

3

1 Earth

3

1 Earth

4

Elite

4

Elite

2 Warrior
Abilities
2 Warrior
Abilities
3 Warrior
Abilities
3 Warrior
Abilities

Three seconds of role-play “Purge <Maim/ Slow/ Weakness>“
10 seconds of roleplay. “Repair Weapon” without a forge
“By my gesture, Imbue by Expertise”, all Warrior Header called damage against target
increased by 1
Melee Attack “Double 5 Damage by Weapon”.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
WELCOME TO LARP
What is Live Action Roleplaying?

We Are Role-players (WAR) welcomes you to the wonderful world of Live-Action Role-Playing (LARP). If you have
never participated in a LARP before, this is an introduction to the general concepts and commonly used terminology. We
provide you with a medieval style fantasy setting and you get to create a character that fully participates in the story. You will
build your character from the ground up – race/culture, skills, costuming, etc. This is not a book! Once you design your character
you will attend events, usually at a campsite, and actually get to become your character for the weekend. The difference between
a LARP and a table-top roleplaying game is that instead of rolling dice, you’ll actually get to act out and partake of the story.
The story continues each and every event that you attend, creating new and exciting adventures for your character to participate
in. Don’t worry if you are not quite sure how to create a character or if you are doing it right – our staff will be happy to help
you when you arrive!

Finding a Game Event and Getting Information

Everyone is here to help – plot, staff, and players! Find us on Facebook or check out our website (www.warweb.org).
If you aren’t in the WAR Accelerant area, but wish to play in the Accelerant system, check out
http://www.accelerantgames.com/ for links to other Accelerant games that might be in your area. As the Accelerant gaming
system establishes Core Rules, there are quite a few different styles of games. WAR Accelerant is a Medieval/Fantasy setting,
but other Accelerant games offer different settings. Because the Core Rules are the same between all Accelerant games, you
are able to take your character to a variety of different genre games.

Some Commonly Used Terms

Below are some commonly used terms defined for your convenience.
● Boffer Weapon: a padded weapon made (typically) from plumbing supplies like duct tape, foam, and
insulation; used for combat and must always be safety checked.
● In-game (IG): This is used to describe the world you are playing within when you are your character.
Used to distinguish “real life” from the game world.
● Out-of-Game (OOG): Refers to the times when you are not your character/participating in the story.
Player Character (PC): If you are a PC it means that you are playing your character in the game world.
● Non-Player Character (NPC): NPC’s do not play their own characters within the game world. Instead,
they help create the game world by playing the creatures and people that your PC’s interact with.
● Plot: The people that create the game world in which you play and who run the events you attend. They
are the event designers.
● Staff: Staff are dedicated individuals that help run the event by handling logistics, playing NPC roles,
and helping to direct the NPC’s.
● NPC Shack or “The Shack”: Refers to the building/area where plot, staff, and NPC’s can be found. It is
typically an OOG area, the basecamp the running of the event is directed from.
● Summoner’s Rock: The in-game term to describe the NPC Shack.
● Module/Mod: A specially designed encounter for your character to interact in.
● Character Sheet: A character sheet lists out all the race, skills, etc. of your character and you will receive
it at check-in. You must carry your character sheet on you at all times during an event. Try not to lose
it, you will need it at the end of the event when you check out.
● Check-In: When you first arrive at an event, you’ll go to the designated check-in area. This is where you
receive your character sheet, pay event fees, and get organized for the event.
● Check-Out: At the end of the event, you will go to the designated check-out area. Here, you will turn in
your character sheet, coins, etc. before you leave.
● Clean-Up Duty: At the end of the event, everyone helps pick up the camp. Most likely you will be
assigned a clean-up duty when you check-in. Everyone is expected to perform a clean-up of their own
cabin/area and a common hang-out area. If you do not clean up, you may not be permitted to attend
future events.
● Hooch: Alcohol is not permitted on site – ever. However, there are in-game representations of alcohol
represented by things like cool aid or tea. This is often referred to as Hooch.
● Physical Representation (Phys. Rep.): Used to describe an item/some material that is representing
something in-game. For example, hanging green cloth may phys. rep. seaweed.
● Packets: The casting of Spells is represented by small squares of cloth filled with birdseed (about a large
tablespoon’s worth) and sealed with an elastic band. Don’t worry, we’ll show you.
● Watcher: In-game marshal that is able to answer OOG questions in an IG fashion. More on them later!

Preparing For An Event

Our game takes place at various outdoor camps and continuously runs throughout the weekend. Generally the game
begins on Friday evening and will continue non-stop until late Sunday morning. Throughout the entirety of the weekend,
everyone will strive to build an inter-active medieval/fantasy-like story and atmosphere, acting as their character would, and
pursuing their character’s goals.
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When attending a weekend WAR Accelerant event, there are several things to consider. Most importantly, you will
be staying at a camp, which rarely has many buildings that are heated or have air-conditioning. In order to keep yourself
comfortable, you must prepare for the weather. Bringing a tent to stay in is encouraged, but not required. During the cold
months it is advisable to wear extra layers of clothes and bring several additional changes of clothes to wear underneath your
costuming. It is possible that your clothing may get wet or muddy, so extra clothing is always a must. In the summer, it is good
to wear light clothes underneath your costuming, or perhaps cut down on the amount of costuming your wear.
Sleeping arrangements frequently include small beds inside of un-insulated cabins or tent-like structures. Sleeping
bags and extra blankets are encouraged during the winter months, even though winter events usually have some type of heated
buildings in which to stay.
Players commonly bring snacks, food, and drink to our events, even though there is almost always a “tavern” where
you can purchase consumables. Often-times players find themselves in need of a snack when the tavern is not open, when it is
late, or when it is too inconvenient to make a trek to the tavern, so be sure to bring some snacks just in case.

What to Bring to Your First Event
●
●
●
●
●
●

Dress for the weather as well as for the game with “in-period” style clothing – your costume can be as
simple or complex as you want.
Never be afraid to ask questions... this is how we all learn! During the actual game please try to phrase
the question to stay In-game (IG) when possible.
Pack enough clothes and a sleeping back to prepare for a two-night stay.
Snacks are handy!
Bring WAR-Accelerant safe “boffer” or latex weapons and/or Spell packets/gas globes that you plan to
use for your character. (If you are somehow unable, WAR Accelerant will supply you with weapons or
packets at your FIRST EVENT only)
BRING YOUR IMAGINATION AND HAVE FUN! (It is a GAME, after all!)

Weapons

There are numerous types of weapons in WAR Accelerant: polearms, two-handed weapons, short swords, bows,
daggers, and more. Safety is our first priority, so please be sure to see the rulebook section on creating a weapon and safety
regulations. When in doubt, ask. For your FIRST EVENT, any weapons that you need will be provided for you if you cannot
bring your own. We’d be happy to help you construct your first weapon.

Costuming

Every good character should have good costuming, and you should have yours when you come to your first event.
But if you are unsure of what you should wear at your first event, we will be happy to supply you with some basic costuming.
We play a medieval/fantasy game, so you should try to find costuming that might be commonly seen at a renaissance festival.
We prefer that no tennis shoes are worn, or blue jeans, t-shirts with logos, or anything that looks out of period. Please check
out any of the photos on the website to get an idea of what proper costuming looks like. If you know what you want your
character to look like and you are ready to go get your costuming, there are plenty of excellent places to look, even if you are
short on money:
● Look in your closet, basement and attic. You would be surprised what you might find that could fit the
medieval fantasy genre that we play.
● Go to yard sales. You can find clothing, jewelry, and other neat stuff that fits into the realm of our game
● Ebay! You can find anything on ebay
● Local costuming store. There are often a few stores around that specialize in theatre costuming.
Halloween time is the perfect time to find makeup and costuming that easily fits into the game.
● Online stores / Google it! If all else fails, you can ALWAYS find costuming at online stores. Some of
these stores can be a little costly, but if you plan on keeping the same costuming for your character then
it will be well worth the money
● Other players. A lot of other players at WAR-Accelerant have extra costuming that they might not use
anymore. If you ask, they may be willing to lend, sell, or give you old costuming.
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How to be a Good NPC

We love NPC’s! We would not be able to run our events without them. NPC’s get to play all kinds of roles and it is a
great way to learn the game. Below are some things to keep in mind if you decide to NPC:
The most important thing in being a good NPC is to always keep in mind that you are helping the Plot team tell a story
that is interactive, dynamic and ever-changing. Sometimes this involves straight-out combat, sometimes this involves heavy
role-play with little or no combat, and sometimes it is a combination of both of these things. It is not your job to kill as many
PCs as possible, nor is it your job to do whatever you want whenever you want.
In order to help the Plot team tell the story, you must know your NPC card. If you are unsure of a skill or ability, ask
someone. Memorize your NPC card as fully as possible, and keep it on you at all times so you can look at it if or when needed.
Listen to what Plot or the Marshall/Watcher tells you and do what they say. Because this is a dynamic and interactive
game, the situation changes, and you must be willing to change gears as necessary.
Costuming- even though when you NPC you will be in and out of various costumes multiple times during the event,
it is up to you to make sure that you are properly costumed at all times, but we provide it for you. This means the proper
application of face paints, wearing the right tunic, fur, or clothing, and using the correct weapons and prosthetics. Try not to
bring or wear clothes that have logos on them, or tennis shoes or anything else that is going to make the NPCs you play look
out of place.
Make sure you have extra clothes. Even on hot summer days, you want to have another set or two of clothes to switch
into to stay dry and comfortable. This may even include having extra pairs of shoes/boots. This is especially true in the winter
or on rainy event days.
Drink plenty of WATER, even during the colder months, and make sure you eat. You will be running around and
burning a lot of calories. Even if dieting, you will need to eat more on a WAR Accelerant game weekend than you normally
would. You should also drink more water, and avoid sugary drinks such as soda and energy drinks as much as possible.
Have a good time and have fun! NPC’ing can be a blast, and you should be having a good time doing it. If you have
a preference – such as roleplay parts – let us know! If you have an idea – let us know!

How to be a Good PC

We love PC’s! We would not be able to run our events without them. Below are some things to keep in mind if you
decide to PC:
Always remember, in WAR Accelerant there is absolutely NO being OOG. Even if you arrive after the game starts, if
you are on site, you are IG. Until you check in, and get in costume you will appear as a Spirit, and should walk with your head
bowed and hands lowered and crossed in front of you. If anyone tries to interact with you, you simply say “Spirit” and continue
on your way. Try to get into game as soon as possible once you have arrived on site.
Because there is no OOG in WAR Accelerant, there should be absolutely no OOG chatting. This means no talking
about football, or other sporting events, MMORPGs, school, work or anything else. If you do hear someone speaking OOG,
simply state “Decorum” to remind them that they should always be IG.
Bring proper costuming and weapons. You should always look as good as possible from an IG aspect while PCing in
WAR Accelerant. This doesn’t mean that you can’t wear simple peasant clothes, but it does mean that you must wear costuming
that looks in period at all times.
Bring proper clothing and bedding. Not only is costuming important, but so is your comfort. Make sure you have extra
clothes. Even on hot summer days, you want to have another set or two of clothes to switch into to stay dry and comfortable.
This may even include having extra pairs of shoes/boots. This is especially true in the winter or on rainy event days.
Drink plenty of WATER, even during the colder months, and make sure you eat. You will be running around and
burning a lot of calories. Even if dieting, you will need to eat more on a WAR Accelerant game weekend than you normally
would. You should also drink more water, and avoid sugary drinks such as soda and energy drinks as much as possible.
Most importantly- have fun! Let’s face it, you are here to have fun and the Plot/Staff team is here to see that you have
it. If you aren’t having a good time, try to figure out why you aren’t having a good time. Please let a Plot, Staff or Watcher
know and they will do everything in their powers to correct the situation.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
WAR ACCELERANT WEAPONS
“Boffer” Larping

WAR Accelerant is a “boffer” game, meaning that combat is carried out with padded weapons referred to as “boffers”
or “boffer weapons.” It is also a “lightest touch” game, meaning that the weapon construction specifications differ from some
other boffer combat systems.
Only weapons that meet the construction specifications outlined below will be permitted in WAR Accelerant. It is the
responsibility of all players to ensure that their weapons meet safety guidelines for each event. Weapons should be submitted
to a marshal prior to game-on for inspection.
Players found using unsafe weapons may have combat privileges revoked and repeat offenders may face disciplinary
action. Safety is a serious concern, and unsafe weaponry can prove a serious danger.

Boffer Parts and Materials
Parts
Core
Pommel
Grip

Blade / Shaft

Cross-guard
Head

Crush tips

The center of the weapon. Constructed of PVC, CPVC, or kitespar. For clarification, WAR
Accelerant does not allow the following materials to be used as weapon cores: wooden
dowel, fiberglass rods, aluminum tubing, copper tubing, or fishing rod (graphite).
The pommel is a padded section of core below the handle. All weapons that have a core
must have a pommel. A pommel must begin 1-2 inches on the core and extend 1-2 inches
beyond it. A pommel does count towards the overall weapon length.
The part of the weapon that is handled by the player. At no point should a weapon in combat
be handled by anything but the grip. This is the only part of the weapon that does not have
to be padded. The grip may be covered (if a covering is desired) in any material that would
not pose a hazard to players.
This is the primary striking area of the weapon. When the weapon has a head on it, such as
an axe or hammer, this will be referred to as the ‘shaft’ of the weapon. Blades must be
padded to a thickness of 5/8-3/4 inches. The padding of a blade must extend 1/2 inch past
the core, and the gap must be filled in with closed cell padding.
This is an optional piece of the weapon that is constructed perpendicular to the handle and
is located just above the handle. This piece of the weapon helps to prevent wayward enemy
strikes from hitting the hand.
This piece of the weapon will be found on axes, hammers, pole-arms, and Blunts. For these
weapons, this is the primary striking surface. The striking surface of the head must be
covered with 1.5-2 inches of open-cell foam. In head size, Width refers to the distance
between one edge of the striking surface and the other. Depth refers to the distance between
the outside edge of the shaft and outside edge of the striking surface. Length refers to the
measurement along the shaft itself.
Crush tips are found at the end of each striking surface. Crush tips are counted as part of
the length of a blade/shaft. Crush tips are mandatory for safety reasons and must be 1.5-2
inches thick for one-handed weapons / 2-2.5 inches thick for two-handed weapons. They
must be made of open cell foam.
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Materials
Padding

PVC/CPVC
Kitespar

Fiberglass

Duct tape
Electrical Tape
Glue/Spray Adhesive
Gaffer’s Tape
Cloth
Open Cell Foam
Pipe Insulation

EVAlite
DAP Weldwood

Padding refers to some sort of soft foam that covers the core of a weapon. Padding can
consist of pipe insulation or EVAlite foam. Open cell foam is not permissible as core
padding.
Plastic tubing that usable as a weapon core. Note that PVC is not acceptable for long
weapons, as it is not rigid enough to be safe. Both materials are commonly available at
building materials stores.
A general name for Filament Wound Epoxy Tubing, kitespar is a rigid graphite rod that is
usable as a weapon core. It is not commonly available and must usually be ordered from a
specialty retailer. When purchasing, make sure that you a looking at the Outer Diameter
(OD) of your core. Because Kitespar can have sharp edges when cut, the end of the core
must be wrapped in duct or gaffer’s tape to prevent the core itself damaging the padding
and therefore the safety of the weapon.
Fiberglass cores are solid, durable cores. Because a break in a fiberglass core can produce
dangerous shards of material, any Fiberglass core must be completely covered in gaffer’s
or duct tape underneath the padding. This helps minimize danger in case of a break. It is
sold in the same diameters as Kitespar and uses the same diameter specifications.
A durable tape used for covering weapons, it is available basically everywhere. Seriously,
everywhere.
May be used to cover only the grip of a weapon. It should not be used for any other aspect
of construction.
Sometimes used to attach padding to the core of a weapon. In no way should glue be used
on the striking surface of a weapon, as it may cause the surface to be hard.
A heavy, extremely durable tape used in stage and film work. It is not commonly available
and must usually be ordered from a specialty retailer.
Cloth can be used to cover striking surfaces of weapons. Cloth covers should not be rough
or abrasive in any way.
Open cell foam, or upholstery foam is a soft, compressible foam commonly used in
furniture padding. It is available online, or from specialty craft/furniture retailers.
Used in HVAC and plumbing, pipe insulation is a common and easy padding for boffer
weapons. Some construction retailers carry 5/8” foam, but it may need to be ordered. When
buying, make sure to match the diameter of the core you are using, as insulation is sold in
many different sizes.
EVAlite is an extremely durable foam that can be used as padding. It is not generally
available and must usually be ordered from a specialty retailer.
DAP is an industrial strength adhesive sometimes used in weapon construction. NOTE:
DAP is a powerful adhesive and it cannot be stressed enough that proper safety precautions
are taken. Please make sure to read and follow all the instructions that come with this
material.
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Weapon Types
Axe

Bow
Mace/Hammer
Small Weapon
Spear
Staff

Sword
Thrown
Two-Handed
Polearm
Weapon Specifications
Weapon
Short Sword
Long Sword
Short Axe
Long Axe
Short Mace/Hammer
Long Mace/Hammer
Polearm
Small Weapon
Spear
Staff
Two Handed Sword
Two Handed Mace/Hammer
Two Handed Axe
Bow
Thrown Weapon

Axes have a head that extends from one or two sides of the shaft. They must include a
crush tip.
WAR Accelerant does not use live-fire bows. A packet bow consists of a curved, padded
core with a grip in the center and a crush tip on either end. A bow is never strung from end
to end.
Maces have a head that surrounds the end of the weapon. They must include a crush tip.
The depth of a head on a mace may extend in all directions from the shaft, in which case
the width minimum becomes not applicable.
A small weapon may mimic an Axe, Mace, or Sword, but smaller. Obviously.
A spear is a one-handed, thrusting weapon. It is not permissible to swing a spear.
Although a staff must be wielded with two hands, it is explicitly not considered a TwoHanded Weapon. The grip of a staff must be located in the center of its length. The grip of
a staff may be divided by a center portion of padding, which does count as part of the
overall grip length. Each end of a staff should have a crush tip.
Swords are simple weapons that consist of a handle and blade. They must have a crush tip;
a cross-guard is optional.
Thrown weapons are small weapons designed to be thrown. A thrown weapon must be
constructed entirely of foam and may not contain a rigid core of any kind. No part of a
thrown weapon may be weighted with anything other than foam.
Any weapon that must be wielded (predictably) with two hands. Contains sub-categories
Polearm covers two-handed spears, glaives, bills, pikes, etc.
Core (Diameter & type)
1/2 PVC/CPVC .505 Kitespar
1/2 PVC/CPVC .505 Kitespar
1/2 PVC/CPVC .505 Kitespar
1/2 PVC/CPVC .505 Kitespar
1/2 PVC/CPVC .505 Kitespar
1/2 PVC/CPVC .505 Kitespar
3/4 PVC/CPVC .745Kitespar
1/2 PVC/CPVC .505 Kitespar
3/4 CPVC .745 Kitespar
3/4 CPVC .745 Kitespar
3/4 CPVC .745 Kitespar
3/4 CPVC .745 Kitespar
3/4 CPVC .745 Kitespar
1/2 PVC/CPVC
NO CORE

Blade (Shaft)
Length Min-Max
13-20
21-32
13-20
21-32
13-20
21-32
23-36
6-16
26-36
18-24(x2)
32-42
32-42
32-42
13-23 (x2)
-

Grip Length
Min-Max
6-12
6-12
6-12
6-12
6-12
6-12
24-36
6-8
20-30
24-30
20-24
20-24
20-24
8-14
-

Overall Length
Min - Max
27 - 34
35 – 46
27 – 34
35 - 46
27 - 34
35 – 46
59 - 74
16 - 26
48 - 58
60 - 72
54 - 64
54 - 64
54 - 64
34 - 60
4 – 36

Head Size
(W x D x L)
N/A
N/A
1.5-2 x 2-3 x 4-6
1.5-2 x 2-4 x 6-8
1.5-3 x 2-3 x 4-6
1.5-3 x 2-4 x 6-8
3-4 x 2-6 x 8-12
1.5-2 x 1-2 x 4-6
2-3 x 2-4 x 6-10
N/A
N/A
4-5 x 2-6 x 8-12
3-4 x 2-6 x 8-12
N/A
2-3 x 1-2 x 4-8
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Shield Construction

There are many different types of materials from which a shield can be made. Wood, plastic, and rigid foam materials
are generally the most accepted for shield construction, however other materials may be considered acceptable as long as they
are safe and durable enough to withstand boffer combat. Shields that are composed of latex foam are also acceptable for use in
WAR Accelerant.
The most important aspect of any shield is that it is safe. Shields may not have any sharp edges or protrusions like
bolts or nails that could potentially hurt someone, including the player using it. Shields that are made of rigid material such as
plastic or wood must have all edges of the shield covered by at least 5/8 inch of padding. Shields made of softer materials do
not require foam padding along the edges; however, even shields made of material such as rigid foam must not have any sharp
edges.
Shield Categories.
Bucklers
Shield

Small shields that don’t provide as much protection, but often provide more mobility to the
user. A Buckler may be of any shape, but cannot exceed 18 inches at any dimension.
Shields may be of any shape, but may not exceed 520 square inches in area and may not
exceed 36 inches in any dimension. This means that you cannot build a shield that is 50
inches tall by 10 inches wide – even though the total area of the shield may be 500 square
inches, the length exceeds 36 inches and is therefore illegal.

Shield Styles
Strapped

Strapped shields have a grip as well as a strap that wraps around the forearm, holding the
whole forearm against the shield.
Punch
Punch shields have a handle that is set in the center of the weapon.
Remember when constructing or purchasing a shield that safety is the primary factor and if the shield possesses any
characteristics that might be considered to be unsafe, it will likely be rejected by the weapons marshal and will not be permitted
for use in the game.

Latex Boffer Weapons

Latex Boffer Weapons are soft foam weapons coated in flexible latex. Although they do not always meet the weapon
construction guidelines above, they are sometimes permitted in game.
Not all manufacturers’ weapons meet the WAR Accelerant standard of safe construction. All latex weapons must be
presented to a weapons marshal before game on for a safety inspection, regardless of whether or not that weapon has passed
inspection in the past.
It is highly recommended that a weapons marshal or WAR Accelerant Owner is contacted prior to the purchase of a
latex weapon to consult on the potential safety of the weapon. This does not guarantee that a weapon will pass safety inspection
and be approved for use.
When considering a latex weapon for use in WAR Accelerant, consider the following characteristics of a weapon that
are more likely to be approved for use.
Latex weapons should possess the following characteristics:
● Soft – the weapon does not hurt when you are struck with it
● Rigid core – the weapon should not overly flex or bend, although the weapon should have some “give”
that will absorb the shock of a weapon strike
● Close to length and width standards – weapons should meet or be close to meeting the length
specifications, as well as maximum head size for weapons such as axes, maces, hammers, and polearms.
● Crush tips – most latex weapons do not have crush tips. Latex weapons that do not have crush tips are
permitted, but they cannot be used to “thrust” with the weapon.
● No small protrusions on the striking surface – latex weapons should not possess small protrusions (such
as spikes) on the striking surface. A spiked mace would be an example of an unsafe or unapproved latex
weapon.
● No sharp edges – latex weapons should never have sharp or hard edges that could potentially cause a cut
or scratch
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How to Construct a Basic Boffer Weapon

Below are basic guidelines on how to make a boffer weapon. These are only suggested procedures and should not be
considered the “only” way to build a boffer weapon. Please keep in mind, that the first weapon that you build may not be
successful and that you may need to develop your own methods for crafting a weapon to your liking. We highly suggest asking
for help in constructing your first weapon.
● Materials Needed: Duct Tape, open cell foam, pipe foam insulation, PVC/CPVC pipe, handle wrap,
adhesive (optional)
● Tools Needed: small toothed saw/pipe cutter, marker, scissors or comparable cutting tool (such as a
utility knife with a long blade), ruler
1.
Prepare the core
● Start by using the saw to cut your core to the specified length of your weapon. Consider that when your
weapon is finished, it will have an additional inch of pommel, .5 in of padding beyond the core, and 1.52 inches of crush tip, for a total of 3-3.5 inches of length. Do not cut your core to the full desired length
of your weapon.
● Remember that the edges of a kitespar core must be wrapped in durable tape. Remember that the entire
length of a fiberglass core must be wrapped in durable tape.
2.
Cut the padding
● Pommel - Cut the pipe foam insulation to the length of your pommel. Typically, this will be roughly 2 –
4 inches. Remember that a pommel must cover the bottom of the core by between 1-2 inches and extend
past the core 1-2 inches.
● Blade/Shaft – Cut your insulation to the desired length of the blade, minus 1.5-2 inches for the crush tip.
Remember that the padding must extend .5 inches beyond the core.
3.
Attach the padding
● Padding can be attached to the core with spray adhesive, DAP, or duct or gaffer’s tape.
● If using adhesive or DAP, follow the directions for those materials. Make sure to check that the adhesive
you are using will not dissolve the padding.
● If using tape, use long loops of tape that have been attached with the sticky side out, effectively creating
double-sided tape.
● At the inner edges of the pommel and blade/shaft (next to the grip) use four long, thin strips of tape
coming out from the core in a cross pattern to secure the padding to the core. Wrap a strip of tape over
these around the core and the padding to secure them.
● Cut a “plug” of foam to fill in the gap between the end of the core and the end of the padding. This can
be sealed in with glue, but the end of the padding must be covered in gaffer’s/duct tape.
4.
Crush Tip
● Cut a piece of open cell of an equal size to the end of the weapon and 1.5 inches thick. Use ether adhesive
or a loop of tape to attach the crush tip to the blade.
● Use two long strip of gaffer’s/duct tape in an “X” pattern over the top of the crush tip, making sure that
the edges of the tape meet and seal. At this point, the open cell foam should not be visible.
● Using a pin, punch lots of holes in the tape to allow the tape to compress easily
● The crush tip should compress to .5 inches and should expand back to full size in under 2 seconds. If the
tip fails to expand, punch more holes in the tape in order to allow the air to flow back in more easily.
5.
Head
● If your weapon requires a head (such as an axe, mace, or hammer), follow this subset of instructions to
build the head; otherwise skip to the next step.
● Cut your head to the size allowed by the weapon you are building. Remember, if using foam other than
open cell to build the head, the striking surface of the weapon must have 1.5-2 inches of open cell foam.
● Attach it to the core of the weapon in the same way as a crush tip, using either adhesive or gaffer’s/duct
tape.
● When the head is attached, it must be completely covered in gaffer’s/duct tape, in the same fashion as a
crush tip.
● The tape should have holes poked in it, and the head should compress by at least 1 inch.
6.
Covering
● Weapons should be covered using either gaffers or duct tape. As an option, a cloth cover can be sewn to
cover the weapon.
● A weapon should be completely covered in tape and sealed as much as possible to prevent water from
getting into the weapon and breaking it down.
● Tape should be laid along the length of the weapon, rather than around it. This cuts down on compression
of the foam.
7.
Inspection
● Make sure that the weapon is presented to a weapons marshal for approval prior to game on.
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